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ABSTRACT

Several different land policies were implemented in the Florida
Parishes of Louisiana, where French, British, and Spanish control pre
ceded that of the United States.

Prior to federal sales of public land

to private individuals, grants of land were given in accordance with
colonial survey systems and later by the United States government.
The apparent disarray of modern property lines reflects the region's
predominant land policies and its legacy of historic discrepancies in
notions of cadastral order.
Land policies in the Florida Parishes were designed to encourage
settlement in the area in order to accomplish the political objectives
of acquisition of territory and protection of national interests.
Generosity in awarding free land to settlers was typical of each
nation's strategem.

Although land grants awarded by the Spanish

government were extensive, those from the United States government
were even larger and more numerous, reflecting a lengthy contest

t>
between the two powers for political dominance of the region.

Such

grants were the earliest and largest American "frontier donations".
Land grants were directly related to early settlement in the
Florida Parishes and serve as one index of the patterns and distribu
tion of human occupancy through time and space.

During the eighteenth

and early nineteenth centuries, settlement and claims originated
viii

in a few nuclei and spread eastward and northward.

The sites chosen

indicate attempts to reconcile several critical factors of physiog
raphy, transportation, and social considerations.
Data regarding fields, houses, place-names, roads, and other
evidence of cultural development by those who acquired land serve r.o
substantiate the claim that the acquisition of land may be used as an
index to study early settlement, and that such acquisition was not
merely a legal process devoid of expression in the landscape.

Grave

stones in local cemeteries are often inscribed with the names of
persons who acquired land nearby, and other more traditional historic
sources substantiate the information gleaned from land records.
The primary source materials for this study were the earliest
United States land records for the Florida Parishes, the survey maps
and field notes that resulted from efforts to survey the land prior to
federal sale of the unclaimed portions.

Surveyors noted descriptions

of the physical and cultural features of the land, mapping roads,
ferries, mills, hospitals, houses,
historical consequence.

towns, and many other features of

Local courthouse records and State Land Office

"tract books" serve as ledgers, listing each township and indicating
the legal actions affecting each section.

The records serve as source

material on particular regions, showing whether they were transferred
into private ownership and, if so, the dates and names of owners.
Land records also include information on titles to land that
was acquired without purchasing it from the United States government.
Such claims of private ownership stemmed both from colonial patents
and from United States policies that transferred land freely to per-

ix

sons who had settled it.

Records pertaining to the acquisition of

small parcels of land serve as the voice of the uneducated, "plain
folks" settlers whose impact on the landscape was greater in extent
than that of the few wealthier, large landholders.

Data on unauthor

ized settlers ("squatters") who also left their mark but whose settle
ment is exceptionally hard to document, also appear on early maps and
land records.
The methods of land division and acquisition reflect cultural
notions and historical continencies, all of which change through time.
The imprint of such land division remains, nonetheless, as discrete
patterns that persist in contemporary landscapes.

What appears as a

disorderly or chaotic contemporary Louisiana landscape is shown as
merely a historied one, with the imprints of various notions of order
retained as on a palimpsest.

x

INTRODUCTION
This essay is a geography of land claims and early settlement in
the Florida Parishes of Louisiana.

The predominant land policies and

cadastral forms implemented in the region prior to public land sales
are examined and land grants are studied as an index of settlement.
What appears to be a disorderly and chaotic contemporary Louisiana land
scape is shown as merely a historied one, with the imprints of various
notions of order retained as on a palimpsest.
Much of lower Louisiana was settled prior to its entry into the
United States and colonial survey systems preceded the United States
township and range surveys as a form of land division.

Grants of land

were given in Louisiana by the kings of France, Spain and Great Britain,
and later by the United States government, prior to federal sales of
public lands to private individuals.

Surveys were made, recognizing

prior claims, official maps and accounts of the surveys were completed
and, later, sales proceeded in a somewhat orderly manner.
Private claims in Louisiana amounted to 12.71 percent of the
total private claims in states having public domain in the United
States (Hibbard, 1965, p. 29).

An area amounting to 15.13 percent of

the land surface of the state was included in private claims, covering
an expanse of 4,397,555 acres.

Most of these claims (encompassing

4,347,891 acres) were eventually confirmed.
1

These land grants served

as the focus of initial occupancy for much of Louisiana, and the vari
ations evident in their forms and patterns provide insight into much of
the settlement history of the South, and illustrate the rich variety in
Louisiana.
More precisely, it is in Louisiana's Florida Parishes that the
ideal laboratory of the dissection of just such intricate data is to be
found.

Here the full range of land claims, land sales, and simple land

seizure (by squatters) is evident.

This study focuses on land acquisi

tion within this region in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries during the period of its transformation from wildernesshinterland to productive, settled, American domain.
The course of settlement is indicated by charting patterns of land
acquisition.

The dates of population movements, specific preferences

regarding physiographic areas, and social factors involved in population
spread are among the many aspects of historical geography for which land
records offer data of great utility.

Further, a broad spectrum of

settlement may be examined with these materials, without the handicap
of being limited to the traditional records and journals of more pros
perous, literate landowners.
Data regarding fields, houses, place-names, roads and other evi
dence of cultural development by those who acquired land serve to
substantiate the claim that the acquisition of land may be used as an
index to study early settlement, and that such acquisition was not
merely a legal process devoid of expression in the landscape.

To the

extent that the names of persons receiving land or settling as squatters
coincide with the names accorded houses, fields, and streams on early
maps, then land acquisition and settlement may be considered for

3

practical purposes largely synonomous.

Gravestones in local cemeteries

are often inscribed with the names of persons who acquired land nearby,
and family histories, church records, and other more traditional his
toric sources substantiate the information gleaned from the land records.
In view of the findings and limitations of earlier projects related to
land acquisition and settlement,

it seems significant to pursue addi

tional data that might shed more light on the subject.

COLONIAL SYSTEMS OF LAND DIVISION
It was in the interest of each successive government to have the
wilderness settled in order to better secure its political claims to the
vast territory and to facilitate economic development.

The abundant

unparceled land was viewed as a free good, of little value until settled
and cultivated.

Pioneers in the new world were performing a patriotic

service as they subdued the wilderness.

Government policies eagerly

accommodated the frontiersmen by generous disposition of unoccupied
land, apportioning it into individual holdings as demand warranted.
During their respective administrations the French, British and
Spanish governments did not implement systematic regional surveys; the
land was divided piecemeal as private citizens chose tracts of land
they wished to receive as grants.

Surveys of individual land claims

were sporadic and incomplete under colonial governments.
The forms of land division implemented by colonial governments
represented adaptions and incorporations of earlier cadastral forms.
It was inevitable that customs and legal forms should vary, but after
the first major departure had been made from communal holdings by
Indian groups to individual holdings by Europeans, neither the French,

4

British nor Spanish governments dictated sweeping changes to eradicate
prior forms of land division.

FEDERAL LAND DIVISION
Throughout most of the United States the rectilinear grid pattern
of Jefferson's "township and range" survey system was the predominant
cadastral form (Fig. 1).

Seven of the original thirteen states had

colonial claims extending westward to the Mississippi River, but relin
quished them to create what has become known as the "public domain."
It was to survey and dispose of this public land that the Land Ordinance
of 1784 was passed and the rectilinear survey system was created.

The

division of land into near rectangular units oriented to a system of
base lines and principal meridians was designed to facilitate consistent,
orderly identification and sale of the public domain prior to legal
occupancy.

George Washington and others opposed rectangular subdivision

of the public domain, proposing instead a system of property boundaries
that would subdivide land, but with regard for natural features,
especially river bottoms (Pattison, 1964, p. 229).

Proponents of

rectangular surveying were successful, however, arguing that it would
involve less government expense than irregular surveys.

CONFLICT IN SYSTEMS OF LAND DIVISION
The basic policies of the American land system were successfully
applied in much of the Midwest, a part of the area of original public
domain, and today cadastral patterns afford a "striking example of
geometry triumphant over physical geography"(Pattison, 1964, p. 1).
In the Midwest the federal government was relatively unhampered in
implementing its geometrically regular design in the disposition

h~

i| R e c ta n g u la r survey, s i x - m i l e township.
Incl. small area where rect. surveying not found

ft R e c ta n g u la r survey, f i v e - m i le township.
400

L a n d never included w ithin the United S ta te s
public domain.
Base lines a n d p rin c ip a l m edian, th u s : ----------

Fig. 1.

Extent of the American rectangular land survey system

miles
after W. D. Pattison, 1964

of land.

Few land titles had originated under governments earlier than

that of the United States, and these "private land claims" were dealt
with under makeshift provisions as specific situations arose (Treat,
1910, pp. 198-229).
The first opportunity to test the applicability of the American
system on a large scale came with the purchase of Louisiana by the
United States in 1804 (Coles, in Carstensen, 1968, p. 208).

In Louisiana

and in other areas acquired later by the American government, extensive
settlement and land division had occurred before political control was
transferred to the United States.

Numerous titles to land had been

acquired by individuals from earlier governments in accordance with
cadastral systems that differed from the American plan, and the American
government faced the problem of dealing with many times more private
land claims than in the Midwest (Fig. 2).

For example, an "arpent land

scape" resulting from French and Spanish land division along the
Mississippi Riv^r and distributaries appeared amorphous and haphazard
in contrast with rectangular surveys, and national policies were altered
to adapt to these particular conditions.

Such private land claims were

recognized and confirmed by the American government, and the grid
pattern of the rectangular survey system was altered to retain the
boundaries of claims distinct from regular sections.
Cultural and historical factors, rather than physical ones,
account for the alteration of the rectangular survey system in Louisiana.
It is incorrect to assume that "the usual methods of surveying would
not be suitable to the physical character of the region" (Coles, in
Carstensen, 1968, p. 211).

The rectangular survey system was success

fully implemented in the rugged Rocky Mountains of the western United

B o u n d a rie s

J Non - Public Land States

International and State
Louisiana Purchase

|

| O riginial Public Domain

Florida
Republic of Texas

Confirm ed Private Claims
Private Scrip Claims

O reg o n Territory

Acquisition from M exico and Gadsden Purchase

Fig. 2.

Private land claims within the public domain

a fte r B. H. H ibbard, 1965
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States and in Florida's swampy Everglades.

In fact, the surveying

problems presented by the topography of southern alluvial areas in the
Louisiana Territory were only slightly more difficult than those of
the Midwest.

In both areas surveyors faced practical difficulties in

traversing swamps and flooded waterways.

In much of Louisiana private

land claims spread extensively over natural levees and uplands while
swamps and marshes remained unclaimed, so that the resulting cadastral
pattern is one of irregular surveys in areas of readily accessible high
ground and rectangular surveys predominately in regions of swamps and
m a rshes.

LAND DIVISION IN THE FLORIDA PARISHES
That portion of Louisiana that comprises the eight-parish region
known as the "Florida Parishes" lies east of the Mississippi River and
north of Lake Pontchartrain, Lake Maurepas, and Bayou Manchac (Fig. 3).
The history of this area, along with other political and cultural
factors, has contributed to the recognition of its distinctive charac
ter.

It was not part of the territory included in the Louisiana

Purchase

of 1803; it remained under colonial governments until 1810,

when it came under the control of the United States.

When the United

States government assumed power in the Florida Parishes, much of the
land was already granted to private individuals by the colonial govern
ments, and the United States recognized most such landownership as
legal.

The impact made on the land by the various government land

policies and the wide assortment of survey systems imparts an apparent
hodge-podge of triangles, rectangles, and oddly-shaped rectilinear
units to cadastral forms and patterns in the landscape.

The pattern

r-

WEST
Gf
FELICIANA ^

EAST
FELICIANA

W A S H IN G T O N
ST. HELENA

^/SStSS/fi^ \ (_ r
--- {

T A N G IP A H O A

EAST
BATON ROUGE

-s.
ST. T A M M A N Y

L IV IN G S T O N

INSET
M A P

talilll
'
LAKE
MAUREPAS

LAKE PONTCHARTRAIN

Fig. 3.

Florida Parishes
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of these units also correlates to a considerable extent with the
locations of historic waterways and roads, cultural features, and
other indications of settlement.
The cadastral units represented by those areas that were ulti
mately confirmed as private grants of land are particularly extensive
in the Florida Parishes,
total land area.

comprising almost half (43.6 percent) of the

The granted area involved more than one million acres

of land (1,242,252 acres), divided among 3,741 claims (Fig. 4).

The

boundaries of confirmed grants are retained in the modern system of
land survey, with section lines in the United States survey system
interrupted so as not to cross private claims.

Further, land grants

in the Florida Parishes are distinguished in numerical ordering from
units that did not comprise such grants, generally having numbers above
36, with the numbers 1-36 used to designate regular sections (Fig. 5).
These claims are identifiable as separate, and their historical and
geographical significance warrants their selection as the base element
for a study in historical geography.

The different legal bases for

grants, in association with their different dates of acquisition,
relates to variations in size, shape, number and distribution.

There

is evidence that a substantial number of settlers were directly asso
ciated with land claims, and the extent, variations and characteristics
are revealed by examining the historical data.

RELATED PUBLICATIONS
Since colonial administrations and the United States government
awarded land to persons willing to inhabit and develop it, a chronol
ogy of settlement might be based on data regarding these events.

The

Fig. 4:

Private land grant

11

12

39

20

30

Fig. 5:

29

28

32

33

\

22

23

24

27

26

25

34

35

38

I,and Grants: Numerical Distinctiveness (St. Tammany Parish,
T .7S., R.14E.)
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assumption that land acquisition might serve as an index of settlement
is not entirely new.

Hart observed that "maps of the date at which

land was alienated can present a clear picture of the spread of the
frontier," and recommended the records of the Land Offices as a
"veritable treasure trove of information... virtually ignored by
geographers" (1974, p. 77).

He suggested that the expansion of

settlement through time can be examined by transferring the written
record of land sales to maps, and constructing a chronological sequence
of the resulting patterns.

Hart presented a series of maps that show

the acreage of land sold at various land offices, and suggested that
they "provide a companion place for the maps of population spread."
Earlier work by French (1972), involving detailed mapping of land
sales in Franklin Parish, Louisiana, examined the expansion of settle
ment in association with land purchases in that region but recognized
the additional factors of land bought for speculation rather than
settlement, as well as prior settlement by squatters and by claimants
of land grants.

Because land grants preceded land sales as a means of

transferring holdings from sovereign into private ownership, it would
be misleading, if not meaningless,

to examine patterns of land sales

without taking into account the vast areas previously occupied by
grants.

Public land sales, obviously, would be lacking almost entirely

in areas where grants were extensive.

Grants of land by colonial

governments thus directly affected later settlement patterns.

Further,

the issue of land claims delayed surveys and the public sale of land
since both were postponed until the primary problems of confirmation
of foreign titles were largely solved (Treat, 1910, p. 199).
Precise data on land acquisition can either dispel or substantiate

generalized notions regarding settlement.

At least since Frederick

Jackson Turner announced the demise of the frontier in 1893, debate
concerning settlement patterns has flourished (Turner,

1893).

Patterns

and periods of occupancy have been speculated about by numerous
scholars, but broad discrepancies exist in attempts to apply their
theories to the actualities of the cultural landscape.
ward waves pushed the settlement frontier along (Turner,

Whether w e s t 
1893) or

whether ripples and eddies configuratively altered this hypothetical
pattern (Merrens,

1964) can only be determined by examination of the

particular data for the various areas in question.

Contrary to the

vastly oversimplified notion of discriminate waves of settlers, wherein
permanent settlement was presumably preceded by fur trappers and
squatters, settlement in Louisiana encompassed large numbers of
squatters who acquired legal title and remained on their land, some
1
for several generations.

Specific case studies indicate great

permanence in the settlement of squatters in Louisiana, both through
land purchases (French,

1972) and land grants.

Some have attempted

to discover the facts of settlement patterns in association with more
detailed premises, such as that of "pioneer prairie-avoidance"
(McManis,

1964), which presupposes a westward advance of the settle

ment frontier, as do certain attempts to refute it (Jordan,

1964).

Studies have not conclusively tested the hypothesis.
Very little published work studies settlement through analysis of
land acquisition.

In fact, the neglect of the study by geographers

of cadastral organization of landscape has been cause for comment
(Clark, 1964, p. 12).

Hart (1974, p. 77) recently described the

materials in the General Land Office as a record "which literally
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cries out for geographic analysis,"

in spite of their diligent use by

historians, such as Treat (1910), Hibbard (1924), Robbins (1950), and
others.

In 1940 Carl Sauer (1941, p. 13) remarked that geographers

in the United States had scarcely exploited the documentary possibili
ties of early land surveys and that much valuable material awaited
study in the Land Office maps and in the older records of land grants.
Although the pleas for scholarly attention are warranted, the
field has not been wholly neglected.

William D. Pattison's Beginnings

of the American Rectangular Land Survey System (1957) examined the or i 
gins and characteristics of the method used in devising the national
grid system consisting of lines surveyed by federal officials before
ownership of the land was transferred from federal to private hands.
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These lines form the boundaries of townships intended to be six miles
square and further divide townships into thirty-six sections, one mile
3
on each side, approximately 640 acres in each section.

Much of the

landscape in the United States is influenced by this system, resulting
in a geometrical pattern of roads, streets, and settlement.
Other studies of the public lands, undertaken on a national scale,
include Roy Robbins'

Our Landed H eritage, The Public Dom a i n , 1776- 1936

(1962) and Benjamin H. Hibbard's A History of the Public Land Policies
(1965).

Robbins found that the history of the settlement of public

land reflected the political, economic,
the entire nation.

legal, and social history of

By 1880, only fifty-thousand acres of land had

been sold under the Land Ordinance of 1785, but national legislation
in the democratic era of Thomas Jefferson provided for the sale of
smaller acreage units of land, a liberal credit system to finance
land sales, and a more effective administrative machinery for handling
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the general process (Robbins,

1962, p. 18).

The complex and multi

farious problems of Indians, foreign governments, speculators and
squatters demanded attention from a Congress beset with a government
unable to properly administer its laws (Robbins,

1962, p. 26).

Land

sales and settlement of new areas fluctuated as national fortunes
rose and fell.

4

Robbins suggested that there were four periods in the history of
the public domain:

1780 to 1850, when the individual pioneer was the

most conspicuous agent in the settlement process;

1850 to 1862, when

corporations challenged settlers as the foremost agents in occupying
and developing vacant areas in the west;

1862 to 1901, which was a

period of rising industrialism and "ruthless exploitation by the cor
porate and capitalistic forces which had gained complete ascendancy
over the settler as the pioneering agent;" and 1901 to 1935, which was
characterized by programs of national domain and the end of the era
of the open public domain that had offered free land and opportunity
to its settlers (1962,

1. 423).

It was during the first period, when

individual land-owners were the active agents involved in settlement,
that most of the royal and public domain of Louisiana was transferred
into private ownership.

Railroad and lumber industries were influen

tial later, but a basis for the character of much of the landscape of
this area had already been established.
Hibbard's study, like Robbins', focused on federal land policies
at a national scale, with emphasis on the economics involved.

Even

though both Hibbard and Robbins are valuable general references, the
specifics of settlement are restricted to details for those areas of
the public domain where land was acquired by purchase from the
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government.

Further, details for Louisiana's Florida Parishes were

omitted from consideration in Hibbard's examination of the acquisition
of the public domain (1965, p. 31).“*
Hibbard provided a brief but useful analysis of the United States
policy regarding private rights to property.

Land titles that origin

ated under the governments that preceded the United States in
sovereignty were nu m e r o u s .

The first private land claims to be con

sidered were in the Northwest Territory of the national domain as it
was established by the treaty with Great Britain in 1783 (Hibbard,
1965, p. 23).

They were made by French and British military commanders

prior to 1782.

These claims and others based on grants by the French,

Spanish,and Mexican governments were recognized and confirmed by boards
of commissioners acting under authority of Congress, by the Courts,
and by acts of Congress.

Whether titles were based on written grants

or settlement before the change of government, the recognition of
those rights was provided for in the treaties of acquisition.

The new

government merely took the place of the old, and the change did not
alter private rights within the territory concerned.

All claims were

to be "maintained sacred, including those in contract, those executory,
as well as those executed" (Hibbard,

1965, p. 24).

The Supreme Court

of the United States took the position that the rights of private
ownership of land in the acquired territories should not be affected
by a change of sovereignty, even if there had been no treaty stipula
tions.

The Court of Private Land Claims was created by Act of Congress

in 1891 to facilitate the handling of private claims, and continued
to function until 1894.

By the turn of the century, confirmation had

been given to most of the private claims made for land within the
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public domain.
Hibbard described briefly the early views concerning free land
for settlers (1965, pp. 348-352).

So long as the West was small in

voting strength, petitions for land were consistently turned down.
Petitions from Natchez, Mississippi,
may be granted free of expense,

in 1797 asking that "vacant lands

to persons on their becoming actual

settlers" were ordered "to lie on the table" (Hibbard,

1965, p. 348).

Other petitions from Mississippi, Ohio and Indiana were refused during
the years from 1804 until 1828, reflecting, Hibbard stated, "the cold
treatment received by all petitioners for free land to settlers
(1975, p. 350).

Such was not the case in West Florida.

. . ."

Hibbard

omitted mention of a law passed March 3, 1819, that recognized as
valid those landholdings in West Florida that had been occupied before
April 15, 1813.

Later legislation, dated May 8, 1822, also recognized

land grants to squatters i n W e s t Florida, awarding each 640 acres.
Political considerations were no doubt a factor in the policy applied
in West Florida, but they involved international strategy rather than
mete voting strength.
American land grants in West Florida pre-dated the ^'frontier
donations" described by Hibbard, whereby land in Florida, Oregon,
Washington and New Mexico was given to settlers in lieu of possible
military service in protecting settlements from Indian attacks or the
potential incursion of foreign political force.

Such donations were

authorized by a series of laws passed by Congress from 1842 to 1853.
In Florida, the gift of land was not to exceed 160 acres and the plan
was founded on military necessity (Hibbard, 1965, p. 353).
the measure was designed to reward early settlers who,

In Oregon

"going there
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at a time when England was trying to establish a claim, made the right
of the United States tenable'' (Hibbard,
was developed in 1849 and,

1965, p. 353).

The Oregon plan

in a modified form, became a law in 1850.

The bill provided for the donation of half a section (320 acres) of
land to any unmarried white man w h o had settled in Oregon before 1850,
and to a married man and his wife an entire section.

To those white

settlers arriving between 1850 and 1853, half these amounts were given
(Hibbard,

1965, p. 354).

settlers in New Mexico.

A similar law awarded 1.60 acres of land to
The land policy applied in West Florida was

similar to that adopted three decades later for Oregon and possibly
served as a precursor to the later policy, but the territorial struggle
in West Florida involved an international contest w ith Spain rather
than Great Britain.
was,

From 1810 to 1819, the United States government

in effect, colonizing territory that was legally owned by Spain.

A study of land policies in West Florida indicates that the United
States government's practice of awarding American "frontier donations"
began earlier and was more extensive than previously noted.
The reluctance of Congress to survey and sell land in settled
districts until after foreign titles had been confirmed was discussed
by Payson Jackson Treat,

in The National Land Sys t e m , 1785-1820 (1910).
\

From several considerations, Treat maintained, the confirmation of
private claims arising from foreign grants was one of the more trouble
some problems affecting the public domain.

The confirmation of claims

delayed the extension of the land system, and American settlers, unable
to buy land from the government, purchased foreign land claims or
settled without legal title on available vacant land.

These unauth

orized settlers, referred to as "squatters," further complicated the
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procedures of confirmation, as did the activities of land speculators
engaging in the purchase and transfer of claims.
The adjustment of conflicting claims under a system of Congres
sional control retarded the process and allowed many abuses.

Uniform

legislation was deemed impossible because of the different historic
conditions in each case, and Congress passed "hasty and ill-considered
laws which would require constant adaptation" (Treat,

1910, p. 200).

Land claims were not settled in court until 1824, and then only in
Missouri and Arkansas.
the Northwest,

Of the five areas of foreign land claims (in

the Southwest, Louisiana, Florida, and the Mexican

Southwest), Treat examined only the Northwest, assuming conditions
there have been similar to those that had prevailed elsewhere.
There were, in fact, many similarities in the problems encountered
in the Northwest and in Louisiana.

Settlers in both areas did not

register their claims within the time allowed by law, and extensions
often were granted by legislation.

Moreover, many settlers presented

claims to more than one tract, regardless of restrictions to the con
trary.

Frauds were rampant, as persons eager to acquire land made

false oaths and swore to suit the occasion.

Where few settlers held

perfected titles, it was difficult to legislate equitably, because
stringent rules designed to prevent fraudulent claims would adversely
affect established settlers whose titles were incomplete, yet moderate
requirements offered opportunity to land-grabbers.

Original conces

sions, when they existed, were generally made on scraps of paper which
were rarely kept in an orderly condition by the officials involved.
Residents were unable to pay as required by law for the surveys of
their confirmed claims, and the lack of competent surveyors further
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delayed confirmations.

Basing confirmations only on improvements

actually made yielded little justice in cases in which "the husband
and father had been slain,

leaving the widow and fatherless only a

claim to the land" (Treat,

1910, p. 208).

Therefore,

the intention

of the grantee and not the improvement of the grant should be c o n 
sidered, it was argued, and a person contemplating a bona fide settle
ment should have his claim confirmed.

As the years passed, proof of

claims often was lost, and proving former habitation and cultivation
or challenging false statements became more difficult.

Congress often

insisted on reviewing the decisions of the land commissioners, and it
was more lenient than the commissioners themselves had been.

Generally,

laws dealing with private claims originated as fairly severe restric
tions, but then grew increasingly moderate as they were applied to
classes of persons not contemplated in the original legislation, until
finally they became acts of donation rather than of confirmation
(Treat,

1919, p. 228).

Donation and pre-emption laws^ were only reasonable, however,
because the issue of land claims had often delayed surveys and little
public land was opened to sale.

Settlers who might have preferred to

purchase their land had little choice but to become squatters.

Fur

ther, delays in confirming titles made the problem of conflicting
claims inevitable, and conservative purchasers were wise to be wary.
In addition to the previous works that deal at the national
scale with political or legal aspects of land sale, some detailed
regional studies have been done of cadastral surveys and their result
ing impact on the landscape.

Norman J. W. Thrower's work, Original

Survey and Land Subdivision (1966), examined the enduring effects of
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two dissimilar methods of dividing the land in a relatively homogene
ous area of northwestern Ohio.

Thrower concluded that the boundaries

of early land division strongly influenced the orientation of field
boundaries and roads.
system was predominant,

In areas where the United States Land Survey
fields are generally rectangular in shape, with

boundaries oriented in cardinal directions, and roads also conform to
rectangular survey lines.

In sharp contrast is the Virginia Military

District, where the arbitrary selection of base lines and markers for
surveying individual land holdings is reflected in a "swirling mass of
lines oriented in all directions and enclosing patches of land of many
different shapes and sizes" in the patterns of roads and field boun
daries

(Thrower,

1966, p. 83).

Thrower noted a preference by early

claimants for riparian sites in the region of unsystematic surveys and
suggested that the rectangular system of land subdivision, with its
lack of adjustment to the natural landscape, prevented or masked such
preferences,

imposing a "straitjacket" over large areas where it had

been applied (Thrower,

1966, p. 127).

A relatively simple pattern of

land division was produced as long as settlement was confined to river
frontage, but the pattern became increasingly complicated as latecomers
located their claims in the interfluvial areas (Thrower,

1966, p. 33).

The pattern of settlement and land claims in Louisiana's Florida
Parishes reflects a similar tendency.

In Louisiana, as in Ohio, the

character of the contemporary geography of occupancy and land use owes
a great deal to the choice of the original system of land division.
Sam B. Hilliard's study, "An Introduction to Land Survey Systems
in the Southeast,"

outlined areas in which different survey types were

used (Hilliard, 1973).

Hilliard found that even though Spanish sitio
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grants were introduced into the southeast,

"they differed little from

those of the previous administration, since the Spanish adopted the
arpent system" (Hilliard,

1973, p. 9).

In much of Louisiana, the

Spanish did adopt the arpent system, and most of their grants were
long-lots similar to the French.

However, Spanish long-lots lacked

the forty-arpent line common in areas of French grants, so that the
back edges of rows of grants

(the end farthest from the water,

if these

were on a waterway) were not even, as some grants extended farther back
than others.

Moreover, many Spanish grants in Louisiana were square,

a shape uncommon among French grants.
More applicable to the focus of this work is the study of the
regional distribution of survey systems in Louisiana by John Whitling
Hall (1970).

The survey systems of the French, English, Spanish, and

Americans in Louisiana were examined with regard to their antecedents,
forms, and distribution.

Hall failed to note any of the more than 200

square grants in the Florida Parishes in his study (1970, p. 12).
Further, he indicated that the vast majority of sitios in Louisiana
were 640 acre claims that were ultimately surveyed as regular sections
in the American rectangular system and are not distinguishable on the
modern cadastral map (1970, p. 19).
fact, confirmed by the United States.

He maintained that many were,

in

If such be the case, it hardly

seems plausible that their shape or size can be legitimately assumed
to be of Spanish origin, and their classification as sitios may even
be questioned except in those cases where archival materials prove
otherwise.

Perhaps some are sitios, but many might more properly be

considered United States settlement grants.

Many American grants

were awarded to squatters who made no pretense to Spanish legality
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for their claims, and such grants are commonly 640 acres in size, oneQ

mile square.

Occasionally such grants were located so that boundaries

coincided with rectangular survey lines.

Only by an examination of

the details of origin can one be sure, and a sample of the square
grants in the Florida Parishes reveals findings different from Hall's.
Perhaps the most detailed study yet done on the Florida Parishes
is that of Francis A. Elliott,

"The Administration of the Public Lands

in the Greensburg District of Louisiana,

1812-1852" (1961).

The

approach is historical, and unfortunately for geographical purposes
did not consider specific location in his discussion of land policies.

9

Further, it is impossible in some cases to arrive at the totals Elliott
found for numbers of claims in the various survey reports, and it
appears that his count may be in error (Elliott,

1961, pp. 25, 32).

His material is useful, however, especially as it pertains to the
political and legal aspects of the administration of land by the
French, British and Spanish governments from 1699 to 1810.
Inasmuch as St. Helena Parish is partially representative of the
Florida Parishes, a study by Milton B. Newton is specifically pertinent
(Newton,

1967).

Newton found that there were few European settlements

prior to 1800 in St. Helena, and that settlement had diffused eastward
from earlier established nuclei along the Mississippi River at St.
Francisville (Bayou Sara), Baton Rouge, and Natchez (Ft. Rosalie).
The settlers of St. Helena were primarily Anglo-Saxon, whose settle
ment patterns and irregular survey systems differed markedly from the
linear, riverine patterns of the French and Spanish.

St. Helena

Parish is most representative for those areas in the Florida Parishes
located some distance from major waterways where earlier European
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settlement was more pronounced.

Furthermore, Newton's findings

regarding settlement connected by a system of familial and religious
social ties are supported by the research reported in this study
(Chapter I V ) .

METHODS
The records that pertain to landownership are, in most of the
world, among an advanced society's most important documents, and
preservation of land records in the United States was provided in
local courthouses, State Land Offices, and federal agencies in the
Department of the Interior.

The earliest United States Land records

are survey maps ("plats") and field notes, resulting from efforts to
survey the land prior to sale or legal occupancy.

Surveyors noted

descriptions of the physical and cultural features of the land,
mapping roads,

ferries, mills, hospitals, houses, towns, and many

other features of historical consequence.
In the vast land-disposal program established by acts of Congress
and regulations of administrative agencies, the United States govern
ment maintained records showing the alienation of public domain into
private hands.

Local courthouse records and State Land Office "tract

books" serve as ledgers,

listing each township and the sections in it

and indicating the legal actions affecting each section.

No map or

summaries generally exist, but the records serve as source material
on particular regions,

showing whether they were transferred into pri

vate ownership and, if so, the dates and names of owners.

Applications

to purchase land, receipts for payment, and copies of deeds to the
land ("patents'") enrich the data available from tract books, but are
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not available for many areas.
Land records also include information on titles to land

that were

acquired without purchasing it from the United States government.

Such

claims of private ownership ("private claims") stemmed both from
colonial patents and from United States

policies that

freely to persons who had settled i t .^

Not all land

transferred land
claims were

recognized as legal, but those that were accepted resulted in awards
of "land grants" to the claimants.
Records pertaining to the acquisition of small parcels of land
serve as the voice of the uneducated,

illiterate settlers whose impact

on the landscape was greater in extent than that of the fewer wealthier,
large landholders.

Data on unauthorized settlers ("squatters"),

11

who

also left their mark but whose settlement is exceptionally hard to
document, also appear on early maps and land records.
For this essay information from land records was combined with
additional archival gleanings and field traverses.

Data were gathered

for 1182 grants located in 50 selected townships (Fig. 6).

The sample

townships were not chosen randomly, but with a deliberate bias toward
including areas considered representative of the range of physical
and cultural phenomena to be studied.

The township that encompassed

the urbanized area of Baton Rouge was excluded because the small size
of landholdings there was not typical of other areas.

Selecting con

tiguous townships permitted the study of claims that appeared to extend
across township boundaries,

to determine whether divided segments were

parts of the same claim.
In the Florida Parishes the distribution of private claims,
including both confirmed and unconfirmed ones, was such that 43.74
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percent of the total area was covered.

This amounted to 1,242,252.44

acres, averaging 8,687.08 in each of the 143 townships.

For 49 town

ships in the sample, 467,307.85 acres were in private claims, amounting
to 43.30 percent of the area.

One township in the sample of 50 chosen

had not been completely surveyed at the time the official plat was
drawn.

This area, in Tangipahoa Parish (T7S, R8E) had 3,902.36 acres

of private claims, and 15,557.24 of surveyed public land.

However,

sections 19 and 31-36 had not been surveyed, and were not included in
the compilation of acreage figures.
A basic premise in the study of human occupancy in most of the
western world during the period of historical development has been the
division of land into individually owned parcels,
process of legal acquisition.

coupled with the

The methods of land division and acqui

sition reflect cultural notions and historical contingencies, all of
which change through time.

The imprint of such land division remains,

nonetheless, as discrete patterns that persist in contemporary land
scapes.

The persistence of land division as a landscape form has been

observed by Fred Kniffen, who noted that the methods of dividing land
are much slower to change than is the architecture occupying the land
(1960, p. 23).
Changes in processes of land division occurred in Louisiana,
particularly in that southeastern area known as the Florida Parishes,
as political control was transferred to several European powers and
eventually to the United States.

Various survey types were imposed

and the legal means of acquiring land changed from grants to purchases.
No abrupt or concise break with former policies was executed, however,
and the effective implementation of successive governmental policies

involved recognition of the complex cadastral legacy.

The landscape

of Louisiana exhibits the full range of forms and patterns most
common in United States settlement and though some aspects have been
studied, much remains poorly understood.
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NOTES T O INTRODUCTION

1.

For this region, it is incorrect to assume that "the great mig r a 
tions which converted the wild forests and prairies into farms
were not composed of squatters" (Danhof, 1965, p. 262).
Nor is
it correct to assume that all squatters sold their improvements
and claims and "moved on to a new^ frontier before the government
auction took place" (Gates, 1968, p. 351).

2.

In reality, survey did not always precede settlement. Along much
of the frontier, settlement was well in advance of surveying.

3.

The acreage of a section is rarely exactly 640 acres, due to
inaccuracies in surveyed lines, and to convergence of township
lines on a spheroid earth.

4.

Robbins (1962) discussed the effect of the outbreak of the W a r of
1812 in ceasing land sales, and the revival and expansion to
"incredible proportions" after the return of peace in 1814.

5.

The Florida Parishes were neither part of the Louisiana Purchase
in 1803 nor of the purcase of the Floridas in
1819, but were
officially acquired in 1811 following a revolt by settlers in
the region in 1810. A n area of 1,607,765.19 acres of public land
was added to the public domain by annexation of the Florida
Parishes.
This was more than that acquired by the Gadsden P u r 
chase (59,146.4 acres), and more than half the entire amount of
cession by states from 1781 to 1802 (2,249,711.3 acres).
Pre
sumably, Hibbard includes the information for West Florida in
those data stated for the Louisiana Purchase, because the United
States occupation of West Florida was justified on alleged ground
that it was part of the area purchased.

6.

Treat (1910, p. 204)
notary "ran off with

7.

Pre-emption laws authorized priority for squatters in purchasing
the land that they had occupied.

8.

Of 151 square grants in the Florida Parishes, only 35 were of
royal origin and of these, some were possibly French rather
than Spanish. Most square grants (106 or 70 percent) were grants
given by the United States government to squatters between 1819
and 1953.

9.

In the appendix appears one map, a state map with the Greensburg
Land District crudely outlined.
No parishes are labeled.

describes a circumstance in which one royal
all the public papers in his possession."
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10.

One reference indicates that Arkansas and Michigan gave outright
donations of certain lands to actual settlers (Danhof, 1968).
The extent of state and federal grants to squatters apparently
has not been studied.

11.

The term "squatter" first appears in the Congressional debates on
February 14, 1806, in a discussion of unauthorized settlement in
Indiana. Annals of Congress, 1805 - 6, p. 409.

CHAPTER 1
LAND POLICIES IN THE FLORIDA PARISHES

Colonial land policies varied widely in the territory that
eventually became the United States.

After the Revolution,

leaders

of the new nation recognized the necessity of validating property
rights, and accepted as legal much of the land granted or claimed prior
to the nation's independence.

Such policies were extended to that area

known as the Florida Parishes of Louisiana, which became part of the
United States in 1810 and the State of Louisiana in 1812.

This area

had been held previously by the governments of France, Great Britain,
and Spain, all of which had liberal policies of granting land in order
to attract settlers into the territory.

Little change, was evidenced by

the United States government for it continued to grant land liberally.
Altogether land donated as grants by several governments amounted to
almost half (43.6 percent) of the total area of the Florida Parishes.
Popular concepts generally regard land grants in Louisiana as
royal in origin and extensive in size, awarded to French or Spanish
nobility to enhance their wealth and prestige.
grants in the New World.

There were such land

The French seigneurial system in Canada

awarded large feudal estates to recipients who subdivided the land
among tenants.

This practice contrasted starkly, however, with the

land policies operating in the Florida Parishes, where grants were
32
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given to individuals who were required to inhabit and cultivate their
lands.

The sizes of such grants were small approximating the amount

that one family might farm.

With a few exceptions, the largest grants

were neither royal in origin nor awarded to nobility; American squatters
succeeded in obtaining from the United States government numerous grants
that were twice the acreage of most royal grants.

A number of Federal

land policies were applied to the area, with variations in their
structure and in their resulting implementations in the landscape.
The Florida Parishes occupy an area east of the Mississippi River,
and north of Lake Maurepas, Bayou Manchac, Lake Pontchartrain, and Lake
Borgne, and south and west of the State of Mississippi.

From 1699 until

1763, France owned and controlled the region as part of the Territory
of Louisiana.

By the Treaty of Paris,

1763, at the close of the Seven

Years' War, France transferred all her territory east of the Missis
sippi, except the Island of Orleans, to Great Britain.

(An earlier

transfer to Spain in 1762, by the secret Treaty of Fountainbleau, had
not effected any actual change in political control.

The Treaty of

1763 was, in effect, a double transfer of territory, wherein Spain
surrendered the Florida peninsula in exchange for Cuba.)

The English

organized the territory as part of the Province of West Florida, giving
the area both its name and a definitive northern boundar}^, the thirtyfirst parallel, by the Royal Proclamation of 1763.

In 1767, Great

Britain extended the original jurisdiction of West Florida northward
from the thirty-first parallel to Vicksburg, Mississippi,

to include

all non-Indian settlements below the junction of the Yazoo with the
Mississippi.

In 1779, during the American Revolution, Spain conquered

the English holdings and retained them under the Treaty of 1783.

Spain
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thus became embroiled in a territorial controversy with the United
States and in .1795 yielded the portion of West Florida north of the
thirty-first parallel.

Spain's control of West Florida ended in 1810,

when a group of American settlers rebelled and established an inde
pendent Republic of West Florida.(See Appendix I.)

Later that same

year, the United States assumed control of the area, and it became a
part of the State of Louisiana in 1812.

This area, then, was not part

of the Louisiana territory included in the area purchased by the United
States from France in 1803.

That purchase encompassed lands west of

the Mississippi River plus the "Isle of Orleans," south of West Florida.

A.

POLITICAL CONTROVERSY AND LAND POLICIES
Political considerations and the machinations of government were

intertwined with land policies in the Florida Parishes.

One of the

primary concerns of each administration was to effect settlement of
the region, and the transfer of land from sovereignty into private
ownership was deemed a major inducement.

Encouraging settlement by

giving land grants was considered more important than the revenue that
might have been gained from land sales, so long as political control
of the area remained a major goal.

None of the colonial governments

had major policies of public land sales; Spanish land sales occurred
only after the transfer of Louisiana to France presaged the end of
Spanish control and stirred "lameduck" officials to make quick profits.
Only after the United States had secured a firm and uncontested right
to the Florida Parishes did the wide-spread sale of public land to
private individuals occur.
Political control of West Florida was a matter of international
/

controversy from 1798 until 1819.

After the English colonies revolted,

the new American government wanted to trade with the Spaniards at New
Orleans and to intimidate or occupy the British settlements within West
Florida, including Natchez, Mobile, and Pensacola.

American leaders,

including Patrick Henry, favored the plan, and Oliver Pollock, the
American agent at New Orleans, tried to carry it out but was defeated
by Tories at Natchez.

Pollock was assisted by the Spanish governor of

Louisiana, Bernado de Galvez, who succeeded in 1779 in reducing British
establishments on the Mississippi.

Although Galvez was friendly to the

Americans, the Spanish government regarded their territorial ambitions
with concern and opposed American demands to the right to navigate the
Mississippi River.

Spain's insistence upon controlling the navigation

of the Mississippi River became a focus of controversy with the United
States after Great Britain ceded the Floridas to Spain.

The location

of West Florida's northern boundary was also a matter of conflict,
particularly as possession of the contested region strengthened
Spain's assumed right to exclusive navigation of the Mississippi.
Many diplomatic episodes ensued regarding Spain's control of West
Florida, the navigation of the Mississippi, and the right to use New
Orleans as a "place of deposit," to store merchandise after it had
been shipped.

American negotiators hoped to gain the Floridas through

various manipulations, contending that the area was of great strategic
importance to the United States but of little economic value to France
or Spain.

In 1802 the Spanish government in New Orleans suspended the

American right of deposit at New Orleans, galvanizing Federalist
opposition.

Subsequent negotiations occurred that resulted in the

purchase of Louisiana from France in 1803.^

However, the problems of
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commerce were not yet settled.

West Florida remained an intervening

territory between New Orleans and the rest of the United States and
still left the Spaniards a chance to close the Mississippi.

Indefinite

wording of the article describing the area purchased in 1803 afforded
Americans the opportunity to interpret the treaty to their advantage.
Prior to 1803 the Americans had contended that West Florida was not
part of Louisiana (Cox, 1918, p. 83), but based on the ambiguous arti
cle that "Louisiana shall comprise the same extent that it had when
France possessed it," Jefferson and members of the American Congress
reversed their former position and popularized the notion that the
Louisiana Purchase included the whole Florida region.
The Spanish government maintained that Louisiana did not include
West Florida, which Spain had acquired from Great Britain, and angrily
opposed American legislation designed to implement the laws of the
United States within its newly purchased territory, specifically,
creating revenue districts in the area of West and East Florida.
Spain refused either to evacuate West Florida or to sell any of the
territory.

The Spanish negotiator left Washington in anger and

President Madison virtually annulled the provocative legislation (Cox,
1918, p. 99).

Spain continued to assert political control in the

region.
In a secret session of Congress in 1804', the American government
appropriated two million dollars for the purchase of West and East
Florida (National Intelligencer, May 5, 1806, p. 2), but Spain refused
to accept the offer.
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Provisions were made for increasing United

States military strength in the area in view of potential hostilities
with Spain and West Florida remained the center of controversy.

Spanish land policies were designed to counteract American
advances in the area (Cox, 1918, p. 58).

The Spanish land system was

much more liberal than the American in order to entice settlers to
migrate from the United States to Spanish territory.

After 1783

migrants from Georgia and the Carolinas poured into the Mobile and
Natchez districts, welcomed by the Spaniards, who wanted to erect
buffer colonies against future illegal immigration (Cox, 1918, p. 22).
The Spanish government came to doubt the wisdom of this policy as the
influx of American settlers represented threatening American interests
in controlling West Florida and in 1799 the requirements for receiving
land grants became more restrictive.

However, Spain continued to

award land grants throughout the period of its contested political
control.
Popular discontent with Spanish control continued to mount in
West Florida.

Jefferson anticipated gaining American control of the

area through the voluntary action of the inhabitants (Cox, 1918, pp.
96 and 312).

Mere legal ownership of the Floridas amounted to little

for'Spain, since American citizens were rapidly occupying the whole
region.

In effect, the pioneer cleared the way for political transfer

lighting the fuse of a virtual international time-bomb.
The incursion of the pioneer into West Florida has been des
cribed as follows:
Time and the river currents were all in his
favor.
The hostile savage, secretly abet
ted by a few scattered Spanish garrisons, could
not terrorize him.
Virgin soil, almost unoccu
pied, had for him an irrestible attraction . . .
Under the circumstances it was only necessary
to leave him alone and to profit by his onward
course.
Not all his acts while in progress
were defensible, but more can be said in their
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favor than in behalf of the diplomacy that
dogged his footsteps in West Florida (Cox, 1918,
pp. 665-666).
Events in the Natchez District of West Florida, as described by
Cox (1918, p. 41), provided a prototype for the remainder of West
Florida, as popular discontent with Spanish control led to a bloodless,
but effective, insurrection.
There was the long-drawn dispute with Spain
over the terms of a treaty, finally decided more
by the exigencies of European politics and by
happenings on the frontier than by the skill of
the American diplomats or the essential jus
tice of their contention.
The Spaniards were
attempting to control a pioneer population,
alien in spirit, custom, and political train
ing, but land hungry and unscrupulous in ap
peasing their appetite.
In was inevitable,
then, that charge and countercharge, intrigue
and evasion, should finally result in revolt.
Fortunately the period of disturbance was
brief and bloodless; the neighboring savages
were not drawn into it, or outside nations
involved.
Yet it established a precedent,
and led the United States to pursue a simi
lar course, deviously but without intent,
through the neighboring West Florida into
Texas and distant California (Cox, 1918,
pp. 62-63).
After the West Florida rebellion in 1810, the United States
assumed control in the area, but faced a dilemma regarding land
policies.

The region was made a part of the State of Louisiana in

1812, but American ownership was without legal sanction until the
Adams-Onis Treaty of 1819.

Meanwhile,

there were difficult questions

regarding the recognition of land titles acquired since 1803.

If the

area had, in fact, been included within the Louisiana Purchase,
Spanish land grants later than that date were invalid.
In accordance with its earlier Louisiana land policy, Congress
at first refused to recognize the validity of any Spanish grants
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subsequent to the Treaty of San

Ildefonso, October 1, 1800, whereby

Spain transferred her claim to the Louisiana territory to France.
This attempt to remain consistent with the American claim to West
Florida would have resulted in substantial injustice to many settlers
in the region, who had accepted the legitimacy of Spanish grants
because the United States had acquiesced for several years in Spanish
occupation even to the extent of paying customs duties at Mobile.
Many of the land grants in question had been purchased by American
settlers who considered their holdings valid.

On the other hand, by

recognizing the Spanish grants, especially those made after the purchase
of Louisiana in 1803, the United States government repudiated its
claim to West Florida and lent validity to several land monopolies
created by Spanish officials who awarded unusual land privileges dur
ing the last period of their precarious reign.
Political controversy in West Florida in the early nineteenth
century complicated land ownership there, and national land policies
were changed to fit the circumstances.

Congress, in a law passed

March 3, 1819, recognized as valid all land holdings that had been
occupied and "improved," according to Spanish regulations, after the
Treaty of San Ildefonso.

No holdings were recognized under this act

unless they were occupied before April 15, 1813, the date Spain had
surrendered Mobile to the United States,

Later legislation extended

eligibility to those claims occupied before 1819.

The amount of land

each settler could claim was limited to a section (640 acres), but
these limitations did not apply to those titles that had originated
during British occupation and that had been ratified by the Spanish
after 1783 (Cox, 1918, p. 643).

By settling the difficulty in this way, Congress rewarded with
land grants the pioneers who had assisted in bringing the region under
the American flag.

4

Yet Congress refused overtly to recognize the

validity of their action, and its new land policy was designed to
appease the Spanish government by also including recognition of the
land claims of Spaniards in West Florida.

In fact, a hierarchy of

claims awarded priority to those based on royal deeds or other colonial
authorization.

Those Americans who lacked any legal basis for their

claims were required, however, merely to assure the appropriate offi
cials that they had settled prior to 1819 and, if no royal claims
overlapped with their claims,
freely.

the settlers were awarded their land

Confusion in land titles existed for several decades.

Land

policies had been designed to effect a politically expedient compromise,
but the problems of effectively governing West Florida were thereby
complicated.
It is a widespread misconception that the Homestead Act of 1862
embodied the first American free land policy and that its adoption
marked a radical departure from former policies that permitted private
acquisition of federal land only through purchases.

The Homestead Act

was a very important law; but it merely extended on a national scale
earlier land policies developed on a regional basis, particularly in
West Florida.

The amount of land that each settler might receive as a

grant was reduced by the later legislation, from 640 acres in West
Florida to 160 acres in areas where the Homestead Act was applied.
It is incorrect to assume that "each succeeding land law (was) more
liberal than its precedessor" as United States land policy evolved
toward the principle of free homesteads for settlers, culminating
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with the attainment of this goal in 1862 (Gates, 1968, p. 316; Hibbard,
1965, p. 408).

The Homestead Act of 1862 seemed generous by contrast

with the earlier policy of regarding the lands as a source of revenue,
but it was not the ’’capstone of an increasingly liberal land policy"
(Gates, 1968, p. 316).

Larger land-holdings were freely granted in

West Florida to squatters in order to secure American control of the
region.

Leniency in West Florida toward the squatters and large dona

tions of land to "defenders of the frontier" not only "pointed to land
without price" (Hibbard, 1965, p. 408), but also exceeded later free
land policies in the amounts granted.
B.

COLONIAL LAND POLICIES
1.FRENCH LAND POLICY
During the early part of the French period, from 1699 to 1712,

France governed Louisiana directly.

The Ministers of Louis XIV adopted

a policy of granting lands freely, without favoring any particular
group.

As an inducement to settlers, the French government provided

free transportation to the colony, but few immigrants were enticed to
the area.

Few French grants were made, and little land was settled

during the French administration.

There was no French surveyor gen

eral, and surveys or maps were rarely made.

When political and

economic control was transferred to Antoine Crozat in 1712, large
grants of land were given to speculators who promptly cut the timber,
but did little or nothing to attract prospective settlers (Dart,
1913, p. 347) .

The French government decreed in 1716 that all land

grants in Louisiana should either be improved within two years or
returned to the Crown and forbade the selling of land by grantees
until two-thirds of the grant had been cultivated, but failure to
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enforce this edict permitted continued speculation without settlement
(Elliott, 1961, p. 3).

In 1717, Crozat petitioned the French government

to allow him to surrender his concession, and the Crown transferred
control to the Company of the West, organized by John Law.

This com

pany granted two types of land concessions to those who petitioned for
them.

Applicants for general concessions might select a tract of

unoccupied land, with its location and limits to be defined in the
title.

Special concessions involved areas that were fixed in amount

and location by the company before being granted to petitioners (Elliott,
p. 4).

All land grants were to be free from taxation for twenty-five

years, except for a small fee to be used for building churches.
Many of the grants made by the Company of the West were given to
French noble families who did little to settle them.

Nor did L a w ’s

advertising campaign throughout Europe secure many immigrants for the
Company (Elliott, 1961, p. 5).

In a gesture typical of the times, the

French government sent an assortment of undesirables, who contributed
little to the prosperity of the colony.

Further, government decrees

designed to force cultivation of the grants were not effectively admin
istered.

In 1730 the Company of the West failed and the following year

the land was re-annexed to the Crown but without prejudice to grants
made by the Company.
To encourage colonization and agriculture the small proprietors
of new grants were given material assistance.

Grants were usually eight

to ten arpents along the front, on a waterway, and forty arpents deep,
away from the w a t e r . L i m i t s

on the sizes of grants were intended to

keep concessions no larger than the owners could manage profitably.
Grants were revoked if proprietors failed to settle or cultivate
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the land (Phelps, 1905, p. 92).

Despite a number of policy changes

the French government failed to effect major change.

In fact, the new

policies so restricted the colony's economy that many settlers
migrated to Spanish Florida, and the population of Louisiana declined
(Elliott, 1961, p. 7).^

No land grants in the Florida Parishes are

identifiable as having French legal origin.

2.

BRITISH LAND POLICY
Despite generous land terms and a desire to "contribute to the

speedy settling" of the area, the period of British control from 1763
until 1779 apparently was also one of limited success in attracting
lasting settlement to the Florida Parishes.^

The need for new settlers

was such an important issue that the West Florida General Assembly at
its first session (November 3, 1766 to January 3, 1767) passed as its
first legislation "An Act to Encourage Settlers in this Province,"
(Kemp, 1976, p. 32).

In November,

1763, the British periodical,

Gentleman's Magazine, carried a favorable description of West Florida
to entice settlers to emigrate or invest (Kemp, 1976, p. 32).

Its

climate was described as "extremely pure and wholesome" and the soil
was "remarkably fertile."

"The forests abound with wild beasts, the

plains with birds of various kinds, and the rivers with fowl and fish;
. . . there appears to be no want of the necessaries and conveniences
of life; nor is the climate so intollerably hot as to affect the
health of those who may think fit to settle, there."

The natives were

said to be healthy and strong and to "live to a good old age."

The

article predicted that trade in West Florida would flourish increas
ingly and it would eventually be among the more important of the
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British colonies (Kemp, 1976, p. 32).
Under British authority, however,

the foci of settlement in West

Florida were Mobile and Pensacola, both occupied during 1763.

The

area west of the Pearl River that later became Louisiana's Florida
Parishes remained largely jndeveloped.
attending settlement in western West

One account of the difficulties

Florida during the British era was

provided by a letter dated April 20, 1772, published in the Gentleman's
Magazine.
There has been too great a monopoly of lands in
West Florida, by men in office, and others; insomuch
that, from the Iberville to the northernmost boundary
of the province, (which is 300 miles) there is not
one mile of good land, along the banks of the Missisippi, unappropriated.
Some surveys are made of 10,000
some of 20,000, and others of 50,000 acres in a tract;
yet there are not now 20 families settled on all the
above-mentioned extent. What encouragement, then, is
there for new settlers? Moreover, were there ever
such great quantities of land not yet surveyed, the
needless difficulties, and numerous office-fees, to
obtain a grant of 2 or 300 acres in these parts,
amount to double the expence of what you may purchase
good lands for in several of our well-settled
colonies.
It is true, that the distance from the mouth of
the Iberville to Pensacola is not above 80 or 90
leagues thro' the lakes Maurepas and Pontchartrain;
but this navigation is not only very dangerous, but
very tedious at times, and it is impracticable to
make a wagon-road, or even a horse-path, from one of
these places to the other. -— How, then, can the
inhabitants of the banks ofthe Missisippi
attend
business at a capital so very distant and difficult
of access.
The expences on a suit of .10^ (pounds)
must cost a man near 50-*-if he chuses to contest
his right.
For these, and numerous other reasons,
if a settlement should take place, the capital, or
seat of government ought to be somewhere on the banks
of the Missisippi (Kemp, 1976, pp. 39-40).
Numerous suggestions and debates on methods for colonizing West
Florida appeared in British publications.

An area at the mouth of the
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River Abbeville (Iberville River, now called Bayou Manchac) was des
cribed as the best location for carrying on trade, although the land
there was subject to periodic inundations and would require the arduous
task of building levees (Kemp, 1976, p. 35).

There was doubt whether

settlers would come in and the consensus appeared to be that "if
government does not give a generous support, it (western West Florida)
must lie for some time in languid infant state, to the great loss and
disgrace of government" (Kemp, 1976, p. 47).
A few English grants were surveyed and patented, in compliance
with legal requirements, but few British settled during this period.
(Subsequent Anglo-Saxon settlement came primarily from the eastern
United States, and titles to their grants were confirmed by the United
Stares government, not the British.)

Veterans of the French and Indian

War were eligible to receive grants from the British proportioned in
size according to their military rank without "fee or reward," but
subject to quit-rent after a period of ten years (ASP, Public L a n d s , I,
pp. 34-37).

Furthermore any settler who would agree to occupy and cul

tivate the entire tract could receive title to 1,000 acres of land.
Most British grants, however, were less than half that size and only
eighty-three land grants in the Florida Parishes were based on British
patents.

3.

8

SPANISH LAND POLICY
When the colony was transferred to Spain in 1783, all settlers

were required to register their land claims with the new government and
to swear allegiance to the Spanish king.
apparently many left the territory.

Few settlers complied, and

For those who remained, Spain

recognized as valid the land titles that had been obtained from former
governments.

All complete titles were recognized, as were many incom

plete grants, whose claimants had failed to fulfill the requirements of
settlement and cultivation.

The terms of land tenure and subdivision

previously established by the French and British, including the use of
the arpent as a unit of measure, were retained by the Spanish, whose
land policy, like those of the French and the British, aimed at pro
moting settlement of West Florida.

Spain was eminently more successful

Persons wanting land chose a site and applied to the Spanish
commandant for permission to settle.

Finding no conflicting claims to

that location, the commandant forwarded the application to the governor
who issued an order authorizing a survey and map to be made at the
claimant's expense.

Upon approval of these, a patent, or document

publicly evidencing the grant of land by the sovereign, was delivered
to the claimant.

(See Appendix II.)

If the survey could not be made

immediately, the governor's order for a survey was sufficient to permit
a settler to occupy a claim, and many were settled on this basis.
Spanish regulations required occupation of a claim within one
year, and cultivation of one-tenth of it by the second year.

Settlers

were required to produce at least three crops on the land before sell
ing it (Elliott, 1961, p. 110).

Land could be transferred by

inheritance but only to those heirs who were residents of the province.
Further, only tracts adjacent to occupied land could be claimed, with
no vacant land between grants (Gayarre, 1883, III, pp. 387-388),
reflecting an attempt to encourage resident ownership and contiguous
settlement.

Thus the resulting pattern was one of closely clustered,

largely contiguous grants.
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Spain's early policy, based on a Royal Decree of 1770, recognized
special restrictions on settlers who were not Spanish.

While the same

regulations concerning settlement and cultivation applied,

"immigrants"

were also required to swear allegiance to the King of Spain and promise
to practice the Catholic religion, but this latter provision was not
strictly enforced.
for land grants.

Certain persons, such as "traders" were not eligible
Four years' residence was required of the unmarried

but the requirement was reduced to two years by marriage to "the
daughter of an honest farmer with her father's consent" and waived if
the claimant owned slaves (Elliott, 1961, p. 12).

Married settlers

were entitled to two hundred areal arpents of land, with an additional
fifty for each child and twenty for each slave, to a total limit of
eight hundred arpents (Elliott, p. 12).

Even though there were special

restrictions on non-Spanish settlers in West Florida,
such immigration into the area in the 1780s and 1790s.

Spain encouraged
In 1786, the

duty on provisions and tools brought into the territory was reduced,
and in 1787, settlers were allowed to bring in duty-free any implements,
slaves, and enough provisions to last for two years.
A change of policy occurred in 1799, however, when Anglo settlers
became alarmingly numerous and the Spanish government came to fear that
the influx of settlers from the United States might eventually lead to
the overthrow of Spanish rule.

In 1799 the Spanish government tight

ened the procedures for obtaining title to land, requiring prior survey,
witnesses, and official sanction.

Squatters were given a choice of

either buying or forfeiting their claims.

Despite such apparent tough

ness, evidence confirming occupation and cultivation for ten years
could secure a title without purchase.
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Other restrictions imposed in 1799 limited grant size and required
occupants to build levees, dig drainage canals, construct roads along
streams and bayous, and build bridges.

All land along the front of a

grant was to be cultivated as far back as two linear arpents within
three years.

The grantee could not sell his tract nor could he receive

another until he had owned the first for three years (Elliott, 1961,
p. 13).

Timber was reserved for the Spanish navy.

Spanish concern over losing its hold on West Florida increased
as navigational privileges on the Mississippi River became an issue.
Specifically, Americans grew more dissatisfied with Spanish policies
restricting their "right of deposit" or privilege of unloading merchan
dise at the port of New Orleans.

Transfer of Louisiana from Spain to

France in 1801 increased the tension because France posed an even
greater threat to American interests.
James Monroe was sent to France in 1803 to negotiate for the
cession of the Island of Orleans and Florida, but learned that the
Spanish cession did not include Florida and confined his efforts to
securing control of the mouth of the Mississippi.
purchase of the entire Louisiana province.

The result was the

West Florida, including

the area now identified as the Florida Parishes, was not included in
the territory acquired by the United States through the Louisiana
Purchase in 1803.
After the United States acquired the Louisiana territory, the
movement of Anglo settlers into West Florida increased despite an
1806 Spanish order forbidding the sale of land to anyone except
Spanish subjects (Elliott, p. 15).
Difficulty in obtaining legal titles to land was directly
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related to resistence to American control in West Florida.

The

Spanish government failed to validate many titles for land grants and
some officials were guilty of selling predated, fraudulent titles to

9
speculators (Davis, 1960, I, p. 171).

In 1810 a group of several

hundred American settlers near St. Francisville designed a plan of
representative government and presented it to the Spanish.

These

officials feigned agreement, but secretly sent for troop reinforce
ments.

Learning of this move, settlers captured the Spanish fort at

Baton Rouge and declared independence for the state of West Florida
(Davis, 1960, I, pp. 172-173).
The convention that had declared independence met later and
drafted a constitution for an organized government, but petitioned
President Madison to annex the area to the United States.

The Congress

of the new republic of West Florida elected as their president Fulwar
Skipwith, who later served as Deputy Surveyor in the area, responsible
for recommending

claims as valid or

invalid.

Since a major concern of

the new republic

was to protect the

property rights of settlers, a

Registrar of Land Claims was appointed to investigate the validity of
Spanish grants.

Within a few weeks

of West Florida and the
political unit.

Republic of

the United States took possession
West Florida ceased to exist asa

The area was divided into four parishes, Feliciana,

East Baton Rouge, St. Helena, and St. Tammany (Fig. 5 ) . ^

The terri

tory was administered by William C. C. Claiborne, Governor of the
Orleans Territory, until April, 1812, when it was officially joined
to the State of Louisiana.

C.

UNITED STATES' LAND POLICY
The United States dealt with West Florida under land policies
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more liberal than those of the colonial governments, a policy aimed at
securing the loyalty of its settlers.

(Despite the occupation of the

region in 1810 and its attachment to the State of Louisiana in 1812,
Spain did not recognize the transfer until the Adams-Onis Treaty of
1819.)

Meanwhile, settlers remained uncertain whether the United States

would retain the area, or whether it would revert to Spain, and no
doubt many were hesitant to formally alter the legal basis of their
land-holdings.

Others who had no legal basis for claims under the

Spanish regime were eager to assert their rights to ownership under the
new government.
The area was designated by Congress as the Greensburg Land Dis
trict, and a land commissioner was appointed to receive evidence
regarding the validity of land titles issued by the former governments.
Such evidence was sent to the Secretary of the Treasury, who presented
the claims to Congress for confirmation or rejection.

The Commissioner

also was to include the names of settlers who had cultivated land to
which they had no actual title (squatters).

Claims were registered

and recognized during the period from 1812 until 1822, but few were
officially surveyed until later.
The first land commissioner appointed was James 0. Cosby, whose
records date from 1813 until 1815.

In accordance with instructions

from the Commissioner of the General Land Office, Cosby used not only
deeds, p l a t s , ^ and orders of survey as evidence of land ownership,
but also sworn testimony attesting to the occupation and cultivation
of certain tracts of land.

Some of this information was fraudulent,

and many problems developed with conflicting and invalid claims.
Inaccurate and incomplete surveys and poor methods of keeping records
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added to the confusion.

Further,

the legislative process of ascertain

ing the legality of claims proved to be laborious and beset by incompetence. 12
Congress, in 1819, moved to validate all of the claims recommended
by Cosby that had complete titles, survey plats, or orders of survey
made under the colonial governments.

A limit of 1,280 acres was placed

on incomplete claims that lacked survey plats.

Claims that had been

occupied before April 15, 1813, by squatters with no legal rights were
given donations of up to 640 acres, and those who had settled between
April 15, 1813, and April 12, 1814, were given the right of pre-emption,
which permitted them to purchase the land that they had occupied if it
did not conflict with other, valid claims.
There were many claims in addition to those reported by James 0.
Cosby, and later reports filed in 1819 and 1820 by his successors,
Charles S. Cosby and Fulwar Skipwith, brought some of these to the
attention of C o n g r e s s . ^

Approval was given in 1822 to these claims,

as it had been given to those in the earlier report, and, in addition,
donations of 640 acres were given to squatters who had settled as late
as 1819.

The 1819 limit on the size of incomplete grants without

survey plats was not continued in the legislation of 1822, and numerous
complaints resulted from earlier claimants whose area had been
restricted to 1,280 acre 3 .
Still other claims in the Florida Parishes remained unconfirmed
or contested.

Litigation and further congressional action resolved

many of the problems, but some areas remain in question even today
(1977).

Whenever conflicts occurred, claims based upon complete titles

were considered superior.

Next in priority were claims based upon an
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order of survey accompanied by a plat.

Following these were claims

based upon orders of survey without plats, donation based on settlement,
and, last, pre-emption claims based on settlement.
Congress provided for official surveys to be made of the various
claims, so that their location could be more precisely defined, and so
that other land available for sale could be identified.

Surveys by the

American government began in 1823, but were not completed for several
decades.

14

Meanwhile, land sales began in 1829, but these were nulli

fied in 1837.
As might be expected in any area with such a complex history of
land policies, conflicts ensued, arising not only from sales of land to
which valid claims had already been made, but also on the considerable
overlapping and duplication of grants.

Inconsistencies in the recog

nition of claims were widespread, and local records were insufficiently
maintained to permit legal verification.

Settlers had no assurance

that lands that they cultivated were not on claims belonging to others.
Consequently, many prudently located at some distance from neighboring
farms.

Although it has been alleged that the Scotch Irish were so

cantankerous and independent that they deliberately avoided neighbors,
this does not appear to be the case in the Florida Parishes.

Settlers

deliberately sought plots away from neighbors in order to avoid future
litigation and to establish first-order claims.
Most of the legal problems were resolved between 1845 and 1855,
when reliable re-surveys of the district resulted in fairly accurate
township plats and field notes that remain the official records used
today (1977).

Private claims were re-surveyed and marked, and section

lines were surveyed in discontinuous lines, so as not to cross private
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claims.

Claims were generally numbered in sequence as they were sur

veyed, beginning with 37.
numbered from 1 to 36.)

(Regular sections would ordinarily be
Contested areas, where claims overlapped, were

surveyed and numbered as separate sections.

Claims that were approved

later than this period were shown on supplementary plats, which are
included with the other official records.

The sale of lands to the

public was again authorized and began in 1853, after most land claims
in the area had finally been located and legally recognized.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER I

1.

Livingston, the American representative in France, told Talleyrand,
the French negotiator, that the Americans did not want Louisiana.
Livingston wrote President Madison that if they should get Louisi
ana they should exchange all that portion west of the Mississippi
for the Floridas (Cox, 1918, p. 77). Monroe made a similar pro
posal (Cox, 1918, p. 81).

2.

Apparently a "similar course was pursued” earlier in 1813 (National
Intelligencer, May 5, 1806, p. 2).

3.

The French governor in Louisiana jealously interceded, attempting
to entice the settlers into his area with promises of liberal land
grants and other privileges (Cox, 1918, p. 22).

4.

Oliver Pollock was among the persons who held land in West Florida.
His claim in West Feliciana (T. 2 south, R. 4, west, s. 47) was
purportedly occupied in 1800 and was sold in 1811.
Other claims in
West Feliciana were held by Hamilton Pollock and Thomas Pollock.

5.

The term arpent was used to denote a measure of land by both the
French and the Spanish.
It generally referred to an area equiv
alent to .845 of a modern acre.
Arpent was, however, both a
linear and a superficial measure.
One square arpent measured 192
English feet per side, compared with 208.59 English feet per side
for a square acre.
Thus, a tract of 640 acres, the size of one
"section" under the United States survey system, would equal
756.15 arpents.
Other uses of the term "arpent" allow it various
acre-equivalents.

6.

Precise population data are not available for West Florida during
the colonial era.
Elliott (1961, p. 7) states that "by the middle
1740s the population of Louisiana was declining and it continued
to decline." The assumption that few French settlers were attracted
to West Florida is supported by the work of John B. Rehder,
"Sugar Plantation Settlements of Southern Louisiana: A Cultural
Geography" (Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Louisiana State Univer
sity, 1971).
Rehder found few French plantations in the Florida
Parishes.
Casual observation of house types further indicates
little French influence in most of the region.
In 1820 the French
and Spanish settlers in the Florida Parishes were located "prin
cipally in the town of Baton Rouge and its immediate vicinage" and
were generally occupied in agriculture (A S P , Public L a nds, III,
p. 475).

7.

Population data are not available for West Florida during the
British era; British officials left none of their records upon
withdrawing from West Florida.
A list of those who declared
themselves citizens of the United States on October 16, 1779,
after an American navy officer took possession of the settlement,
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includes only nineteen settlers on the northern shore of Lake
Pontchartrain, between Bayou Lacombe and the Tangipahoa River.

8.

Twelve British grants were specifically studied.
Of these, three
claims were for either 1,000 arpents or acres and one was for
2,000 acres.

9.

John Rhea, who held several claims in Feliciana, is described as
one of these speculators, having purchased eighteen different
claims totaling more than 10,000 acres of land (Davis, 1960, I,
p. 171).
Of the ten claimed in Feliciana, four were complete, five
were incomplete and one was later considered not valid (Exhibit of
Claims, p. Ill, 139, .143, 189).
On none of these is Rhea listed as
the original claimant.
Eight were based on Spanish patents, one on
an order of survey, and one on purchase.
Seven of his eighteen
claims were eventually rejected as fraudulent (Davis, 1960, I,
p. 172).
Rhea was directly involved with the efforts to alienate
West Florida from the Spanish, serving as the presiding officer at
the convention at which the Declaration of Independence was pro
claimed (Davis, 1960, I, p. 173).

10.

In 1819, Washington Parish was created from the northern part of
St. Tammany.
Feliciana was divided into East and West Feliciana
Parishes in 1824.
Livingston Parish was created from the southern
part of St. Helena in 1832, and in 1869, Tangipahoa was carved from
St. Helena, Livingston, Washington, and St. Tammany.

11.

The term "plat" is a map of a small unit of land, such as a town
ship or a grant.

12.

Jurisdiction over land claims originating with the French, British
or Spanish authorities was transferred to the United States
District Courts in 1844, and during this time some of the most
extensive claims in Louisiana were finally settled (Coles, 1957,
pp. 16-17).
This judicial process was transferred again to the
legislative branch in 1860, however, and claims were accorded the
previous, inefficient resolution.

13.

A more detailed account of the process of reporting and validating
claims is given in Elliott, 1961, pp. 22-35.

14.

A detailed discussion of the problems involved in surveying the
private claims in this area is provided by Elliott, 1961, pp.
26-88.

CHAPTER II
CHARACTERISTICS OF LAND GRANTS

Land was granted to settlers in the Florida Parishes on the bases
of several different legal systems.

The numbers, distribution, shapes,

and sizes of claims vary to a measureable extent in accord with the
variations in legal bases.

A.

VARIATIONS IN LEGAL BASES
The earliest and most extensive official reports of claims in the

area under examination were made to the United States Congress by the
first land commissioner, James 0. Cosby, in 1816.
claims are found in the A S P , Public Lands, I I I .

The reports of land
Other information corre

lated with those reports in this analysis is from the "Exhibit of Private
Claims," State Land Office, and various courthouse records.

Cosby cate

gorized the reported grants according to their origins and legal bases
of validity, and his reports included not only the name of the person
making the claim, but also the name of any prior, original claimant or
settler.

Further information designated the quantity claimed, and in

which of the four existing parishes (Feliciana, Baton Rouge, St. Helena,
St. Tammany)

the claim was located.

Purported dates of habitation and

cultivation were included for some claims.
Cosby submitted a total of 432 claims that rested on complete
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grants by either the British or Spanish governments, and that he deemed
valid according to the laws and customs of those governments at the
time they had exercised control.^

Of these, most were based on Spanish

patents, and some were based on British patents.

Discrepancies in the

totals and in numbers of particular kinds of grants are due primarily
to voids in the data.

For example, no legal basis is mentioned for

some grants, and no location for others.

Significantly, no French

grants appear (A S P , Public L a n d s , III, pp. 39-64).
Cosby asserted in his report that, at the time the Spanish govern
ment took control of the area in 1783, British subjects were given
eighteen months to sell their estates and leave.

He made no mention

of the option of re-confirmation of British claims through the Spanish
government.

In 1785 an extension of four months was given, but "not

one out of fifty of the British claimants availed themselves either of
the original limitation, or of its subsequent extension" (A S P , Public
L a n d s , 111, p. 66).

The Spanish government considered as being vacant

these claims held under British patents that had not received Spanish
confirmation, and Cosby maintained that the Spanish "indiscriminately
re-granted (the British grants)

. . . whenever application was made for

them" (A S P , Public L a n d s , III, p. 66).

The effect of these circum

stances on the validity of individual conflicting claims was to be
resolved later.
Most of the complete grants listed by Cosby are in the western
part of the region in Feliciana and East Baton Rouge; a few are in
St. Helena and St. Tammany.

Precise locations within the parishes

were not given in Cosby's report.

Of the British patents, most were

in Baton Rouge, but St. Helena Parish had a larger number of British
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patents than Spanish patents (Table 1).
Cosby recommended their approval, and Congress also accepted as
valid 320 additional grants that were not complete, but were based
upon orders of survey (requetes) , permission to settle, or other
written evidence of claim derived from the royal governments.

These

grants had originated prior to the annexation of West Florida by the
United States, and they would have been completed by the government
that granted them if control of the territory had been retained.
These were considered incomplete grants, because the complicated legal
process has been initiated, but all steps had not been completed.

To

obtain perfect or complete title, one requirement was to obtain an
official survey.

There had been no surveyor general under the French

regime; consequently surveys had only occasionally been ordered, and
very few had been made (Hall, 1970, p. 133).

A surveyor general was

appointed by the Spanish regime in 1795, but the Spanish rule was
lenient, and many claims were never officially surveyed, although they
often had been settled and cultivated for lengthy periods.

Most of

the grants in this category of Cosby's report were based upon orders
of survey, while many were based upon plats and certificates.

Others

3
derived from public or private sale, adjudication, "recommendation,"
or permission to settle.
Orders of survey had been issued by the Spanish officials Miro,
Carondelet, DeLemac, Morales, and DeGrandpre.

Cosby considered all

grants by the first three officials as valid, and felt that, in a few
instances, those by Morales were also legal.

The claims issued by

Morales after the purchase of Louisiana by the United States and all
of those issued by DeGrandpre were not judged to be of the same caliber
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TABLE 1:

COMPLETE GRANTS, REPORTED IN 1813

Spanish
Patent

British
Lease or
Patent_________ Sale____

Total

Feliciana

174

18

10

202

Baton Rouge

135

40

17

192

St. Helena

2

17

7

26

St. Tammany

6

0_

11

Total

5_
80

317

34

ASP, Public Lands, III, pp. 39-64.

I

431
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as the others.

Some of them in fact, exceeded the customary size of

donations made by the Spanish government before the date of the
Louisiana Purchase.

Cosby recommended that some of the claims be con

firmed, based not on the validity of their orders of survey, but simply
upon the claimant's having occupied and cultivated the land, and
having complied with the requirements of the government that was
sovereign at the time.

These incomplete claims reported by Cosby were

located primarily in Feliciana and Baton Rouge as were the complete
grants, but many of the incomplete grants were in St. Helena and in
St. Tammany (Table 2).
Cosby submitted a list of fifty-five claims that he considered not
valid, founded on grants purportedly derived from the royal governments,
and he recommended that such claims not be confirmed.

These claims

were located in Feliciana (30), Baton Rouge (14) and St. Helena (10).
(The location was not stated for one claim.)

Most of these grants had

been purchased from the Spanish government for twelve to eighteen cents
per arpent, but prices ranged from a low of three cents to a high of
fifty cents per arpent.

Cosby stated that he knew of no sales of land

in the Louisiana area by the Spanish government until after Spain's
transfer of the Louisiana Territory to France.

In fact, the King of

Spain issued a royal order in 1805 ratifying the sales made by Morales,
advising him to make "that branch of his business as profitable as
possible to the coffers of the royal treasury" (A S P , Public L a n d s , III,
p. 66).

The Florida Parishes remained legally under Spanish juris

diction, but the inconsistency with Spain's earlier policy led Cosby
to the conclusion that the legal basis for the claims was less valid.
For claimants who had not inhabited or cultivated their grants, as was

TABLE 2:

INCOMPLETE GRANTS, REPORTED IN 1813

Orders of
Survey

Plats and
Certificates

Other

Total

Feliciana

73

27

38

138

Baton Rouge

31

43

20

94

St. Helena

21

21

15

57

St. Tammany

19

7

144

98

Total

3_
76

ASP, Public Lands, III, pp. 39-64

29
318

63

judged to be generally the case with those who held large claims, Cosby
recommended that the United States government was not legally bound to
confirm them.

Those who had actually settled and improved their land,

however, were considered to be persons likely to have been misled by
Spanish officers, and Cosby suggested that the United States donate
some quantity of land to such persons.
Some of those grants that Cosby considered not valid were later
confirmed by congressional action.

For example, John Murdock's claim

to 320 arpents in East Feliciana (T3S, R1W, s.60) was based on a
Spanish patent, referring to an order of survey from Morales dated
January 1, 1803.

The date of the claim was given as July 20, 1804,

with the earliest survey dating January 23, 1804, but the claim was not
validated by Congress until February 10, 1897.

The case was similar

for a claim by the "Catholics of Feliciana" to 62 arpents in East
Feliciana (T3S, R1W, s. 117), for an area described as having been
used as a church and burying ground for twenty years.

The date of the

claim, based upon a Spanish grant, was September 1, 1804, and the
original survey was on August 22, 1809.

Congress also validated this

claim by its action of February 10, 1897.
Cosby listed an additional 187 incomplete claims that he recom
mended as invalid.

The distribution of those claims was scattered, in

Feliciana (65), Baton Rouge (40), St. Helena (30), and St. Tammany
(32).

(Locations were not stated for 20 claims.)

These, were suppos

edly based upon orders of survey, permissions to settle, or other
written evidence of claims.

However, some were judged to be for

geries, some had altered dates, and some were inhabited and cultivated
by persons other than the claimant.

One claim in Feliciana by John
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Baker, who received extensive acreage in West Feliciana Parish (T1S,
R3W,sections 72, 73 and 76), was dated September 18, 1806, and pur
portedly surveyed August 16, 1806, by J. C. Kneeland, but Cosby noted
that neither the certification nor signature were in Kneeland's hand
writing (A S P , Public L a n d s , III, p. 63).

The resolution of such

problems was not immediate or simple.
A listing by Cosby entitled "Anomalous Claims" comprised thirty
claims for which papers were said to be lost, burned, or otherwise not
available for presentation.

Some of these were confirmed complete

grants, such as the claim by William Ratliff in West Feliciana (T2S,
R4W, s. 43) founded upon Spanish patents dated 1780 or 1790, for which
the papers had been burned and the "mutilated remains were presented as
proof" (ASP, Public L a n d s , III, p. 65).

Others, such as the claim by

Thomas Spell to land in St. Tammany Parish (T8S, R U E ,

s. 41), ori

ginally claimed by James Goodby, were described as having the papers
lost.

Many of those grants were eventually confirmed.
Cosby's final major category in this report contained the names

of persons who had settled in the area without legal title of any
description from the royal governments.

They were admittedly squatters.

Some had obtained their tracts of land by the mere fact of inhabiting
it, while others had purchased the land or improvements from earlier
squatters.

A total of 1,042 such claims were listed in the original

report, with more than half based on original settlement, rather than
on purchase (Table 3).
Rouge Parish.

Very few of the claims reported were in Baton

The total number of persons involved was fewer than the

number of claims, because many persons made more than one claim.

A

supplemental listing of other actual settlers included 192 additional

TABLE 3:

a.

SETTLEMENT CLAIMS, REPORTED IN 1813

Original report

Settlement

Purchase

Total

235

89

324

39

10

49

St. Helena

170

144

314

St. Tammany

249

106

355

Total

693

349

1042

Settlement

Purchase

Feliciana
Baton Rouge

b.

Supplemental report

Total

Feliciana

39

26

65

Baton Rouge

14

3

17

St. Helena

30

23

53

St. Tammany

43

13

56

126

65

191

Total

ASP, Public Lands, III, pp. 39-64
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claims, distributed spatially in the same general pattern as the
previous listing.

The absence of claims reported in Baton Rouge Parish

does not necessarily reflect error or a serious omission of claims for
that area.

Most of the grants settled in that region were, in fact,

official royal grants, rather than claims acquired by merely squatting.
The information gathered by James 0. Cosby was far from complete
and not entirely accurate.

Duplicate claims were recorded for differ

ent persons to the same tracts of land, and individual claims were
often reported more than once.

In 1819, Charles S. Cosby was appointed

4
as Register of Public Lands, and Fulwar Skipwith

was appointed Receiver

of Public Monies for the Greensburg Land District.

Despite the fact

that the records kept by these two men were inaccurate and disorganized,
they provide a tentative basis, the only official one, for evaluating
the historic process of land acquisition and settlement, and as such,
they warrant careful examination.

For most claims reported, informa

tion is included regarding the name of the claimant,

the legal basis

for the claim, the number of acres or arpents included, and the date
of settlement.
An additional seventeen complete grants were listed by Cosby and
Skipwith in 1819 (A S P , Public L a n d s , III, p. 442).

Most of them were

based upon confirmed Spanish patents, and a fex* were based upon British
patents that had been confirmed by the Spanish government.
scattered in distribution.

They were

Baton Rouge Parish had been divided into

eastern and western parishes, so that the location of claims was, to
a limited extent, more specifically shown (Table 4).
Twenty-eight incomplete claims were included in the 1820 report.
Most were based upon orders of survey, and almost half were located

TABLE 4:

COMPLETE GRANTS, REPORTED IN 1819

Spanish
Patent

British
Patent

Total

Feliciana

7

0

E. Baton Rouge

5

1

St. Helena

0

0

0

St. Tammany

2

2

4

14

3

17

Total

A S P , Public Lands, III, p. 442

7
6
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in East Baton Rouge (Table 5).

Charles Cosby and Skipwith also included

a list of eight renewed claims based on Spanish patents or plats and
certification from the royal governments.

These claims had been rejec

ted by James 0. Cosby, because the claimants had offered no evidence of
settlement in their earlier applications (A S P , Public Lands, III, p.
441).

The claimants had since provided such information and were again

submitting their requests, asserting dates of habitation and cultiva
tion beginning as early as 1799.
A list of 363 settlers and their claims was submitted by Cosby and
Skipwith in 1819 (Table 6).

Although information is charted indicating

which claims were obtained by purchase,

those based only upon original

settlement are not specifically so labeled, but such data might be
inferred (A S P , Public L a n d s , III, pp. 437-441).

Comments pertaining to

some of the claims indicate that some were, in fact, never inhabited or
cultivated, or had been occupied or farmed only occasionally.

Cosby

and Skipwith had assumed the right of recording claims based on settle
ments made between 1814 and 1819, as well as those made earlier,
expecting Congress to extend pre-emption rights to that date.

In fact,

they recommended the recognition of squatters’ claims as valid without
any payment at all for the land.
Additional reports filed in 1820 by Cosby and Skipwith with the
Commissioner of the General Land Office included forty-nine complete
claims (A S P , Public L a nds, III, pp. 466-473).

All were based upon

Spanish patents, except for three British patents (in St. Helena).
These were located in Feliciana (36), East Baton Rouge (10), and St.
Helena (3).

Seventy-three claims were based on orders of survey or

other written evidence (Table 7).

Fifty-seven claims were founded
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TABLE 5:

INCOMPLETE GRANTS, REPORTED IN 1819

Orders of
Survey

Plats and
Certificates

Other

Total

Feliciana

4

2

2

8

E. Baton Rouge

4

6

3

13

St. Helena

2

0

0

2

St. Tammany

5

0

0

5

15

8

5

28

Total

A S P , Public Lands, III, p. 442

TABLE 6:

SETTLEMENT CLAIMS, REPORTED IN 1819

Settlement (not
indicated by
presumed)

Purchase

Total

Feliciana

(

78 )

15

93

Baton Rouge

(

56 )

19

75

St. Helena

(

62 )

24

86

St. Tammany

(

73 )

32

105

Total

(

269 )

90

359

A S P , Public Lands, III, pp. 437-441

TABLE 7:

INCOMPLETE CLAIMS REPORTED IN 1820

Orders of
Survey

Plats and
Certificates

Other Sale,
Permission or
Recommendation

Total

Feliciana

17

11

13

41

East Baton Rouge

10

11

2

23

St. Helena

3

3

0

6

St. Tammany

1

1

0

2

31

26

15

72

Total

ASP, Public Lands, III, pp. 467-473
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upon British patents on which no settlements had been proven.

Loca

tions were not stated for all of these, but the report indicated that
22 were located in Feliciana, 22 were in East Baton Rouge and St.
Helena combined, with another four in East Baton Rouge, and two in
St. Helena.

A list of 181 actual settlers was included, with dates

of settlement ranging from 1803 to 1820, located in St. Tammany (72),
Feliciana (61), St. Helena (35) and East Baton Rouge (11).

Patent

discrepancies in the totals shown and the numbers for particular
types or locations of grants are due primarily to voids in the date.
The claims were based upon settlement (130) and purchase (51).
Later reports, filed in 1821, included another list of 182 settlers
(A S P , Public Lands, III, pp. 505-507).

These were scattered in loca

tion, with most in Feliciana, in St. Tammany and St. Helena, with
Baton Rouge having only a few (Table 8).

Twenty-five claims founded

upon complete, incomplete, and anomalous titles derived from the
British or Spanish governments were reported in Feliciana, Baton Rouge
and St. Tammany.

Twelve renewed claims were included.

Thus, in the

several reports submitted by Cosby and Skipwith, there were approxi
mately 167 claims under complete titles or orders of survey and 726
claims based upon actual settlement.
account,

This is contrary to Elliott's

(1961) which states that there were 175 claims made under

complete titles or orders of survey and 599 claims based upon actual
settlement (1961, p. 32).
All of the claims reported by Cosby and Skipwith were recommended
for confirmation, and Congress approved them by an Act of May 8 , 1822.
This included all complete, incomplete, and anomalous claims, and
donations of 640 acres to actual settlers.

Congress at that time also

TABLE 8:

Settlement

CLAIMS, REPORTED IN 1821

Complete, in
complete and
anamalous

Renewed

Total

Feliciana

78

12

4

94

Baton Rouge

14

5

3

22

St. Helena

40

0

4

44

St. Tammany

43

2

1

46

175

19

12

206

Total

ASP, Public Lands, III, pp. 505-507
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provided for the survey of claims, directing the commissioner to
follow the laws and customs of the former governments, as well as the
township and range system of the United States (Elliott, p. 33).
Surveyors were to superimpose the national rectilinear grid pattern
in a form altered to incorporate land claims as separate sections.
Therefore, claims established before the United States survey would
not be expected to follow the township and range grid lines.

Although

some royal grants had been surveyed separately, the colonial govern
ments undertook no regional surveys.

Persons claiming land on the

basis of settlement had no regular surveyed lines to follow, but had
selected a shape and "form which suited them best, taking care to in
clude their improvements, and avoid conflicting with claims of
superior dignity" (A S P , Public L a nds, III, p. 636).

As a result, not

only the written records but also the physical landscape was apparently
without systematic ordering in the view of the officials whose task
it was to categorize the process of settlement.

It was necessary to

identify and survey private claims before the United States survey
could be implemented and lengthy delays resulted.
The next series of reports on land claims was delayed due to the
disorderly condition of the records (A S P , Public L a n d s , III, pp. 631637).

Samuel J. Rannels and William Kinchen submitted reports to

Congress in 1825 regarding 20 complete grants based upon Spanish
patents, 74 founded on orders of survey, permission to settle or other
written evidence of claims, and 138 settlement claims.

The final

report of claims for this region, comprising a list of twenty-one
settlement claims, was submitted in 1837 by John Killian and Paris
Childress.
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The Exhibit of Private Claims at the State Land Office in Baton
Rouge includes all of the official reports, dating from 1813 to 1837,
and an additional listing of forty-seven claims confirmed by later
special acts of Congress.

Some grants were later confirmed by decree

of the United States District Court, and some yet remain unconfirmed
or in conflict with other claims.
Most of the private claims for the Florida Parishes were encom
passed in the official reports, and the details and broad pattern of
variations in their legal bases, their numbers and distribution can
thus be studied (Table 9).

However, to examine the material on a more

specific level, a number of townships was chosen (Introduction, Fig. 6).
For the study of 1182 grants in the sample townships, all data
were first analyzed separately for the various surveyors’ reports, in
order to appraise their varying validity (Table 10).^

Thus, it is

possible to examine the numbers and distributions on a regional basis
of a sampling of grants reported by James 0 Cosby independently of
those reported by Charles Cosby and Fulwar Skipwith, or by Samuel
Rannels and William Kinchen.

The sample reflects the fact that James

C osby’s report was the most extensive, particularly for grants with
complete legal title, and that claims for settlement grants were more
numerous in all reports than for royal grants.

The trends of the

regional sample are not completely consistent with the information
for the total number of grants reported, because many grants, espe
cially those with questionable validity, were reported more than once.
In spite of the disorder associated with the task of reporting claims,
it appears plausible to combine types of grants appearing in the
various reports, because none of the systems employed was above

TABLE 9:

TOTAL GRANTS REPORTED

Complete

Incomplete

Settlement

Other

Total

James 0. Cosby,
432

320

1,234

272

2,258

1819

17

28

363

8

416

1820

49

73

181

57

360

1821

0

0

182(ASP)

37

219

20

74

138

0

232

0

0

21

0

21

518

495

2,119

374

3,506

1813

Charles S . Cosby
and Fulwar Skipwith,

Samuel J. Runnels
and William Kinchen,
1837

John Killian and
Paris Childress,
1837

Total

77

TABLE 10:

Complete

TYPES OF GRANTS (SAMPLE)

Incomplete

Settlement

Other*

Total

208

110

461

2

771

Cosby & Skipwith
1819, 1821, 1821

39

41

112

8

200

Runnels & Kinchen
1825

14

35

54

0

103

108

108

Cosby, 1813

Miscellaneous
Total

261

186

617

118

1182

*The sample included one grant reported by Cosby in 1813 that was
said to be complete in its title, derived from either the French,
British, or Spanish government, but which was not valid, in his
opinion.
Also included in the same report was one grant that was
founded on orders of survey, permission to settle or other written
evidence of claim which, in Cosby's opinion, should not have been
confirmed.
In the sample of grants reported by Cosby and Skipwith,
five were renewed claims based on either complete or incomplete
titles from the French, British, or Spanish government, and three
were described as being founded on "complete, incomplete or anomalous
titles, derived from either the British or Spanish governments," and
were recommended for confirmation.
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criticism.

In that case, a simpler categorization of claims might

begin by combining all complete, incomplete, and settlement grants
regardless of when they were reported, and examining the data for those
broad categories, as they were described in the various reports and as
they appeared in the landscape (Table 11).
Some miscellaneous grants were excluded from this combining of
categories because they were not identifiable as complete, incomplete,
or settlement grants.

Miscellaneous grants include those given by

Special Acts of Congress,
were unconfirmed.

those that were in conflict, or those that

Also included were those grants for which informa

tion is in the Mississippi register.

Miscellaneous grants amounted to

less than 10 percent of the total number of grants sampled, however
(Table 12).

Most (1064) of the grants studied may be categorized as

one of the three general combined types.
The distribution of the three types of grants in the sample studied
reflects the pattern of distribution for all grants (Table 13).

Most

of the royal grants were along the Mississippi River, in West Feliciana
and East Baton Rouge Parishes, and the number declines sharply in
parishes not adjacent to the Mississippi.

The number of settlement

grants was greatest in East Feliciana and St. Helena Parishes.

In

three parishes, Livingston, Tangipahoa, and Washington, there were no
complete grants and very few incomplete grants, but large numbers of
settlement grants.

B.

VARIATIONS IN SHAPE
Although the Spanish ordinarily used other systems of land divi

sion elsewhere in the New World, in the Florida Parishes they generally
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TABLE 11:

COMBINED TYPES OF GRANTS

Number

(SAMPLE)

Percent of Sample

COMPLETE

261

22.08

INCOMPLETE

186

15.74

SETTLEMENT

617

52.20

MISCELLANEOUS

118

9.98

1182

100.00

TOTAL*

*The total number of grants examined in the sample varies from
1,064 in the analysis of types, to 1,034 in the study of shapes, to
1,039 in the correlation of grants with physiographic regions (Chapter
3).
The apparent discrepancies are due to differences in the avail
ability of data.
If grants extended across the state line, or in some
cases where conflict and contradictory boundaries occurred, it was
impossible to determine the shape.
Similar difficulties complicated
the process of classifying grants according to their physiographic
location.
The differences among totals are sufficiently small and
evenly distributed so that they do not appear to bias the findings.

TABLE 12:

MISCELLANEOUS GRANTS (SAMPLE)

NUMBER

PERCENT
OF TOTAL

Special Acts of Congress

48

4.06

In Conflict

32

2.71

No confirmation located

19

1.60

Unconfirmed

1

.08

Decrees of U. S. District Court

1

.08

In Mississippi Register

4

.34

Unspecified

3

.25

10

.84

TYPE OF CLAIM

Reported by surveyors as not valid,
renewed or anomalous
Total

118

9.96%

TABLE 13:

Parish

TYPES OF GRANTS (SAMPLE)

Complete

Incomplete

Settlement

West Feliciana

126

57

15

East Feliciana

34

28

158

East Baton Rouge

92

44

41

St. Helena

2

27

126

Livingston

0

5

60

Tangipahoa

0

6

90

Washington

0

3

85

S t . Tammany

7

16

42

Total

261

186

617

followed a system similar to that of the French.

Most grants were of

narrow, rectangular units of land, usually fronting on a navigable
waterway, extending lengthwise back from the stream.

The length

exceeded by several times the narrow stream frontage in most cases,
and all boundaries were formed by straight lines except the line that
coincided with the stream course.

Grants that had boundaries perpen

dicular to meanders in a waterway were often trapezoidal or pie-shaped
Of the several names applied to this type of grant, the term long-lot
seems appropriately descriptive.
Despite the similarities between the French and Spanish long-lots
there were basic differences in the shape.

Along the St. Lawrence

River in Quebec, grants by the French in the seigneurial system were
in a series of ranges or rows aligned perpendicular to the river, in
depths of forty arpents each (Harris, 1968).

Thus, the back edges of

grants were more or less even.

In Louisiana, French grants also

exhibit a "forty-arpent line."

An extensive region that displays this

cadastral pattern is separated from the Florida Parishes only by the
Mississippi River, in the Parishes of Pointe Coupee, West Baton Rouge,
and Assumption (Fig. 1).

One aberration of the French system, in its

implementation by the Spanish, was the general absence of both ranges
and alignment of back boundaries (Fig. 1).

8

In areas where ranges

and evenly aligned back boundaries occur, the names of grantees appear
to be French, even though the grants were awarded under Spanish
patents, and those for which dates were given were purportedly first
settled during the Spanish era (Fig. 2).
Of all grants studied, more than half (54.08 percent) might be
broadly classified as long-lots.

Included in this category, however,

I l l l l Spanish
I I H l l French
] United S ta te s
Long-lots in Louisiana.
Note the even alignment of back boundaries
along a "40-arpent line'' for French grants
and the absence of such a line for Spanish
grants.

i
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t/ ■

Fig. 2.

Long lots in Ranges, East Baton Rouge Parish
(T. 8S, R.lE) French names are evident even
though the grants are based on Spanish patents
and those for which settlement dates were
given were settled during the Spanish era,
1783-1810.
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are grants with notably different shapes.

Rectangular units of land

with parallel sides, extending length-wise twice the amount of their
width were categorized separately.

Some of these were narrow (less

than one-half a mile wide), and some were distorted by the proximity
of another grant so that the rectangular shape was interrupted (Fig. 3).
Similar patterns occurred with trapezoidal long-lots (Fig. 4).

Some

were narrow, and some were interrupted or distorted.
Of the complete grants, more than two-thirds (68.60 percent) were
rectangular long-lots (Table .14).

Most were not distorted.

More than

two-thirds of the incomplete grants (68.46 percent) were also rectangu
lar, but a larger proportion of them were interrupted in shape.

Only

one-third of the settlement grants were rectangular long-lots, and the
proportion of these that was interrupted was greater than for the royal
grants.

In at least four cases, the complete grants that were narrow

long-lots were neither French nor
British patents (Fig. 5).

Spanish, but were based instead on

Like most long-lots, these British grants

were riparian in location, in this case, fronting on Lake Pontchartrain.
Very few of the grants, whether complete, incomplete, or settlement
were trapezoidal or triangular and the percentage of complete grants
having such shapes was only slightly greater than the percentage of
trapezoidal or triangular settlement grants (Table 15).
Square units of land were a common form of grant by Spanish
authorities west of the Mississippi River.

The size of the tract

varied, but they were, by law, to be no larger than one square league
(84 x 84 arpents), or approximately two and five-eights statute miles
on each side.

One study reports that such grants were most numerous

in Louisiana in the western portion of the state in the area that
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[
Narrow
long-lots

W id e
long-lots

Significantly distorted
narro w lo n g -lo ts

Fig. 3.

N arrow
trapezoidal
lon g-lots

Significantly d is to rte d
wide long - lots

Rectangular Long-lots (models)

W id e
trapezoidal
lo n g -lo ts

Fig. 4.

Slightly d is to rte d Slightly distorted
narrow lo n g -lo ts w ide lo n g -lo ts

Slightly distorted
trapezoidal
lo n g -lo ts

Significantly
dis to rte d
trapezoidal lo n g -lo ts

Trapezoidal Long-lots (models)

TABLE 14:

TYPES AND PROPORTIONS OF GRANTS
HAVING RECTANGULAR SHAPES

Complete
(percent)

Incomplete
(percent)

Narrow
long-lot

77(29.84)

58(31.52)

14(2.31)

149

Wide
long-lot

65(25.19)

30(16.30)

106(17.46)

201

Slightly distorted
narrow long-lot

4(1.55)

4(2.17)

8(1.32)

16

Slightly distorted
wide long-lot

13(5.04)

10(5.43)

44(7.25)

67

Significantly distorted
narrow long-lot

8(3.10)

9(4.89)

5(0.82)

22

Significantly distorted
wide long-loy

10(3.88)

15(8.15)

29(4.78)

54

Total

177(68.60)

126(68.46)

Settlement
(percent)

206(33.94)

Totals

509

88

Fig. 5.

British long-lots (St. Tammany Parish, T . 8S, R.11E,
sections 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, or sections 45, 46, 47,
49, 50 on modern survey plats.

TABLE 15:

TYPES AND PROPORTIONS OF GRANTS HAVING
TRAPEZOIDAL SHAPES

Complete
(percent)

Incomplete
(percent)

Settlement
(percent)

Totals

Narrow
trapezoid

5(1.94)

2(1.09)

1(0.16)

8

Wide
trapezoid

6(2.33)

2(1.09)

13(2.14)

21

Slightly distorted
narrow trapezoid

1(0.39)

0(0)

6(0.16)

1

Slightly distorted
wide trapezoid

2(0.78)

2(1.09)

13(2.14)

17

Significantly distorted
narrow trapezoid

0 (0)

0 (0)

1(0.16)

1

Significantly distorted
wide trapezoid

3(1.16)

1(0.54)

4.(0.66)

8

Total

17(6.60)

7(3.81)

32(5.42)

54
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remained Spanish and was not part of the Louisiana Purchase (Hall,
p. 102).

Most of the grants there were confirmed for 640 acres and

were surveyed as sections in the American rectangular system (Hall,
p. 105).

Whether such grants are properly considered Spanish or

whether they might be considered American settlement grants is subject
to debate.
In the Florida Parishes,

some Spanish grants were also rectangu

lar in shape, and most approximated 640 acres in size (Fig. 6).

The

square grant was not nearly so common as the long-lot, however.

Only

151 grants were classified as square, amounting to 13.06 percent of
the total number of grants for the area.

Another 51 (4.41 percent)

were slightly distorted but approximately square in shape.

The largest

proportion (69.54 percent) of the square grants were settlement grants
awarded by the United States government, rather than by the colonial
governments (Fig. 7).

Fewer than one-fifth of the complete or incom

plete royal grants were square, while almost one-fourth of the
settlement grants were square (Table 16).

The locations of square

grants were generally astride navigable waterways, frequently at right
angles to the stream and often canted to the subsequent grid lines of
the American survey system.
The most prevalent shape of grants, other than long-lots, might
best be termed irregular

(Fig. 8).

A total of 248 claims, amounting

to 23.62 percent of the total, were categorized as such.

Only a few

(13 or 5.04 percent) of the complete grants, and the incomplete grants
(22 or 11.96 percent) were irregular, but more than one-third (213 or
35.09 percent) of the settlement grants were irregular.

Because

settlement claims were based on occupation and cultivation, primarily

WEST FELICIANA (TIS, R4W)
7j

i l l Square grants based on
Spanish patents
Other grants based on
Spanish patents

Fig. 6:

Square grants based on Spanish patents.
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U.S. Settlement Grants: Shape (Tangipahoa Parish,
T.4S, R. 8E).

TABLE 16:

TYPES OF GRANTS HAVING SQUARE SHAPE

Complete
(percent)

Incomplete
(percent)

Settlement
(percent)

25(9.69)

10(5.43)

105(17.30)

140

9(3.49)

9(4.89)

31(5.11)

49

Significantly distorted
square

13(5.04)

8(4.35)

11(1.81)

32

Total

47(18.92)

27(14.67)

147(24.22)

Square
Slightly distorted
square

Totals

221

94

T5S,R.1E
s.60

T2S,R .2E
^ s.73

T6S,R.1E
\s .8 1
T 2 S ,R .2 E
s.74 y

T 2 S ,R .2 E
s.7 9

Fig. 8.

T6S,R.1E
\ s.8 3

T 2 S ,R .2 E
s.7 5 r-

Irregular grants (models)

by squatters who had never had their claims surveyed, the locations
and shapes were unfettered by such legal restrictions as those placed
on Spanish grants.

It was in the best interest of squatters to locate

in a dispersed fashion,

to minimize the chances of conflicting claims

or the loss of improvements located inadvertently on another person's
land.

Further,

flexibility of shape allowed farmers to lay claim to

the best available farmland and areas adjacent to roads or navigable
waterways, and to a variety of vegetation types.

Although grants were

often partially located within valley bottoms, the primary purpose of
such location was adjacency to the stream as a transportation route.
Furthermore,

it was desirable to have additional higher ground on which

to locate houses,

fields, and wells, rather than in the frequently

flooded bottomland.

Claims settled late were often located within the

interstices of earlier grants, so that shape and size were somewhat
restricted by those earlier boundaries.
The distribution of long-lots,

squares, and irregular grants in

the Florida Parish area is considerably more complex than generalized
maps show (Fig. 9).

Most townships contain a mixture of types.

Long-

lots are located not only along the Mississippi River, but also along
most of the other waterways.

Thus, their distribution extends farther

eastward than has been generally assumed (Hall,

1970).

In fact,

long-lots are by far more numerous and extensive than either square
or irregular claims.

If some distortion of shape is allowed, so as

to include grants that approximate a long rectangle or long trapezoid
but where boundaries do not form an exact parallelogram, the dominance
of long-lots is particularly conspicuous.
Long-lots surveyed by the American government in the Mississippi

I
H

1 L o n g -lo ts
I

Sq uare
Irregular

Fig. 9:

Shape
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River floodplain of West Feliciana Parish are not included as grants,
because they were never claimed or given as such, and therefore do not
function as an index of settlement, but merely of arbitrary land
division.
Square grants are numerous throughout the a r e a .

Some were

awarded by the Spanish government, but the largest proportion were
United States settlement grants given to squatters (see Introduction,
P-

23)•

Irregular grants also are scattered throughout the region.

They appear most extensively, but not exclusively, in the area where
the United States settlement grants were most dominant, in East
Feliciana and St. Helena Parishes.
Discerning the shapes of those grants divided by township lines
poses a particular problem.

Separate section numbers were alloted to

each fragment in the different townships, yet the precise junction of
boundaries suggests unity of form (Fig.

10).

9

the extent of integration of those fragments,
examine the record of claimants.

In order to determine
it is necessary to

In every case, of several hundred

examined, the separate parcels of land were granted to the same person,
reported in the same survey notes, and assigned the same class and
certificate number (Table 17).

It may be assumed, then, that the

shape of grants might best be determined by ignoring the division of
land units drawn by the United States Grid survey lines.

C.

VARIATIONS IN SIZE
I n W e s t Florida, considerable variation existed in the size of

grants awarded, ranging from less than one acre to more than two
thousand acres.

The British, Spanish, and United States governments

59-In Conflict

48
49
54 54

53
52

m
70

Fig. 10:

62.

60

Unity of grants
Divided by Township Boundaries (East Baton Rouge Parish)

03

99
TABLE 17*:

Township
5 South,
1 East

UNITY OF GRANTS
DIVIDED BY TOWNSHIP BOUNDARIES
(EAST BATON ROUGE PARISH)

Section

Certificate
of location

Cosby, 1813

A 364

282

50

Patrick Me
Dermot

Cosby, 1813

B 160

150

51

L. T. & R.
De Grandpre

Cosby & Skipwith, 1820

B

J.P. Michel

Rannels &
Kinchen

B 2nd
c l ass ,2

734

73

363

53

Philip Hickey

Cosby, 1813

A

54

283

54

Heirs of Antonio
Grass

Cosby, 1813

A

78

219

B 73

363

Conflict between
Cosby & SkipL.T. & R. Grandpre with, 1820
and
Margaret M. Glathen Rannels &
Kinchen, 1825

282

Heirs of Antonio
Grass

Cosby, 1813

A

78

219

Heirs of Antonio
Grass

Cosby, 1813

A

78

219

Rannels &
Kinchen, 1825

B 2nd
class,2

7 34

B 160

150

54

60

98

A 364

John McDonough
et al

51

E

Cosby, 1813

41

1 West

6 South,

Report
number

John McDonough
et al

59

6 South,

Surveyor's
report____

48

52

5 South,
1 West

Claimant

J.P. Michel

1 East
62

Patrick McDermot

Cosby, 1813

68

L .T . & R . De
Grandpre

Cosby & Skipwith, 1820

B

73

363

Philip Hickey

Cosby, 1813

A

54

282

Cosby,

A

78

219

70
71

Heirs of Antonio
Grass
*Refer to Figure 10.

1813
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placed restrictions on the sizes of most

land grants, however,

order to encourage settlement rather than land speculation.

in

Generally

the sizes of grants approximated the amount that one family might farm;
large feudal estates did not exist.
Variations in sizes between royal grants and United States settle
ment grants reflected the land policies imposed in West Florida.

Even

though there were a few very large royal grants, the United States
systematically awarded larger land grants than was the usual practice
for the royal governments.

Most of the United States settlement

grants were more than twice as large as most of the grants based on
claims from the Spanish or British governments.
Most land grants to squatters in West Florida were one mile square
or 640 acres.

These were, perhaps,

States made to individuals.

the largest grants the United

There were a few grants of that size

awarded to Indian chiefs by treaties, but those grants were not
intended for individual, settlement.

Later American land grants

awarded as "frontier donations" in Florida and New Mexico were 160
acres (one-quarter section) and those in Oregon were 320 acres (onehalf section) in size.

The Homestead Act, adopted later, provided

settlers with one-quarter section of free land.
For the United States government, charity was at least partially
motivated by political expediency in West Florida.

Louisiana was

viewed as "an outward sentinel of the Union in times of invasion and
danger from a foreign or domestic foe," and it was considered essen
tial to have, "in some part of her interior, a force sufficient to
protect her from a domestic foe whose numbers and force are daily
accumulating"

(A S P , Public L a n d s , III, p. 475).

American possession

of West Florida was without legal sanction from 1810 until 1819, and
a land report to Congress in 1820 included assurances that a "compact
and numerous population in (West) Florida

would "aid the arm of its

own Government, and give to her a genuine American character devoted
to the constitution, and well prepared to defend it"
L a nds, III, p. 475).

(A S P , Public

Land grants suitable for farming were important

the report stressed, because "agricultural pursuits are certainly
better calculated to form a bold and virtuous yeomanry than the
speculations of the merchant, or the avocations of the learned."
Therefore, the United States policy of awarding land grants to indi
vidual squatters in West Florida was designed both to effect agricul
tural settlement with land-holdings the size one family might farm
and to reward the "defendants of the frontier" whose settlement had
made the United States claim to the region more tenable.

Those

settlers who could acquire larger land grants from the United States
government than they would have acquired from the Spanish government
were unlikely to support the reinstatement of Spanish authority.
Therefore, variations in size correlated to some extent with
variations in the legal bases of grants (Fig.

11).

The several

largest grants awarded were those for which persons held complete
titles from the royal governments.
one incomplete royal grant were

Eight complete royal grants and

larger than one thousand acres, but

no United States settlement grants were of that size.
ordinarily large royal grants were as follows:
- 4 complete,

1 incomplete.

(The extra

1,000 - 1,099 acres

All grants larger than this size were

royal, complete ones and there was one of each of the following sizes
1,170 acres;

1,430 acres;

1,550 acres, 2,290 acres.)

However, most

S e ttle m e n t

200

|

| Incomplete
C o m p lete

Grants
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100
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'21^

m
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Fig. 11.
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royal grants (55.8 percent) were between 200 acres and 600 acres in
size.

On the other hand, most settlement grants (74.4 percent) were

between 600 and 700 acres.
and 650 acres.

One-third (34.3 percent) were between 640

(More than half, or 55.5 percent were between 630 and

650 acres in extent.)

Since the size of one section in the United

States survey system is 640 acres,

it appears that the size of settle

ment grants was intended to approximate an equivalent extent.
The division of land grants by township boundaries must be con
sidered in an examination of grant size.

Many of the very small

sections that were awarded as grants were actually fragments of much
larger land claims located in adjoining townships.

Therefore, to

obtain a correct appraisal of grant size, the selection of grants
studied contained only those that were located completely within the
various townships.

Thus, grants that appeared to be divided by town

ship boundaries were excluded,

in order to establish an accurate basis

for judging the total acreage of particular claims (Figures 10 and 12).
Overlapping portions of adjoining grants were identified by the
early surveyors as separate sections, awaiting resolution of the con
flicts involved (Fig.

12).

Those sections in conflict were not repre

sentative in size or shape of land grants in general, and were also
excluded from the sample studied.

The small acreage of such areas

would, in fact, provide misleading results regarding the size of
actual land claims.
Even though the amount of land requested was frequently expressed
in arpents, the measurements recorded for all grants were stated in
acres by the United States surveyors compiling official records.
Large differences exist for many grants in the size claimed and the

WV VF C ^ J T 1 rF FC IL Ii V r. iI HA IN X AA \/ TI I1<5,
C KQA\AJ\
* fW /

Grants within township
(88^Grants partially in other
tow nships
tv \\l S e c t ions in conflict
1

iN ot included in grants

!
1

Fig. 12:

Fragmentation of grants.
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acreage eventually received.

While some of the discrepancy is no

doubt attributable to greed, a large measure of it might be explained
by the difference in the form of measurement used.

Additional d i s 

crepancies would be accounted for by the fact of fragmentation, since
the size of land grants is recorded separately for each distinct
section, although the amount claimed was generally stated for entire
grants regardless of subdivision by township boundaries.

D.

CORRELATIONS OF LEGAL BASES, SHAPE AND SIZE
The general characteristics of land grants in the Florida Parishes

appear to correlate to some extent with variations in legal bases.
Therefore,

the distributional pattern of grants according to their

types corresponds in some ways to the pattern of distribution of
shapes and sizes.

The greatest proportion of royal grants was in the

western Florida Parish area, near the Mississippi River (Fig.
Accordingly,

13).

this was also the area where fewer irregularly shaped

grants were found, and where fewer grants approached the size of 640
acres.

In most of the Florida Parish region, complete royal grants

were absent.

Further,

there were generally fewer incomplete royal

grants in such areas, even though the zone of incomplete grants was
more extensive than that of completed claims.
A comparison of the distributional patterns of types of grants
and shapes of grants substantiates the claim that many settlement
grants were either square or rectangular in shape (Figures 9 and 13).
Therefore,

it is not correct to assume that square or rectangular

grants are Spanish in origin and,

in fact, it may not be correctly

asserted that grant shape is necessarily an indication of legal basis.
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Most of the extremely large land grants (of more than 1,000 acres
each) in West Florida were located in the western part of that region,
primarily in East Baton Rouge and West Feliciana Parishes.

In that

area, however, where royal grants predominated, most grants averaged
200-300 acres in size.

In the central and eastern Florida Parishes,

land grants generally approximated one section or 640 acres in size.
Such grants were usually United States settlement grants.
The attempt to derive precise correlations of the several vari
ables involved reveals complex interrelations of the data.

Such corre

lations do exist, but may properly be stated only in terms of general
trends to which there are numerous exceptions.

The extent to which

such generalizations might be considered reliable would seem to rest
with the resolution level and degree of specificity of the problem
under examination.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER II

1.

This is contrary to Elliott (1961, p. 25), who cited a figure of
1,042 for the complete titles in Cosby's report, begun in 1813
and received in Congress in 1816.

2.

The location of one claim in this report was not specified.
This
is also the case for a few grants in other reports and accounts
for discrepancies in the tables and text.

3.

The terminology used in historical documents is sometimes unclear.
"Recommendation" as a basis for claims represents an intermediate
step in the following legal process of obtaining title to land.
The person who wanted land selected a site and made a written
request to the commandant for permission to settle.
The request
was granted if the claim did not interfere with other settlements.
The commandant forwarded to the governor the written request,
along with a certificate declaring the land part of the public
domain.
The governor issued an order authorizing a survey and
plat to be made and returned to the commandant, who sent the plat
to the governor.
If the governor approved the plat, he ordered
a patent sent to the commandant for delivery to the claimant.

4.

The spelling of names often varies in historical documents.
name "Skipwith" is spelled "Skipweth" in some sources.

5.

The "Exhibit of Private Claims" listed 392 settlement claims
reported in 1821; a discrepancy exists with the total (182)
recorded in the American State Papers, Public Lands, III.

The

6 . The number of settlement grants totals 936, if the figures from
the "Exhibit of Private Claims" are used rather than those in the
American State Papers, Public Lands, III.
7.

The total number of grants shown here does not refer to the number
of persons making separate claims.
This total refers to the n u m 
ber of separate sections granted, but many persons' claims were
divided into more than one section by township lines or conflict
ing boundaries of adjoining grants.
Further, many persons made
more than one claim (Chapter 4).
Reports by the surveyors were
organized by names of claimants, not section numbers.
Consequently,
the total numbers of grants reported will not be the same as the
total number of sections granted.

8 . Instructions in 1811 to Jorge J. F. Clarke, the Spanish public
surveyor of East Florida stated that he was to lay out grants in
rectangular parallelograms, the narrower portion fronting rivers,
creeks, and roads, to be one-third the depth that was to extend
inland.
If necessary to prevent unclaimed spaces between grants,
however, he was to increase the frontage and correspondingly
decrease the depth (Spanish Land Grants in Florida, vol. 1, p.
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xxi i i ) . If this policy were, in fact, employed earlier in West
Florida, it would account for the uneven alignment of back boun
daries there.
9.

A single grant interrupted by a navigable stream was usually not
assigned two numbers.
Unity of a grant across a stream is indi
cated in Figure 10 ( T . 5 south, R. 1 east, s. 51 and T. 6 south,
R. 1 east, s. 58) although an overlapping claim resulted in
separate recognition of the contested area, surveyed as section 59.

CHAPTER III
SPATIAL PATTERNS OF LAND CLAIMS

Land grants and settlement in the Florida Parishes were unevenly
distributed depending upon variation in the physical environment.

A

preference for arable land was paramount in selection of sites for
the predominantly agraian settlers.

Because the primary obstacle to

successful agriculture was flooding, swamp land or low river bottoms
were undesirable, even though such lands bordered the navigable w a t e r 
ways that were essential as early transportation routes.

The problems

of finding a favorable location focused essentially on reconciling the
desire for land suitable for agriculture,

for proximity to transpor

tation routes, and avoidance of floods.
The areas that met those specified criteria best were settled
earliest.

Most grants on preferred sites were therefore awarded early

by the colonial governments.

Conversely, the areas available for

later settlement and ensuing land claims to the American government
were located farther from the most fertile lands and from the major
waterways.

As roads and settlement developed in the interior,

orientation to waterways became a less critical factor.

Avoidance of

floods remained imperative, and high ground continued to be the pre
ferred location for settlement.
Although most townships exhibited a mixture of royal and settle110
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ment claims, a trend toward clustering of types was evident.

Periods

and patterns of settlement were related to variations in the desira
bility of land in different regions.

Further,

the clustering of types

reflected the facts of differing land policies, since the Spanish
government required that claims be made only to areas adjacent to
occupied land (Chapter I, pp. 45-46).

No such legal restrictions

governed the choice of sites for Anglo-Saxon squatters, whose u n d e 
marcated holdings were more safely located at a fair distance from
neighbors.

Moreover, a preference for ethnic and cultural similarity,

no doubt, influenced the choice of neighbors.

Proximity to relatives

seems to have been an important consideration in the location of
claims (Chapter IV, pp.

165-170).

Although surveys of many individual claims were conducted much
earlier, definitive surveys of the separate townships were not accom
plished until the years between 1845 and 1860.

Attempts were made at

earlier surveys, but conflicts arose and new surveys were repeatedly
ordered and implemented until an officially acceptable one could be
presented for each township.

Those areas that were latest in receiving

valid surveys were located in both the townships where land was most
desirable, where there were the greatest number of claims (i.e. East
Baton Rouge Parish, T.7 South, R.l West, where the town of Baton Rouge
was located), and where land was least desirable,

in swampland where

there were no claims (Tangipahoa Parish, T .8 South, R .8 East).

Supple

mentary surveys were made to adjust boundaries in regions of continued
conflict.

(East Baton Rouge Parish T. 7 South, R.l West has four

supplementary plats.)

In a sense, then, the pattern of surveys

reflects the evaluation of land quality, but in a negative respect
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as well as a positive one.

A.

TOPOGRAPHY AND DISTRIBUTION OF LAND GRANTS
A broad categorization might divide the region into hills, te r 

races, and floodplain or marsh (Kniffen,

1968, pp. 8 , 34).

an examination of soil surveys, topographic maps,

However,

and aerial photo

graphs suggested that a more detailed classification might be made
(Fig.

1).

The large area of high ground will be referred to simply

as either lower uplands or higher uplands.^

The soils in both regions

are characterized as predominantly silts and loams, but are described
as more sloping in the higher uplands and more nearly level in the
lower uplands.

Overlying a large area of the higher uplands in West

Feliciana Parish, and extending along the westward margins of East
Feliciana and East Baton Rouge Parishes, is a deposit of fertile,
loessial soil.

This loess deposit reaches depths of twenty feet or

more in the west, becomes thinner toward the east, and diminishes to
nothing near Thompson's Creek.

2

Penetrating the regions of higher ground are elongated tentacles
of low, fluvial floodplains.

Adjoining the frequently inundated

floodplains in some areas are "second bottoms" that encompass the
3
riverine natural levees.

These are higher in elevation than the

floodplains and are less likely to be flooded.

Natural levees along

the Mississippi River and along smaller waterways are characterized
by moderately fertile silty soils.

Regions of infertile, sandy,

ridge-and-swale topography stretch along the Mississippi River,
broken by higher ground on most eastward curving meanders.

Swamp

land extends not only along the Mississippi River, but also more
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extensively In a zone surrounding Lake Maurepas and much of Lake
Pontchartrain.
The various topographic regions were not equally desirable for
settlement, and the distribution of land claims varied accordingly
(Fig. 2).

For the sample analyzed (1039 grants), the locations of

claims were judged by what appeared to be the entire grant and not
merely separate fragments divided by a township line and assigned
separate section numbers (Table 1).

Further, those grants that

included portions of more than one physiographic region were cate
gorized according to the most extensive area.

If a second physiographic

region encompassed as much as one-fourth the area of a grant, a com
bined designation of regions was considered appropriate.

(The secon

dary region most often included was that classified as riverine
floodplain, due to the significance of proximity to waterways as a
location factor for land claims and settlement.)

In spite of a greater

overall number of settlement grants, there were more royal grants in
areas along the Mississippi River,

in the loess soil region, and in

the western part of the lower uplands.

Settlement grants were more

numerous in riverine floodplains and second bottoms.

There were more

royal grants with complete titles than incomplete titles included in
the sample studied (1089 grants), and there were greater numbers of
complete grants in all areas except riverine floodplains and swamp,
where there were more incomplete grants than complete ones.

Very

few grants were located in swampland or in regions of ridge-and-swale
topography.
The area most densely covered by grants was the region of loess
deposits, where very little land remained unclaimed.

Of the sample
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TABLE 1:

PHYSIOGRAPHY AND GRANTS (SAMPLE)

Complete

Incomplete

Loess

93

36

9

138

Higher uplands

33

25

234

292

Lower uplands

87

63

121

271

Riverine floodplains

21

27

152

200

0

7

75

82

13

11

1

25

Swamp

3

9

8

20

Ridge and swale,
no t swampy

4

3

1

8

Ridge and swale,
swampy

2

1

0

3

256

182

601

1,039

Second bottoms
Natural levee of the
Mississippi River

Total

Settlement

Tot a]
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examined (1039 grants), the total number of grants (138) in this com
paratively small region was disproportionately large.

Seventy-three

were totally within the loess area, and 57 were partially covered by
riverine floodplains.

Practically all (129) of the grants in the

loess region were of royal origin, and most were complete (Table 2).
A second major clustering of grants centered on the interfluve
between Thompson Creek and the Amite River, primarily in East Feliciana
Parish.

The section of the higher uplands was much more completely

covered by claims than the remainder of that physiographic region.

More

grants (292) were located within the higher uplands than any other
single region (Table 3).

The extensive size of this area only partially

accounts for the number of grants, because parts of it remained unclai
med.

Except for the interfluvial cluster, the orientations of grants

in the higher uplands appear to be primarily reparian.

More than

one-third (111) of the upland grants include both higher uplands and
riverine floodplains.

Very few grants straddled the boundary between

lower uplands and higher uplands.

None of those in the sample under

scrutiny included both higher uplands and second bottoms, although
some exist in areas not sampled.
lands,

Of these grants in the higher up

four-fifths (234) arose from settlement claims recognized by

the United States government, rather than from royal claims.
A third major clustering of grants in association with physio
graphic variance is located in the extreme west of the lower uplands,
adjacent to the Mississippi River or to its unclaimed backswamp.

Most

of the claims in the lower uplands are within one and one-half miles
of this major transportation artery.

Almost all of the other grants

in the lower uplands are oriented to smaller waterways, so that some

TABLE 2:

GRANTS IN LOESS SOIL REGION (SAMPLE)

Complete

Incomplete

Settlement

Loess

43

21

9

73

Loess and riverine
floodplains

44

13

0

57

Loess and higher
uplands

5

0

0

5

Loess and ridge and
swale, not swampy

1

1

0

2

Loess and swamp

0

1

0_

1

93

36

Total

9

Total

138
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TABLE 3:

GRANTS IN THE HIGHER UPLANDS

Complete

Incomplete

(SAMPLE)

Settlement

Total

Higher uplands

19

12

148

179

Higher uplands and
riverine floodplains

14

12

85

111

0

1

1

33

25

234

Higher uplands
and lower uplands
Total

2_
292
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(31) also include riverine floodplains

(Table 4).

Royal grants out

number settlement grants in this region (150 to 121), but less markedly
for the entire area than for the clustering near the Mississippi River.
More settlement grants include undesirable floodplains or swamplands
than do the royal grants.
Small, linear clusters of grants are located within the riverine
floodplains throughout the Florida Parishes.

The only extensive area of

floodplain not covered by grants is the broad region adjacent to the
Pearl River, south of its junction with the Bogue Chitto River.

More

than half of the grants located primarily within riverine floodplains
embrace at least some segment of higher ground within the claim (Table
5).

(More than half have one-fourth or more of the grant lying within

another physiographic region.)

Higher uplands are included more fre

quently than any other region in combination with riverine floodplains,
but this is no doubt due in part to the extensive area of floodplains
in that higher region.

In fact, the Tickfaw River floodplain, which is

broad in the higher uplands, becomes inconsequential in size in the
lower uplands, ending abruptly at the junction of the two regions.

4

Some of the grants located primarily in floodplains include a portion of
higher second bottom.

More than three-fourths of the grants in riverine

floodplains are settlement grants.

The area that includes the largest

concentration of royal grants is in the loess deposits of West Feliciana
Parish.

Of the royal grants located in riverine floodplains, most are

incomplete rather than complete titles, notwithstanding there being
more complete grants in the sampling (Table 5).
The area of second bottoms appears to be less completely covered
by claims than are the floodplains.

The primary locations of this

TABLE 4:

GRANTS IN THE LOWER UPLANDS (SAMPLE)

Complete

Incomplete

Settlement

Total

81

56

81

218

Lower uplands and
riverine floodplains

20

31

Lower uplands
and swamp

11

11

Lower uplands

Lower uplands and
higher uplands
Lower uplands and
second bottoms

0

0

4

4

Other*

1

0

1

2

87

63

121

271

Total

*This nonspecific category is appropriate
not only because of having just one grant
in the "lower uplands and ridge and swaleswampy," but also because of having one
settlement grant classified in a non
existent category by technological genius.
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TABLE 5:

GRANTS IN RIVERINE FLOODPLAINS

Complete

(SAMPLE)

Incomplete

Settlement

Total

Riverine floodplains

8

12

67

87

Riverine floodplains
and higher uplands

2

9

60

71

Riverine floodplains
and lower uplands

0

1

9

10

Riverine floodplains
and second bottoms

1

4

16

21

Riverine floodplains
and loess

8

1

0

9

Riverine floodplains and
natural levee of the
Mississippi River

2

0

0

2

21

27

152

200

Total
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physiographic region are along the Amite, Tangipahoa, Pearl and Bogue
Chitto Rivers.

Second bottoms border the outer edges of the floodplains

of those rivers and measure as much as one-half mile in width.

A rela

tively small number of grants (37) are totally within the second bottoms
(Table 6).

Almost as many contain a portion of riverine floodplain.

Fewer than 20 percent include as much as one-fourth of their area in
either the higher or lower uplands.

No complete grants in the sample

were found to be located predominantly in the second bottoms; a few
incomplete grants are located there, but the overwhelming majority (over
90 percent) are settlement grants.
Claims to land in the remaining areas are fewer than those in the
loessial, uplands or

floodplain regions (Table 1).

Of those located on

the natural levee of

the Mississippi River, most (17) do not include

a

large area of an adjacent region, and those (5) that do include swamp
land.

Practically all of these grants were royal, rather than settlement

claims, and most had complete titles at the time of confirmation by the
United States.

Of the grants that consist mainly of swamplands, most

(13) do not include extensive areas (one-fourth or more the size of the
grant) of other regions.
in West Feliciana Parish.
within the region of

Some (4) included a portion of higher uplands,
Only a few grants (11)

ridge and swale topography.

were located primarily
Some (5) of these

included a portion of another physiographic region and that region was
most frequently (in 3 cases)

B.

the loess soil zone.

SPATIAL VARIATION AND DATE OF SETTLEMENT
During the 1700s and the first decade of the 1800s, settlers

requested land grants from the colonial governments that controlled
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TABLE 6 :

GRANTS IN SECOND BOTTOMS (SAMPLE)

Complete

Incomplete

Settlement

Total

Second bottoms

0

3

34

37

Second bottoms and
riverine floodplains

0

3

27

30

Second bottoms and
lower uplands

0

0

8

8

Second bottoms and
higher uplands

0

1_

6_

7_

Total

0

7

75

82
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West Florida until the United States took control of the area in 1810.
Therefore, claims to land from the colonial governments occurred earlier
than claims made to the United States government, and because the legal
requirements for obtaining royal grants included habitation, most of the
land grants settled prior to 1800 were based on royal titles, but some
grants given by the United States government were also purportedly
settled during the eighteenth century.
After United States control of the region began in 1810, land
grants were awarded on the bases of valid colonial titles, claims for
which the legal processes were incomplete, and settlement.

Royal claims

filed after 1810 alleged that the land for which the petitioner requested
title had been initially filed for earlier and settled prior to United
States control.

Information regarding the dates of claims and of ear

liest occupation of the land was presented to the American government
after 1810 in order to acquire congressional validation of most royal
and settlement claims (Exhibit of Claims, State Land Office).

The "Date

of Claim" indicates the time or origin for a royal claim, not the date
it was received by the United States Deupty Surveyors.

For royal

grants, the "Date of Claim" is stated separately from the "Date of Cul
tivation and Habitation."

The date of cultivation and habitation is

frequently not given for royal grants, but in many cases where it is
included,

there are differences of several years in the two dates.

The

dates of origin for royal claims were generally substantiated by written
documents, such as orders of survey or plats, whereas proof of the
asserted dates of cultivation and habitation was not so concretely
evident.

Settlement claims were made to the American government for

land occupied earlier without colonial authorization, and there were no
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orders of survey or plats to confirm the dates of origin for those
claims.

Instead,

the years cited were merely purported dates of earli

est settlement, and these served as the bases of origins for the claims.
The earliest dates cited for claims in the Florida Parishes were
during the decade of 1770 to 1779, in the period of British adminis
tration (Fig. 3).

The number of claims increased the following decade

and even more markedly in the 1790s under the Spanish.

According to

the purported dates of settlement claims, the number of claims peaked
from 1800 to 1810, declining and, for all practical purposes, ending
in the 1810s.

During this final decade of land claim activity, the

government of the United States occupied the Florida Parishes.

There

were no claims originating in the 1830s, due to the legislative restric
tions.

All of the earliest claims eventually recognized were based on

complete titles.

Not only were there both complete and incomplete

claims dating back to the 1780s, there were also two settlement claims
based on the assertion of occupancy at that early date.

An overwhelming

majority of claims dated in the 1790s were royal claims, and most held
complete titles, but the number of claims based on squatter settlement
in that decade had increased.

The numbers of royal claims decreased

from 1800 to 1810, while settlement claims for land cultivated in those
years mushroomed.

Spain had altered its land policy in 1799, tightening

the procedures for obtaining title to land, in order to restrict the
growing number of Anglo settlers.

There were a few grants based on

authorization from Spain in the last months of Spanish authority, but
most of those in the decade following 1810 were settlement claims
approved later by the American government.

The numbers could be some

what misleading, because data are available for a smaller proportion of
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governments were as follows: 1699-1763, French;
1763-1783, British; 1783-1810, Spanish; 1811,
United States)
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total royal grants in the area than settlement grants.

Further, the

dates cited for settlement grants are less reliable than those for royal
grants.
Dates of cultivation and habitation of royal versus settlement
claims form a trend parallel to the date of claims (Table 8).

Land

claims were allegedly first settled in West Florida beginning in the
1770s, and the numbers of complete, incomplete and settlement grants
that were occupied increased steadily until 1810, when only the number
of occupied settlement grants increased.
claimed was 1820.

The latest date of settlement

The dates of purported occupancy were cited for fewer

complete grants and more incomplete grants than were dates of claims,
however, and this bias must be taken into account.

Yet some incomplete

grants were apparently settled earlier, and some complete grants were
settled later than the dates of claim alone indicate.

(There are very

few settlement dates cited for complete grants with claims dated during
the 1790s.)
On the basis of the dates of origin for approximately 1,000 claims
recognized later by Congress,

the earliest claims (during the decade

from 1770 to 1779) arose adjacent to the Mississippi River near Baton
Rouge, near Mandeville on the north shore of Lake Pontchartrain, and
along Thompson Creek (Fig. 4).

During the next decade, claims ori

ginated around those earlier nuclei, in an area that extended outward
approximately one mile from the region settled first.

Other locations

included sites along the lower Amite River and the loess soil region
of West Feliciana Parish.

Between 1790 and 1799, more claims developed

around the three earliest locations, in an area extending outward
approximately three miles from the earliest nuclei.

Other claims

TABLE

Decade

7:

DATE OF CULTIVATION AND HABITATION
OR SETTLEMENT (SAMPLE)

Complete

Incomplete

Settlement

Total

1770s

3

5

0

8

1780s

21

6

2

29

1790s

58

38

17

113

1800s

59

81

288

428

1810s

8

5

297

310

1820s

0

0

1

Total

149

135

605

1_
889

1W

I7,80,

1770-79
1780-89
1790-99
1800-09
1810-20

Fig. 4:

Dates of claims
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originating in this decade were located in the northeastern corner of
the Florida Parishes along Pearl River, near the north-central boundary
on the Tickfaw, Natalbany

and Bogue Chitto Rivers.

In the remaining

two decades, land claims were located throughout the entire region,
except in swampy areas.
The claims in the three nuclei of early settlement are all royal
claims, as are most of those along the Mississippi River that were
claimed in the following two decades (Fig. 5).

Some of the early royal

grants, however, were also located in the north-central region and in
the northeast along Pearl River.

The earliest grant along the Bogue

Chitto River, dated 1798, was a settlement grant, not a royal one.
(William West claimed to have settled the island that comprises section
45 of T. 5 south, R. 12 east in northern St. Tammany Parish.

He

alleged that he arrived in 1798, but stayed only one year before being
driven away by Indians.)

In the areas of central St. Helena and west

ern Tangipahoa Parishes, claims of purported settlement predated royal
claims.

(John Glascock's claim, divided between section 40, T. 3

south, R. 6 east and section 42, T. 3 south, R. 7 east in Tangipahoa
Parish was allegedly settled in 1791.

An adjacent incomplete royal

claim was reportedly first settled in 1805 by Robert Williams.

It com

prised section 45, T. 3 south, R. 6 east and section 43, T. 3 south,
R. 7 east.)
If an overall pattern is to be discerned from the information for
dates of claims, it is that eastward and northward waves of settlement
occurred.

Lands were claimed progressively outward from the nuclei as

new settlers occupied grants or claims near those already taken.

Pre

sumably, such circumstances might be expected, considering the social

ill Royal
Settlem ent (U.S.)
Dates of Claims
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nature and needs of mankind.

Even rough frontiersmen preferred some

contact with civilization perhaps, rather than cope with the near impos
sible task of re-creating it anew each step of the way.
Desire to be close to routes strongly influenced the settlement
of the Florida Parishes.

The earliest routes were waterways, but many

of these remained significant later as roads were developed overland.
Of the sample of grants analyzed, more than nine-tenths abutted in some
fashion to a waterway (Table 9).

Four-tenths (423) crossed a minor

stream and one-third (352) fronted on a major stream, other than the
5
Mississippi River.

Only a few (27) actually fronted on the Mississippi

River, but approximately an eighth(123) fronted on minor streams.

The

number crossing a major waterway or fronting on a lake (Pontchartrain
being the only plausibly available lake and, at that, only a small seg
ment of its shore) was relatively small.

The primary locational

difference between royal grants and settlement grants as regards
orientation to waterways was the disproportionately larger share of
royal grants that were not adjacent to a stream (Table 9).

Whereas

more than 10 percent of the royal grants fronted on the Mississippi
River, only one settlement grant (of 606) was so located.

Further, of

the eleven grants fronting on Lake Pontchartrain, nine were royal,
rather than settlement claims.
Of the major waterways other than the Mississippi, the one along
which grants were more numerous was the Amite River (Table 10).
grants were oriented to the Tangipahoa, Tickfaw and Pearl Rivers.

Some
In

most cases (362), grants fronted on the major streams and in only a few
cases (18) did they straddle these waterways.

Along Bayou Fountain,

almost all grants were based on complete royal titles, and along the

TABLE 8:

GRANTS AND WATERWAYS

Complete

Incomplete

Settlement

Total

Are not adjacent
to a stream

37

17

40

94

Front on Mississippi
River

18

8

1

27

Front on other major
stream*

86

60

206

352

3

3

13

19

Front on minor
stream

21

36

66

123

Cross minor
stream

88

57

278

423

5

4

2

11

Cross other major
stream

Front on lake
Total

358

185

606

1,049

*Major streams include the Pearl, Amite, Manchac,
Tangipahoa, Tchefuncte, Natalbany, Tickfaw,
Bogue Chitto and Comite Rivers, as well as
Thompson's Creek, Bayou Fountain, Bayou Sarah,
Colyell Bayou and the Bogue Falaya.

TABLE

9:

GRANTS AND SPECIFIC WATERWAYS

Complete

Incomplete

Settlement

Total

Pearl River

4

7

14

25

Amite River

1

14

47

62

Bayou Manchac

0

0

0

0

Tangipahoa River

0

3

35

38

Tchefuncte River

1

2

9

12

Natalbany River

0

1

6

7

Tickfaw River

0

6

32

38

Bayou Fountain

18

2

0

20

Other
(Bogue Chitto,
Thompson Creek,
Bayou Sarah, Big
Bayou Sarah, Comite,
Colyell and Bogue
Falaya)

60

32

77

178

Total

93

67

220

380
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Amite, almost all of the royal grants were incomplete.

Along the smaller

major waterways, royal grants outnumbered settlement claims (101 to 77),
but on several larger rivers, settlement grants significantly outnum
bered royal grants.

In particular, more settlement than royal claims

focused on the Amite, Tangipahoa and Tickfaw Rivers.
Although the early road net was not completely shown on township
plats, almost half (489) of the grants examined in the sample (1048)
were bounded by or otherwise directly oriented to a road noted by sur
veyors (Table 11).

Of those oriented to roads, by far the largest number

crossed one or more roads (Fig. 6).

Only a few (approximately 5 percent)

fronted on or had one border defined by a road, suggesting that roads
were laid out subsequent to the grant.
served as a boundary.

Otherwise,

the road would have

A greater proportion of royal grants, both com

plete and incomplete, had direct access to a road than did settlement
grants.

Incomplete royal claims had a higher incidence of direct con

tact with a road than did either complete or settlement claims.

C.

CLUSTERING OF TYPES
Grants generally clustered according to type, rather than being

scattered homogeneously (Fig. 5).

Most townships were dominated either

by royal grants or by settlement claims, despite the mixture of types
in many areas.

The greatest number of townships that had mostly royal

grants were along the Mississippi.

The townships that contained only

settlement claims were located eastward and northward of that zone.
In the extreme north-central portion of the area, along the upper
reaches of the Amite, Tickfaw, and Tangipahoa Rivers were the townships
that exhibited the greatest mixture of types.

TABLE 10:

GRANTS AND ROADS (SAMPLE)

Complete

Incomplete

Settlement

Total

Front on a road

20

7

26

53

Cross a road

99

53

180

332

Adjoin or cross
two roads

27

13

49

89

Adjoin or cross
three roads

7

3_

5_

15

Total adjoining roads

153

76

265

489

No road

105

109

395

559

Total number grants

258

185

605

1,048

N oted Roads
—

Grants Oriented To Roads

S e p a ra tin g grants

- — Passing Through a grant

Land not included in grants
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Accessibility was one of several factors that contributed to the
clustering of grants according to type.
were dispensed,

During the era when royal grants

few roads existed in the interior and settlement

occurred primarily along the Mississippi, a major water route.

Further,

Spanish regulations required that new claims be located adjacent to other
grants, and little land suitable for agriculture remained for late-comers
in townships where royal grants were numerous.

Later, roads were estab

lished across the frontier and new settlers moved inland, eastward and
northward.

Meanwhile, governments and land policies had changed, with

the only claims being those the American Congress awarded to Anglo
squatters.
Social and political factors also contributed to the separate
clustering of royal grants and settlement grants.

Linguistic differ

ences and a protracted period of political hostilities were divisive
influences on relationships between Spanish and Anglo settlers, and
their land claims were located accordingly.

The mixture of types in

northern St. Helena reflects the general patterns of Anglo settlement
combined with royal grants located along smaller waterways, possibly
aligned with the political district of Natchez.

D.

VARIATION OF SURVEY IMPLEMENTATION
Surveys for some royal grants were carried out in the 1700s, but

these were very few.

Entire townships were not officially surveyed

until much later, after the United States government had attempted to
satisfactorily establish the boundaries of most private claims (Chapter
2).

Thus, considerable variation existed in the dates of officially

accepted surveys and of the subsequent availability of land for sale
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by the United States government (Fig. 7).

However, private claims,

grants and improvements were transferred by purchases among individual
holders during this period.
veys was markedly uneven,

Because the chronological sequence of sur

those dates and the dates when land was first

sold to the public by the United States government do not reflect
accurately the contemporary perceptions of land quality, as Hart suggested
they should (1974, p. 79).
The lack of qualified surveyors and the great number of conflicts
that existed regarding claim boundaries complicated and delayed defini
tive survey results.

In these areas having the greatest number of claims

appeared the conflicts that delayed surveys the longest.

Further, in

other areas, very difficult to survey and less desirable for cultivation
and habitation, such as swampland, surveys were late in being imple
mented.

In fact, numerous townships in Louisiana marsh lands have not

yet been subdivided into sections by actual ground survey (Poret, 1973,
p. 29).
The distribution of land claims in the Florida Parishes varies
considerably according to topographic regions and according to dates of
settlement.

Primary factors governing the selection of sites for land

claims appear to be soil quality, hydrography, and proximity to routes.
In general, the most desirable areas were settled earliest under royal
authorization.

(If there were initial attempts to settle during royal

dominion in unsuitable areas, such attempts failed and left no claim to
be proffered to the United States government.)

Royal claims were loca

ted not only on the larger more navigable waterways, but also in greater
proximity to roads than were settlement claims.

The survey and

availability of land for purchase from the United States government did
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Survey Dates for Townships.

not occur first in the most desirable regions, due to conflicts among
settlers who held land claims.

Cultural factors, as well as physical

ones, appear to have affected the distribution of land claims in the
Florida Parishes.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER III

1.

The higher uplands are also called either "Pleistocene highlands"
or "Citronelle sand and gravel" (John Rovik, Personal Conanunication, 1975).

2.

The eastern boundary of loess soils has not been precisely deter
mined.

3.

Newton (1967) discussed "second bottoms" as a distinct region and
indicated the recognition of such by residents of the Florida
Parishes.

4.

Soil maps, in particular, support this conclusion.

5.

In those cases where a grant fronted on or was bounded by a major
stream and also crossed a minor stream, the information recorded
was only that regarding the major stream.
For those instances
where a grant fronted on and crossed a stream, the information
recorded concerned the frontage.

1

t

CHAPTER IV
EVALUATION OF LAND GRANTS A S A N
INDEX OF SETTLEMENT

No systematic, traditional history has been written for the Flori
da Parishes, and data are sketchy and scattered.

Further,

the few

available records emphasize only literate, prosperous settlers, rather
than the more numerous,

less literate ones.

The influence on the

region's development and its landscape by those who received land
grants was extensive and claimants to grants included a broader range
of settlers than generally represented.
Land grants provide an index of nineteenth century settlement
patterns in the Florida Parishes.

The acquisition of land was not

merely a legal act, but usually involved habitation and cultivation of
that site.

Early surveyors noted the presence of fields and houses on

or near grants, some of which are labeled with the names of persons
making claims for land in that area.

Further, notations of mills,

ferries, and other man-made structures indicate lasting settlement.
Many place-names in the Florida Parishes, especially those for minor
waterways, are the same as the names of persons receiving land grants.
Archival materials, census data, and data from old graveyards support
the cartographic evidence of grant-related settlement.
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A.

EVIDENCE OF CULTIVATION AND HABITATION
W hen the United States assumed control of the Florida Parishes in

1810, settlement of the region was well underway.

A report by the

surveyors, Charles S. Cosby and Fulwar Skipweth, which was submitted to
the General Land Office and subsequently to the United States Senate,
described conditions in the area in 182.0 (American State Pape r s , III,
pp. 474-476).

Feliciana Parish was characterized as thickly settled,

except for a few "sterile spots."

Land in this area was described as

generally fertile and favorable for agriculture, and the nearby M i s s i s 
sippi River supplied easy transportation to carry produce from the
region to New Orleans.

The report continued as described below.

The inhabitants are generally farmers, and many
of them wealthy; they are almost entirely Americans;
in their respective pursuits they are perservering
and industrious, hospitable, and generally well a f 
fected towards the General Government.
The first set
tlers were mostly adventurers for for t u n e ’s favors,
poor and illiterate.
Of course the accumulation of
wealth alone arrested their attention, and gave energy
to their efforts.
Having proved successful in acquir
ing a competency, they now evince a laudable anxiety
to give their children an education, the serious wants
of which they have so often and painfully experienced.
The present rising generation having their views
enlarged by education, connected with each other
by a variety of ties and relations, amalgamating their
excellent state of society (ASP, III, p. 474).
The principal staple commodity of the region was becoming cotton,
and the surveyors judged the soil to be well-suited to the production
of corn, "esculent roots," and "vegetables of every description."
East Baton Rouge was described as similar to Feliciana in some
ways.
Between the soil of this parish and that of Feli
ciana there is but a partial difference.
Their pro
ductions are nearly the same, except, perhaps, the
sugar cane, which is supposed to succeed better in the
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former than the latter.
The lands, though extremely
rich, require the aid of ditches before they can be
rendered completely susceptible of cultivation. W hen
this object is accomplished, their fertility is almost
inexhaustible (ASP, III, p. 475).
Cosby and Skipweth offered some comments relating to the popula
tion of East Baton Rouge.
The population of this parish bears no proportion
to the many inducements which it offers to the indus
trious and enterprising.
This fact, we presume, is
materially attributable to the large grants of land
which were made by the Spanish Government from (as
we suppose) sinister views, during the years 1804,
'5, '6 and '7. Few persons were willing to adven
ture their time and labor on a plantation from which
they knew not at what moment they might be evicted.
Their entire want of confidence also in the honor
and integrity of the Spanish Government induced
them to remove as far as possible from its capital,
(East Baton Rouge;) hence this parish, with the e x 
ception of the margin of the Mississippi River, is
but thinly settled.
The population is of a mixed
character, Americans, French, and Spaniards: the
Americans have a majority.
The French and Span
iards reside principally in the town of Baton Rouge
and its immediate vicinage: they are inoffensive
people, principally engaged in agricultural pur
suits, and disposed to contribute their share to
the support of a Government which protects them.
Though they may not boast of all the refinements
of cultivated society, they are equally removed
from that barbarism of which they have been a c 
cused.
Their posterity will, no doubt, coalesce
with the Americans, and, in a few years, the line
of division, which now gives them a specific d i s 
tinction, will be forgotten.
Hospitality to stran
gers, and kindness towards each other, are their
prominent characteristics.
The American inhabitants
are generally poor, and such as claim their lands by
virtue of settlements: they are a hardy, honest,
adventurous race of men, warmly devoted to their
farms, submitting, with the cheerfulness and
alacrity, to all the requisites of the law, and
ready, at all times, to prove themselves A m e r i c a n s .
The state of society has been indifferent, but is
now improving.
Societies, composed of emigrants
and foreigners from different quarters of the world,
require a considerable length of time to produce
a complete coalition.
The materials are too incon
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gruous to harmonize at once.
The town of Baton Rouge
is a flourishing village, and the seat of justice for
the parish.
A large proportion of its occupants are
engaged in the mercantile business.
It is usually
considered the most healthy site on the Mississippi
River (ASP, III, p. 475).
St. Helena was contrasted unfavorably with Feliciana and East
Baton Rouge Parishes by the surveyors.

In those parishes, "the face of

the country is occasionally broken," and the vegetation consisted prin
cipally of cypress, magnolia, different species of oak, ash, walnut,
hickory, holly, sassafras, and poplar.

Travelling eastward from the

Mississippi R i v e r , the country assumed a "new and widely different
appearance" upon entering St. Helena Parish, which included present-day
Livingston Parish, where the vegetation was almost entirely pine.
In the latter parish the lands are uniformly level,
and the soil, generally speaking, of very inferior quali
ty.
The only lands which are not cultivated lie on the
margin of the different water courses bounding and run
ning through the parish....
The time may possibly
arrive when those lands will sell. At present they are
mostly unclaimed, and, we presume, will continue so for
many years.
Nothing but a monopoly of the rich terri
tories of the United States can render them saleable.
Stock, tar, and pitch are the only commodities which
can be expected from pine woods.
There are, probably,
on the lake some eligible places, commanding an exten
sive range, and affording an easy communication with
Orleans, which will be purchased. We speak of lands
generally.
This parish is almost entirely inhabited
by Americans: they are poor, but constitute a very
valuable class of citizens (ASP, III, p. 475).
St. Tammany Parish was described as similar to St. Helena, both
in soils and inhabitants.
"The only cultivable lands are situated on the
different streams by which it is watered; the only
principal streams are its eastern and western bound
aries (Pearl River and Tangipahoa River), and the
rivers Bogue Chitto and Tchefonti.
The latter is
navigable fifteen or twenty miles from its conflu
ence with lake Pontchartrain.
The other, it is pre
sumable, might be rendered so for small craft, if
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proper exertions were made for that purpose.
The
lands lying on the margin of lake Pontchartrain
embracing Tchefonti as far as it is navigable, are
generally covered by English and Spanish grants which
have received the confirmation of the United States.
The settlement claims are to be found wherever there
are tillable lands (ASP, III, p. 474).
Cosby and Skipweth concluded with some observations on the char
acteristics of the Florida Parishes in general, with regard to its
future development and the problems which existed with conflicting land
claims.
The section of the country, which we have thus
attempted to describe, is probably as healthy as any
part of Louisiana, or of the western country.
The
climate is equable and the atmosphere generally clear.
Its humidity (occasioned, probably, by extensive
swamps on the Mississippi,) is not sufficiently great
to generate disease, except immediately on that river.
After passing the Amite river, the boundary between
the river and interior parishes, the inhabitants are
scarcely acquainted with disease, except occasional
intermittents of the mildest character. W e trust
that these remarks will not be deemed inapplicable,
when it is recollected that they may tend, in some
degree, to elucidate the history of a part of Louisi
ana which we do conceive to be of great importance,
not only to
the State of which it is an integral part,
but also to
the General Government.
It is here only
that we can rationally expect,
for many years, to find
a pure and united American population. Agricultural
pursuits are certainly better calculated to form a
bold and virtuous yeomanry than the speculations of
the merchant, or the avocations of the learned.
It
is essential to Louisiana that there should be, in
some part of her interior, a force sufficient to
protect her from a domestic foe whose numbers and
force are daily accumulating.
The General Government
is also interested; on Louisiana, as an outward sen
tinel of the Union in times of invasion and danger
from a foreign or domestic foe, much has depended
and may depend again.
To be prepared for such an
event, is certainly the dictate of w isdom and sound
policy.
Towards the accomplishment of those impor
tant objects a compact and numerous population in
Florida will, we believe, materially contribute.
It
will aid the arm of its own Government, and give to
her a genuine American character devoted to the con
stitution, and well prepared to defend it.
Influenced
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by these considerations we have made this digression,
and conclude it respectfully, but earnestly, recom
mending the Government to pursue such a course as will
speedily terminate all uncertainty about land titles,
and encourage emigration to this country so long
harassed by doubt and inquietude.
The daily acquisi
tion of territory making by the United States renders
such a course an object of peculiar interest to the
people of our district; emigration to our country has
already been checked by its reputation for uncer
tainty in its land titles.
The only antidote to
this evil is the extinction of that uncertainty.
Great uneasiness has been excited among the settlers
in consequence of the confliction of their claims.
It was a prevalent custom with them, when about to
occupy unappropriated lands, to agree with the
adjoining settlers upon what they called conditional
lines. By these lines they were governed in the
improvements which they made; where the lands are
tolerably fertile, the settlements are so thickly
made that it will be impossible for each claimant
to obtain the number of acres conceded him by the
Government, without comprehending in his survey his
neighbor's farm.
There are frequently as many as
three settlers (all having certificates) on the same
section.
In some instances the oldest settler identi
fied the place where a subsequent one might fix h i m 
self.
In others the settlement was made violently.
In laying off the lands into sections it frequently
happens that the sectional line runs through a man's
farm, and sometimes through his house.
This diffi
culty confines itself exclusively to such settlers
as have received donations.
The surveys of preemptional claims will, of course, be governed by
such as have been confirmed. We will conclude by
expressing our belief that the late liberal and
judicious act of Congress, altering and regulating
the prices of public lands, will prove equally bene
ficial to the revenue of the United States, and to
the interest of the purchasers (ASP, III, pp. 475 and
476).
In spite of all the energy that must have been expended in pu r 
suit of the virtues described above, a considerable amount of land was
cultivated and a large number of cultural structures had been built by
the time the official surveys were completed, generally between 1846
and 1855.

Even though the survey dates are different from one town

ship to the next and reports spanned fifteen years, information on the
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township plats is reliable regarding the precise locations for fields
and houses more than a century ago.
Surveyors made note only of those fields and cultural structures
that intersected the lines that they were surveying.

Thus, a fraction

of the actual number of fields and houses were documented.

Whether

the locations of fields and houses were recorded depended also on the
habits of the person doing the surveying.

There were, however,

over

400 fields (approximately 431) noted in the Florida Parish region (Fig.
1).

These were scattered, but were most numerous per township in the

loess soil region of West Feliciana Parish (TlSouth, R4West had 38
fields).

The date of 1857 for the official survey for that township

was later than most, however, and the large number of land claims there
necessitated a greater amount of surveying than in many other townships.
Numerous fields were also recorded for an area in northern East Baton
Rouge and southern St. Helena Parishes.

Although over most of the

Florida Parishes fields generally appeared to be clearings of 40 to 80
acres, a few in East Baton Rouge amounted to several hundred acres.
These larger fields might actually have been a number of adjacent
fields, but several of the larger ones were either labeled "field" or
labelled with one person's name.

The township directly east of the

town of Baton Rouge (T 7 South, R 1 East) had an unusually large number
of fields, and some of these were also large.
Greater numbers of fields were located on the high ground edge of
adjoining riverine floodplains than in any other kind of site (Fig. 2).
In fact, the edges of the floodplains are well delineated in some areas
by the alignment of field margins along the valley walls.
appeared in floodplains.

Few fields

A fairly large number of cultivated areas
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(approximately 23) were located in the region referred to as second
bottoms

(Fig. 3).

A cluster of fields in Livingston Parish (T9S,

R 6E) marked a detached island of "lower uplands," surrounded by swamp
land.
More than 10 percent of the fields recorded were labeled with the
name of a person, presumably the owner (Fig. 4).
a complete listing of such fields.)

(See Appendix III for

Often fields were not located

within the claims, but in the unclaimed land that belonged to the
United States government.

There might have been greater cause for

noting such fields, rather than a greater incidence of those so located.
Yet fields labeled with persons' names were located as much as two or
three miles from grants subsequently confirmed to persons with the same
name (Fig. 4).
The locations of several (38) houses were noted on the survey
plats, and twenty-eight of these were labeled with person' names (Fig.
5).

(See Appendix for a complete listing.)

stood in or beside fields.

In a few cases, houses

The greatest number of houses noted was in

northern East Baton Rouge Parish.

Clusters of others were in southern

Livingston and south-central Tangipahoa Parishes.

Several mills and

ferries were also noted, as well as one gin, one bridge, a post office
(Stony Point), an

Indian village, and a school.

(See Appendix IV for

more complete listing and specific locations,.)
Fields and cultural structures were unequally noted for the v a r 
ious types of grants (Table 1).

Most grants had no information of this

sort, but the 17 percent that did might indicate general patterns.
The evidence of settlement recorded most frequently was the presence
of fields, sometimes labeled "improvement."

Fields were considered to
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Fields and Names (East Baton Rouge and St.
Helena, T.4S, R.1E).
Fields are labled with
the following names: Adkinson, Muse, Readman,
Noble, Cauld, Chaney, and Tucker.
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Houses and Names (East Baton Rouge and St. Helena
Parish, T.4S, R.2E).
Along the road, shown as a
dotted line, are indicated the houses of Knox, Lee,
and Ransaville.
A different survey map indicates
a house for Drear along the road, in addition to
the preceding.
Other houses shown are those of
Kelly, S. Kelley, Drear, Cooper, Craughty, Kent,
Edwards, and Sills.
One gin is shown in section
45.

TABLE 1:

TYPES OF GRANTS AND EVIDENCE
OF SETTLEMENT (SAMPLE)

Complete

Incomplete

Settlement

Total

Fields

29

22

90

141

Other evidence

10

7

26

43

No data recorded

219

156

493

868

Total

258

185

609

1,052

be associated with a grant not only when they were located within the
grant, but also if they lay adjacent to the boundary of the claim.

In

most (97) cases only one field was within or adjacent to a grant, but
in several (44) cases, two or more fields were so located (Table 2).
A smaller proportion of complete (11 percent) and incomplete grants

(12 percent) contained fields than did settlement grants (15 percent).
However,

these findings could have been skewed by varying degrees of

thoroughness in the recording of fields by surveyors.

Further,

the

presence of fields was more commonly used for validating settlement
claims than royal claims, and might have purposely been noted more
frequently.

No houses were noted for royal grants, either complete or

incomplete, but more than 10 percent of the settlement grants sampled
had houses on them (Table 3).

Other structures, such as cemeteries

and mills, were also more frequently associated with settlement grants
than with royal ones.

B.

CORRELATION OF PLACE-NAMES W ITH CLAIMANTS' NAMES
Many place-names in the Florida Parishes stem from the names of

persons receiving land grants.
name correlations.)

(See Appendix V for listing of place-

A claim frequently adjoins or straddles a waterway

bearing the surname of the person originally given the land (Fig. 6).
The sampling of place-names used in this study was taken from modern
maps produced by the State Highway Department.

Thus, the permanency,

as well as the large numbers, of grant related place-names was noted.
References to more detailed modern maps, such as street maps of towns
in the area, reveal many more place-names derived from claimants'
furnames.^
The landscape features most frequently assigned the names of

TABLE 2:

TYPES OF GRANTS AND EVIDENCE
OF FIELDS (SAMPLE)

Complete

Incomplete

Settlement

One field

16

12

69

97

Two fields

11

7

11

29

Three fields

1

3

8

12

Four fields

1

0

2

3

N o fields

229

163

519

911

Total

258

185

609

1,052

Total

TABLE 3:

TYPES OF GRANTS AND CULTURAL
STRUCTURES (SAMPLE)

Complete

Incomplete

Settlement

House

0

0

7

Name on field

0

2

4

Cemetery

0

0

3

Mill

0

0

1

School

1

Misc. or more than
one of these

9

5

11

No cultural structures
or fields

248

178

580

Total

258

0

0

185

606
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claimants to land in the Florida Parishes were the minor waterways.

As

might be expected in this relatively flat area, waterways are the most
prominent landscape features.
this general trend.

In fact, few exceptions were noted to

For all grants examined in the sample, almost 10

percent had some feature named after grantees (Table 4).

The over

whelming majority correlated directly with the surname of the person
who received the claim, but in some cases the correlation was with the
name of the original settler, who had transferred his land to another
person.

In some cases,

the surnames of the original settler was iden

tical with that of the claimant, as in the case of inheritance.
Although the numbers were much greater for correlations of placenames with persons receiving settlement grants, the proportions for
royal grants were less markedly different.

The greatest number of cases

of place-name correlation with the name of the original settler rather
than the claimant, occurred for complete grants.
In many cases, place-names in the Florida Parishes have been cor
rupted through time.

Many of the names shown for waterways on n i n e 

teenth century maps consist of the possessive form of a surname, often
with an apostrophe as well as an _s, but on modern maps, the possessive
form has often been dropped.

For example,

in St. Helena Parish,

Joiner's Creek has become "Joiner Creek," and the case is the same for
Lilley's Creek, Darling's Creek, Joseph’s Branch, and Chaney's Branch,
that are also written without the apostrophe or j3 on modern maps.

2

Place-names in other parishes reflect the same corruption.
The distribution of place-name correlations with claimant names
may be found by plotting the number that occurred in each township of
3
the sample area (Fig.

7).

However, the total number of place-names

TABLE 4:

TYPES OF GRANTS AND PLACE-NAME
CORRELATIONS (SAMPLE)

Complete

Incomplete

Settlement

20

17

60

97

Not with name of
claimant, but with
name of original
settler

4

0

3

7

Both claimant and
original settler

1

Claimant's name

0

Total

0

1

No correlation

233

169

545

945

Total

258

186

608

1,052
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Numbers of place-names and numbers of grants
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is expressed in proportion to the total number of grants as a ratio.
W h e n several grants were awarded to different persons with the same
surname, the number of correlations was magnified if that surname
appeared as a place-name.
The broad physiographic area of "lower uplands" is lacking in
place-name correlations in the sample townships, except for a few along
the Mississippi River.

4

This region also had fewer total grants, and

practically all of them were settlement claims.

Townships in the

"higher uplands" generally average between one and five place-name
correlations each.

The greatest number of place-name correlations

occurred in the loess soil region of West Feliciana, in a region of
predominantly royal grants.

The largest ratio however, occurred in

east-central Tangipahoa and adjacent areas of Washington and St. Tammany
Parishes, where settlement grants predominated.

That area lies along

and south of an early road, now known as Louisiana Highway 16.

Another

cluster of numerous place-names occurs in the northeastern corner of
the area, along Pearl River, also in a region of predominantly settle
ment grants.

(Actually there are not 11 different surnames that corre

late as indicated in Figure 7, with place-names in northeastern
Washington Parish; there are five different surnames found as placenames within this township and some of those surnames appeared on
several grants.

Therefore, kin-related settlement distorts correla

tions of claimants'

C.

surnames with place-names.)

SURNAMES AS A N INDEX OF KIN-RELATED SETTLEMENT
Many persons claiming land grants in the Florida Parishes ev i 

dently chose to locate near their kin.

Persons with identical surnames
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are assumed to be relatives.

It would have been very difficult to

determine the full extent of surname repetition within the entire
Florida Parish region, but an examination of repetition within single
townships indicates the general patterns.

More than a quarter of the

persons receiving land grants had at least one relative also claiming
land within the township (Table 5) .

Because townships are six miles

square, the distance between kin could not have been great.

Most (184)

had only one relative in such close proximity, but a sizable number had
two or more.

In several (38) cases, a person with the same surname had

been the original settler of another claim.
Apparently a smaller proportion of claimants to complete grants
than to incomplete or settlement grants located near kin.

However, for

cases where the surname was repeated four times, the number of persons
receiving complete grants was greater than those who received land
based on incomplete titles or settlement.

Not only are the numbers

greater for settlement grants in instances of surname correlation, but
the proportions are also greater.

It seems likely that the Americans

who received most of the settlement grants would find more nearby
relatives than would persons coming in from Great Britain or Spain.
Examining the patterns for the numbers of intervening grants
between persons having the same surnames indicates that most of the
claims were adjacent via the shortest route,
regular sections in between (Table 6).

leaving no grants or

For those that were not adja

cent, a large proportion had only one section intervening.

A selected

township in St. Helena Parish shows the proximity of surnames (Fig. 8 ).
Separate claims to different with the surnames of Strother, Watson,
Williams, and Wamack were made with the area, and in two cases the

TABLE 5:

PROXIMITY OF SURNAMES WITHIN TOWNSHIPS

Repetition of Surname
(Different given name)

Complete

Incomplete

One time

38

33

113

184

Two times

11

7

31

49

4

1

19

24

Four times

12

3

0

15

Five times

1

0

Six times

1

0

6

7

Conflict

2

0

0

2

13

4

21

38

Not at all

177

138

418

733

Total

250

186

609

1,054

Three times

Surname was original
settler on another claim

Settlement

1

Total

2

TABLE 6 :

PROXIMITY OF SURNAMES AND INTERVENING GRANTS

Intervening sections
via shortest route

Complete

Incomplete

Settlement

Tota]

Grants adjacent,
none intervening

40

26

100

166

One

11

5

28

44

Two

4

1

16

21

Three

8

3

6

17

Four

3

4

4

11

Five

2

1

9

12

Six

0

2

4

6

Conflict

0

0

1

1

42

168

278

Total

68

,

ST HELENA
PROXIM ITY OF
SU R N A M E S
SEC. 37 FRANCIS STROTHER
65. WILLIAM STROTHER
69. F. STROTHER
39. SAML. WATSON
58. JACOB WATSON
40

40. ABSOLOM WILLIAMS
56. THOMAS WILLIAMS
57 EZEKIAH WILLIAMS
59. JOHN H.WAMACK
70. DAVID WAMACK

Proximity of Surnames
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Fig. 8.
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C
grants received by relatives were adjacent.

D.

ESTIMATES OF AMOUNT OF GRANT-RELATED SETTLEMENT
It appears that, in most cases,

grants correlated with settlement.

the legal acquisition of land

The presence of fields, houses, and

place-names that are the same as persons who received grants in the
area, suggest occupancy throughout the Florida Parishes.

Further, the

location of claims near relatives indicates social and physical c o n 
cerns that might more likely have been absent if there were no settle
ment involved.
For some areas, documentary evidence also indicates extensive
grant-related settlement.

No census was taken for the entire region

until 1820, but a list of taxpayers in St. Tammany Parish,

1812, affords

a comparison of settlers' names with those of persons who received land
g
grants within present-day Washington and St. Tammany Parishes.
ington Parish was created from St. Tammany in 1819.)

(Wash

There were 339

names on the tax list; of these, 72 (21 percent) were included in the
sample of those who claimed land grants within the pre-1819 parish
boundaries.^

(See Appendix VI.)

In the more rural northern part of early St. Tammany, comprising
what is now Washington Parish, the proportion of taxpayers who claimed
land grants was evidently higher than for the more urbanized but less
widely developed,

swampy, southern area.

For the grants studied, there

were fifty-six persons on the tax list who claimed land in Washington
Parish (including those grants that over-lapped the modern boundary
and extended partly into St. Tammany); only thirteen others on the tax
list claimed grants that were totally within present-day St. Tammany.
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Of those who claimed land grants in the southern region, eight who
were not on the tax list had relatives (persons with the same surnames)
on the list.
Taxpayers with land grants typically headed households consisting
of one man, one woman, between zero and nine children, and no slaves.
(See Appendix for complete listing.)

In the region as a whole, twenty-

seven recipients of the land grants sampled owned slaves and forty-two
did not.
mants.)

(No information was given for the households of three clai
All those persons on the tax list who held land grants sampled

for southern St. Tammany,
and Lacombe owned slaves.

located near Covington, Mandeville, Slidell
The number of slaves owned was

less than

ten, except for five persons, four of w hom were located in southern
St. Tammany.

The largest slaveholder was Francois Cousin, who owned

forty-two slaves.

Cousin received three large land grants near Lacombe,

one near Mandeville, and one near Slidell.
Lacombe (T. 8 south, R.
grant.

One of the grants near

13 east, s. 42) was a United States settlement

A n adjacent grant,

(T. 8 south, R 13 east, s. 37) was approved,

apparently, by

a special act of Congress in 1855. Another grant,

9 south, R.

east, s. 41),

14

(T.

located near Slidell, was awarded by a

special act of

Congress in 1897.

A grant on Bayou Castine near M a n d e 

ville was also

approved to F. Cousin,

(T. 8 south, R.

12 east, s.

43),

but was not among the sample of grants for which legal origin was
determined.
Most of the persons who claimed land grants and remained as set
tlers in the eastern Florida Parishes were evidently not wealthy
plantation owners or slave-holders.

There were no cotton gins located

among the improvements indicated on the 1812 tax list, which showed
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totals of 322 men, 239 women, 835 children, 301 slaves,

18 schooners,

8 retailers of spiritous liquors, 11 stud horses, 13 wagons, 511 work
horses and nearly 10,000 head of cattle (Sanders,

1972, pp. vi-vii).

Subsistence or semi-subsistence agriculture and ranching were probably
the major economic activities.

A map of Louisiana compiled and pub

lished in 1853 by John LaTourrette indicates that plantations were most
numerous in those areas where royal grants were dominant, primarily
in West Feliciana and scattered along the waterways in other parishes.
The waterways where plantations were most numerous were the Mississippi,
Amite, Tickfaw, Tangipahoa and Bogue Chitto Rivers, with very few
plantations indicated along the Pearl or upper Tchefoncte.
Many persons who received land grants were not included on the
1812 tax list.

In Washington Parish, 36 of the 92 land claimants

sampled were not on the list and in St. Tammany, 31 of 44 claimants
were not included.

This does not necessarily indicate lack of settle

ment by those grantees whose names are missing from the 1812 account.
Some persons who settled and established claims very early were no
longer present in 1812, although their land was granted to their heirs
or their claims were purchased by other residents.

St. Tammany, having

been settled earlier than Washington, would very likely have a greater
number of claimants who had died or moved.

Further,

the United States

government awarded claims to settlers who arrived as late as 1819, and
the United States census of 1820 confirms the settlement of late-comer
claimants.
The United States census of 1820 recorded the names of many per
sons who received land grants in the Florida Parishes.
selection of townships,

In a scattered

fifty-five percent of the persons claiming
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free land were included in that census (Fig. 9).

In some areas, the

proportions were much higher than others, ranging from twenty-five
percent to sixty-six percent among the selected townships.

Many clai

mants whose names were not in the census apparently had relatives who
were,bringing to eighty-seven percent the census representation of
grantees and their families

(Table 7) .

Frequently relatives in the

census report were widows or heirs of the original claimants.

Most of

the persons considered as relatives of grantees lived within the parish
where the land claim in question was located.

Further, eighty-one

percent of the claimants whose names were in the 1820 census resided
within the parish where their land claims were based.
The types of land grants for which claimants were presented in
the census reflects the general distribution of royal and settlement
claims (Table 8).

Persons who received royal grants and held either

complete or incomplete titles evidently remained after political c o n 
trol of the region was transferred to the United States.

Squatters

who received land grants were also recorded as settlers at the time
of the 1820 census.

The percentages of complete, incomplete, and

settlement grants reported throughout the region (17 percent,

14 p e r 

cent, and 60 percent respectively, Chapter 2, Table 9) almost parallel
the percentages of types of grants claimed by persons included in the
census (22 percent complete, 9 percent incomplete, and 55 percent
settlement).
In some cases, archival materials provide information on speci
fic instances of grant-related settlement.

In St. Helena Parish, a

grant of land amounting to 640 acres was claimed by Ephraim Bates
(Fig.

10).

The original settler was Hugh Flanahan, who was reported

A65%

WEST
FELICIANA

^41 %\
7 t1 1b
«

65%

— EAST —
FELICIANA

50%

WASHINGTON

NA
^56%

EAST cBATON
ROUGE )

TANGIPAHOA

ST. TAMMANY

25%

LIVINGSTON
66%

66%

S 8
35%

A-J- Townships studied

A-

^10
0yo _ Claimants named on census

Number of claimants

Fig. 9.

Claimants Names in 1820 Census

TABLE 7:

Parish

Township*

CLAIMANTS' NAMES IN 1820 CENSUS

Number of
claimants
in township

Claimants' names
in 1820 census

Claimants not
in census but
with relatives
in census

Claimants 1 names
in same parish
as grant_________

West Feliciana

A

29

19

7 (5 in Fel.)

17

East Feliciana

B

60

39

12 (10 in Fel.)

35

East Baton Rouge

C

30

14

13 (11 in EBR)

13

St. Helena

D

32

18

13 (9 in S.H.)

10

Livingston

E

4

1

2 (2 in S.H.)

1

Tangipahoa

F

16

8

6 (2 in W a s h .)

6

G

9

6

3 (1 in S.H.)

3

Washington

H

24

10

11 (8 in Wash.)

8

St. Tammany

I

14

5

3 (2 in St. T.)

4

J

3

2

1 (1 in St. T.)

2

221

122

Total

*Refer to Figure 9 for specific locations.

71

99

TABLE 8:

Parish

Township

GRANTS TO CIAIMANTS IN 1820 CENSUS

Complete

Incomplete

Settlement

Special Act
of Congress

Total

West Feliciana

A

14

3

1

1

19

East Feliciana

B

2

0

35

2

39

East Baton Rouge

C

10

3

1

0

14

St. Helena

D

0

2

16

0

18

Livingston

E

0

0

1

0

1

Tangipahoa

F

0

0

8

0

8

G

0

0

6

0

6

Washington

H

0

1

9

0

10

St. Tammany

I

1

2

2

0

5

J

0

0

2

0

2

27

11

81

3

122

Total

176

177

] Grant to Ephraim B ates

Fig. 10:

Grant-related settlement, Ephraim Bates
(St. Helena, T.1S., R.4E., S.82).

to have first settled the land in 1799, although the surveyor's report
(Cosby,

1813) described it as "partially cultivated" (Exhibit of Claims

p. 81).

The claim was made without any legal basis, except the fact of

settlement.

It was approved under legislation passed by the United

States Congress on March 3, 1819, designed to validate many settlement
claims.

The estate of Ephraim Bates, dated 1811, is filed in the St.

Helena Courthouse.

(See Appendix VII.)

The contents include an assort

ment of low quality livestock and a few farm implements (see appendix).
W i t h the cash owed to it ($127.50), the entire estate was worth $316.00
Other evidence that persons who received grants were actual set
tlers exists in several local cemeteries of the Florida Parishes.

In

St. Tammany Parish, Thomas H. Crawford and Patrick Crawford received
adjacent settlement grants (Fig.
for these claims.

11).

Both were the original settlers

Patrick was reported earlier, by Cosby in 1813, and

Thomas's was reported by Rannels and Kinchen in 1825.

Patrick received

640.12 acres, and although Thomas received only 96.20 acres in this
particular township, it is probable that land in the adjoining township
completed a claim for approximately 640 acres.

In the modern settle

ment of Pearl River, a cemetery (on Maple Street) is the site of the
graves of Thomas and his wife, Mary (Plate 1).

Information on the

gravestone reveals that Thomas was born September 12, 1799, and died
in February,

1867.

(Mary died July 7, 1902 at the age of 78 years).

The grave of his infant daughter, Mary, is also beside him.
Patrick's grave is evidently located elsewhere,
Margaret,

Although

that of his wife,

is beside those of Thomas and his family.

(She died February

Q

8 , 1850.)

None of the Crawford family is listed on the 1812 St.

Tammany tax list, but Patrick, John, and George Crawford were included

38
37
S. 37 - Thomas II. Crawford
S. 38 - Patrick Crawford

Fig. 11:

Grant related settlement, Patrick and Thomas Crawford
(St. Tammany, T.7S., R.14E.).

Plate 1.

Crawford Cemetery, Pearl River.
The gravestones of Thomas and his
family, and that of Margaret Crawford, reflect grant-related
settlement.
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among St. Tammany residents in the United States Census,

1820.

Other cemeteries elsewhere in the Florida Parishes confirm the
permanent settlement of persons who claimed land.

Francois Dubuisson

(T. 9 south, R. 14 east, s. 40) is buried near his land grant in the
Dubuisson cemetery in Slidell, as is Francis Cousin, whose five grants
were located in southern St. Tammany Parish.

In West Feliciana Parish,

Grace Episcopal cemetery has several old gravestones that bear the
surnames of persons who received nearby grants, such as Barrow, Collins,
Cobb and Ratliffe.
Several existing homes in the Florida Parishes were built by set
tlers who received land grants.

Among these is Highland Plantation,

located in West Feliciana Parish on Highway 66 .

It was built in 1804

by W illiam Barrow, who received a royal land grant, based on a Spanish
patent,

for 389.86 acres of land located in that area (T. 1 south, R. 3

west, s. 74).
In Louisiana's Florida Parishes,
and remained as settlers.

squatters were given land grants

For this region,

it is incorrect to assume

that "the great migrations which converted the wild forests and prairies
into farms were not composed of squatters" (Danhof,

1968, p. 262).

Nor

is it correct to assume that all squatters sold their improvements and
claims and "moved on to a new frontier before the government auction
took place" (Gates,

1968, p. 351).

Specific case studies indicate a

great deal of permanence in settlement by squatters in Louisiana, both
through land purchases (French,

1972) and land grants.

The patterns and periods of settlement associated with the occu
pancy of land grants do not conform to the vastly oversimplified notion
of discriminate waves of settlers in a westward moving frontier.
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A lth ough many settlers awaited federal survey and the availability of
public lands for purchase,
did not yet own.

others inhabited and cultivated land they

A generous United States land policy in the Florida

Parishes awarded free land to squatters and preserved documentary
records of their occupancy.

t
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NOTES TO CHAPTER IV

1.

A modern street map of Slidell shows the names of Cousin, Guzman,
Laurent, and Dubuisson.
All of these persons received land grants
in or near Slidell.

2.

In one instance, White's Bayou has become "White Bayou," so that
the meaning appears changed.

3.

There were place-name correlations with claimants names located in
townships that were not included in the sample.
For example, in
Tangipahoa Parish, T. 5 south, R. 8 east, Lanier Creek enters the
Tangipahoa River directly across from grants awarded to John Lanier,
s. 44 and to Kelly Lanier, s. 42.
Other place-names in that gen
eral area correlated w ith Indian words, such as Ponchatoula and
Tickfaw.
Skulls Creek runs less than one mile from the location
of "Mounds" (Indian mounds) noted on survey plats.
Place-names
were also derived from the natural landscape, such as Yellow Water
River, Middle Bayou, and Stinking Bayou.

4.

The region called "lower uplands" has more place-name correlations
than the sample indicated.
For example, in T. 7 south, R. 9 east,
of Tangipahoa Parish, Simms Creek (spelled Sims on modern maps) is
near a grant claimed by John Simms, located in the lower uplands
and adjacent Tangipahoa River floodplain.

5.

The name F. Strother might refer to Francis, who claimed section 37,
but this is not stated in the records.

6 . Part of modern Tangipahoa Parish was included in St. Tammany in
1812.
Several claimants to land grants in Tangipahoa were also
included on the tax list.
Among these were William Hogan, Jessee
Baggett, Moses Jerdan, Samuel Hyde, and Amos Donnally.
7.

The sample studied included only 35 percent of the total number of
townships and a comparable proportion of the total number of grants.

8 . The

Crawford family is predominant today in this area.
Sid C r a w 
ford, of Sid Crawford's grocery, stated that the land for the
cemetery was donated by Thomas Crawford. A currently used road in
that area, "Sid Crawford Road," is named for the contemporary
Crawford family.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

Consideration of the data available concerning land grants in
Louisiana's Florida Parishes justifies several conclusions.
patterns of land division and settlement are evident.

General

It should be

noted, however, that such generalities are not without exception.
The events that occurred in West Florida during the early period of its
permanent occupancy bear similarities to such events elsewhere, both
in the historical past and in the pre s e n t .
1.

Cadastral patterns in the Florida Parishes reflect methods

of land division employed by the French, British, Spanish, and United
States governments.

The different land policies implemented still

modify the landscape because of their effects on the forms of land
grants.

The apparent disarray of contemporary property lines is simply

a manifestation of historic discrepancies in notions of cadastral order.
2.

Very little permanent settlement was established by the French

or the British in the Florida Parishes.

Most persons who received land

from any colonial government had their titles validated by the Spanish.
The greatest number of persons claiming land in the Florida Parishes
were Anglo-Saxons, who received their grants from the United States
government on the basis of cultivation and habitation.

United States

land grants in the Florida Parishes were not only more numerous but
were also generally larger than royal grants.
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3.

Settlement in Louisiana's Florida Parishes did not await the

implementation of surveys and land sales.

Permanent settlement by per

sons who came originally as squatters was widespread.

American

squatters received land grants and remained to build homes and roads,
to cultivate fields, and otherwise to develop the region agriculturally,
contrary to assumptions that squatters were merely transitory migrants
who contributed little to a region's permanent economic growth.

A

proclivity for assigning the surnames of squatter settlers to water
ways near their land resulted in many of the place-names that continue
in use on contemporary maps.
4.

The period of earliest permanent settlement by Europeans in

the region was during the later years of the eighteenth century.

The

most rapid influx of occupants, usually Americans, occurred during the
first decade of the nineteenth century, immediately preceding United
States control of the region.

Settlement and land claims originated

in a few nuclei and spread eastward and northward, contrary to the
generalized notion of an ever westward moving American frontier.

Areas

near the Mississippi River and on the shore of Lake Pontchartrain,
north of the settlement at New Orleans, were claimed earliest.
5.

The location of early settlement reflects a sensitive aware

ness of physiography and the importance of routes.

The sites chosen

indicate attempts to reconcile the several most critical factors.

High

ground with fertile soil was more preferable than swampland or other
frequently flooded areas, although a riparian location was practically
essential.

Social factors, including proximity to kin, were also

important considerations in the sites chosen as land claims.

The

regions settlers considered most favorable for agriculture and settle-
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ment were generally settled earliest.

6.

Land policies in the Florida Parishes reflect the political

goals of governments in that area.

The acquisition of frontier terri

tory and the exclusion of other powers who represented potential
political threat were paramount concerns for each nation.

Land

policies were designed to accomplish the objectives of acquisition of
territory and protection of national interests.

Generosity in award

ing free land to settlers was not a simple matter of artless charity,
but of international artifice and political stratagem; land grants
encouraged settlement that secured the political control of new terri
tory.

Land grants in the Florida Parishes were the earliest and

largest American "frontier donations."

The American government applied

similar land policies in, for example, Oregon, Flroida, and New Mexico
to gain a better claim on the area.

The employment of such policies

in the Florida Parishes indicates that the practice of awarding
frontier donations was both earlier and more extensive than previously
reported.

Accomplishing settlement by preferred groups is a time-proven

effective means of securing political control of territory, and it is
not surprising that the practice is currently employed in m o d e m contests of power and domain.
7.

1

Land grants in the Florida Parishes were directly related to

early settlement and serve as one index of the patterns and distribu
tion of human occupancy through time and space.

Historic documents are

not available for detailed studies of settlement for the vast majority
of persons involved.

Because the desire for land ownership was widely

held, however, and because land policies were designed to accommodate
settlement, the record of land acquisition in West Florida affords a
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fairly reliable analysis of early settlement patterns.

8.

Land grants preceded public land sales within the Florida

Parishes and supersede land purchases as an index of initial occupancy.
Because occupation antedated the acquisition of legal titles in many
cases in the Florida Parishes, it is incorrect to assume that land
surveys and public land sales are a reliable index of early settlement
in that region.

After the United States had control of the area, the

presence of land claims delayed for several decades the accomplishment
of satisfactory legal surveys of townships and, as a result, delayed
land sales in areas where there were land claims.

Further, where land

grants were extensive, little land remained available for public sale.
Maps of the dates at which land was sold present a misleading picture
of the spread of the frontier.

Mapping the acreage of land sold at

land offices does not necessarily "provide a companion piece for the
maps of population spread" (Hart, 1974, p. 77).
A detailed study of settlement at the level on which it occurred
is preferable to broad scale generalizations on a national basis.
Accurate re-discovery of preferences regarding location and of the
periods of occupancy of various regions can only be done at a specific
level.

Patterns of land acquisition do reflect patterns of settlement,

but oversimplification has led to erroneous theories and distorted
concepts.

In regions where land grants were awarded to individuals who

settled them, such claims are a factor that should be considered in
studies of occupancy.

Further, such studies should take into account

the consequence of colonial land policies as a lasting cadastral legacy.

NOTES TO CHAPTER V

The Israeli government’s policy of establishing settlements on
contested territory in the Middle East parallel the practice of
awarding free land to settlers in Louisiana.
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APPENDIX I
PETITION OF THE INHABITANTS OF WEST FLORIDA. NOVEMBER 20, 1811,
T O THE HONORABLE. THE SENATE A N D THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
OF THE UNITED STATES
THE PETITION
We, the inhabitants of West Florida, your petitioners, represent to
your honorable body, that while we rejoice in the late event which
has brought about our emancipation from the iron shackles of despotism
or rather released us from there mere horrid calamity of anarchy, we
still labor under a painful apprehension that your enlightened body
will either continue us a separate Territory, or attach us to the
Territory of Orleans, instead of incorporating us with the Mississippi
Territory, which we most ardently wish for the following reasons:
The geographical and relative situation of West Florida and the M i s s i 
ssippi Territory, plead powerfully in favor of the measure.
The
climate, the soil, the people, the manners and the politics, of both
countries are the same, being only divided by an ideal boundary. We
are all Americans by birth and in principle, but if we are united with
the Territory of Orleans, we will be subjected to all the inconveni
ences and miseries resulting from a difference of people, language,
manners, customs, and politics.
The safety, and indeed the political
salvation of the government of the United States, entirely depend
upon the unanimity of all its parts, which is best insured by com
bining persons and things homogenious in their nature.
If this be
true, (of which there can be no doubt) it follows, that a coalition
of the two countries would be productive of discore, the evil genius
of Republican governments.
Your petitioners are aware of the policy suggested by some of adding
us, who are all Americans, to the people of the Territory of Orleans,
who are chiefly French, in order to counteract the French influence.
This may be sound policy but to make us the instruments of effecting
that object, at the same time that it might be advantageous to the
United States in general, it would be a loss of individual happiness,
a sacrifice too great and cruel to be required of us to make, by a
government, wise in its constitution and just in its administration.
If to counteract French influence and subvert French politics, by
populating the country with Americans, be the policy of the Government
your petitioners conceive that object will be shortly effected by the
very great emigration of Americans from all parts of the United
States.
If these emigrants are subjected to all the inconveniences,
which w e deprecate from a similar connection, the case is not so hard
w i th them, as it would be with us, because they have voluntarily
chosen that situation.
But waving all objections on the score of dissimilarity betwixt us and
the people of Orleans, Nature, itself, seems to have thrown a barrier
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in the way to oppose the union.

The city of New Orleans is, and in

all probability will continue to be, the seat of government of that
country; where of course all public business must be transacted, and
which will therefore induce the necessity of the personal attendance
of a great proportion of the people within the jurisdiction of that
government at the city of New Orleans, which will be extremely incon
venient to the inhabitants of West Florida, on account of the largeness
and difficult navigation of Lake Pontchartrain, which completely insu
lates us from the city of New Orleans.
If however, your honorable body should deem it unadvisable to attach
us to the Territory of Orleans, in order to prevent a measure calcu
lated to continue us under a separate Territorial government, we beg
leave to state, that owing to the local situation of our country, it
is not susceptible of a thick settlement; that if it were settled with
as many persons as the nature of the country will admit; yet we do not
believe that there would be wealth enough among us to defray the
expenses of a government without operating a very serious injury to us.
But admiting we are able to bear the expenses of a Territorial govern
ment, if the Mississippi Territory and the Territory of Orleans,
should become states, independent of us, we would forever remain a
Territory; for neither in point of numbers, nor in point of extent of
country, would we ever arrive at the proud magnitude to claiming an
admission into the union, as a free sovereign and independent state.
Our only hope of participating with the rest of our brethren on the
continent, in the rights and blessings of State sovereignty, is built
upon the pleasing anticipation of becoming a part of the Mississippi
Territory.
By that means, independent of our own individual interest,
the Mississippi Territory will derive the advantage of an extensive
sea coast, to which she will otherwise be deprived.
For the foregoing reasons, we humbly trust that your honorable body
will grant our request, by adding all that tract of country now in
possession by virtue of the President's proclamation of 1810, to the
Mississippi Territory.
There is also another subject in which your petitioners are deeply
interested, to which we beg leave to call to your attention.
Your
petitioners have generally emigrated to this country since the cession
of Louisiana to the United States. W h e n possession of New Orleans and
that of the country west of the Mississippi was taken, and the pro
vince of West Florida left in the possession, and under the exclusive
jurisdiction of Spain, we took it for granted, that the government of
the United States either did not claim, or if they did, meant not to
insist upon their claim to West Florida:
we therefore have made
settlements on lands, under the rules and forms of the Spanish Govern
ment, expecting to hold our lands to our selves and our heirs forever.
W e therefore pray to your honorable body to confirm to us our settle
ment rights, made between the time of the cession of Louisiana, until
the time of taking possession of West Florida, wherever they have been
made bona fied, and not w ith an intention to monopolize unreasonable
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quantities of land; under such regulations as may best comport with
the wisdom and justice of Congress.
We humbly trust that your enlightened body will grant this request,
w h e n you take into view all the circumstances which it involves.
The
consequences to us and our families are all important.
If we are
deprived of our possession, we are deprived of our property, and con
sequently will be reduced to the extremes of want and wretchedness.
NAMES
C. (?) Terry
R o b t . Yair
James Martin
Elijah Pierson
Wi l liam Gilbert
David Terry
Paul Breading
Ephrian Dismukes
John Miller
Robert Singleton, Sr.
Seth Singleton
Hymnbrick Singleton
Robert Singleton, Jr.
John Vernon
Matthew Robertson
Green Bradford
Edward Garrett
Elijah Self
Joseph Dunbar
Reuben Beavers
William Chain
William Robertson
James Hughes
Wm. Reils
Lett Ridgdell
Josel Pearson
Thomas Cryer
Zedekiah Martin
Richard Martin
Joseph Chavers
Isaac Dykes
Wm. Busby

NAMES

Bengemen Roberson
William Carter
John Therwarth?
John Slocum

Joil Robertson
Thomas Maples
Wm. Hogins
Jesse Bagget
Amos Donnelly
Wyley Robertson
John Mayples
William Roberts
B. Bickham
Nathan Bond
Morris Wilkes
Church Dixon
Isaac Ersin
Reuben Bennett
Eli Robinson
Martin Brown
Bardel Dyckes
Joseph Cutrer
John Morrow
Thomas Bell
John Maken
John Dicks
John Eady
Henry Black
Marlen Holden
Matthew Wilkerson
Jno. Chapman, Jr.
* T h o s . F. Lewellen
Silas Chapman
W i l l i a m Cooper
Hugh McIntyre
Benjamin Howard, Howart
or Cowart
David Rester
John Mitchell
Richard Barksdale
Matthew Lefoy

John B. Goff
John Gustavus
Heule ? Butler
Woodey James

Tweerick Rester
John Adams
Abner Bickham, J r .
Daniel Perkins

NAMES
Cullen Sanders
Wiley Thompson
Daniel McKenny
William Elsey
Martin High
Peter Jenkins
John Robinson
Baalaam Brewer
Thomas Wainwright
Isaac Cuttreer
James Bennett
William Self
Reuben Robards
John Stamley
Thomas Addison
Johanan Ricks
W illiam Thompson
Jeremiah Thompson
Alexander Painter
William Jackson
Elias Hailey
Joseph Erwin
James Hays
Henry Cuttrer
Wesley Hudson
John Edwards
Jessey Chapman
William Peters
W m . M CM owen?
Nathaniel Peters
Edmund D. Hunt
L or S Perry or
Henry West
Peter Galloway
Price Connelly
James Bailey
John B. Sands or
Sander
Robert Baden
Joseph A. Watson
Henry Pertwood
Micajah McCullin
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W i l l i a m Dyckes?
Jeremiah Vardaman
W i lliam Smith
John Hayes

Isaac Noble
D r . ? Adams
John Bickham
Thomas Bickham

William Waskan
William Hayes
Caleb Worley
Henry Hill
John Willeford
William Slocum
Jacob Alford
Gabrell Rickering
Ezra Estess
Abel Dykes
Jesua Roberts
Isaac Roberts
James Gwin
Abner Bickham
W i lliam Toney
A r on Robinson
Joseph Spell
John C. Faust or Fount?
John Brumfield
W i lliam Berry
Moses Miller
Harvey Person
John Holden
Philip Magee
Jesse Parker
John Chapman
John Bess or Bass
Angus Colguhoun?

Wil l i a m Meanes
Badock Barrow
Jonathan McGhee
Ephriam Estess
Robert Jones
Elisha Roberts
*John B. Start?
William Galloway
Wm. Nicholas
John Nicholas
Benjamin Toney
Messer Brown
Wm. Bickham
Simmion Fuller
John Talley
John Clowd
John Tally, Jr.
John Richardson
Stephen Stafford
Simon Williams
John Durdino
James Roberts
Jesse Day
John Addison
*Isaac Roberts (W)
Wiley Jones
Nedam Alford

Thomas Griffin
John Stines
Branson Hosea?
George Kelly or
Tally
James McDaniel
John Galloway
Lemuel Young
Silas Matthews
John Strother
David Kemp
William Lea
Elisha Estess
Thomas Nicholas
Isam Chisum
Durkin Mclnteer
Gideon Zarbrough
William Lewis
Francis Hudson
Matthew Wood
Edwin Fuseli
Eubin Mayfield
Wil l i a m Lawrence
Benjamin Richardson
James Co?ker?
Orlton Day
W m . Smith
Matthew Carter
W illiam Magee
Zackeriah Matthews
Wm. Bess or Bass
Dennes Dykes

Mary A. Peterson, Louisiana Genealogical Register, December,
pp. 336-339.

1969,
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APPENDIX II

!*iCV J'

Spanish Patent
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APPENDIX III

Fields Named
T1S
T1S
T1S
T1S

R 6E
R 8E
R9E
R12E

Houses Named

0. Williams Field (s.29/30)
McDaniel's Field (s.25)
Smith's Field (s.2)
Blackwell Field (s.24)

T2S R1E

Mrs. Davis Field (s.27 & 34)

T3S R1E

Worthy (s.20)

T4S R1W

McCartney (s.33)
Dorskey (s.33, 32)
Ambrose's Field (s.31)

T4S R1E

Chapman (house & Field) (s.57)
Johnson (house & field) (s.57)
Atkinson (s. 6)
Muse (s.20)
Readman (s.31)
Noble (s.50) (has grant 1 mile
away)
Tucker (s.13)
Chaney (s. 22) (has grant in
next township)
Cauldfield (s.27)

T4S R1E Chapman (s.57)
Johnson (s.57)

T4S R2E

Atkinson's Field (s.31)
E. Sills (s.33)
Edwards (s.33 & 34)
Kent's field (s.33)
Kelly (s.49 & 25)
Edward (s.14)

T4S R2E S. Kelly (s.48)
Accord (s.15)
Drear (s.44)
Ransaville (s.43)
Offuff (s.46)
Edward (s.14)
Scarborough (s.46)
Knox (s.42)
Draughty (s.37)
Drear (s.56)
G. Chaney, Jr. (s.7)
G. Chaney, Sr. (s.18)
Lewis (s.23)
Cooper (s.27)

T4S R12E

Latchworth's house (s.57)

T5S R2E

Odum's House (s.30)

T5S R3E

Caldwell's House (s.23)
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Fields Named
T5S R4E

Bromfield's Field (s.15)
Gray's Fields (2) (s.12 & 13)

T 6S R4E

Story's Field (s.34/35)
Clayton's Field (s.35)

T 6S R5E

Burk's Field (s.7)
Old Burk's Field (s. 6)

T7S R4E

Marian Watt's Field (s.20/21)
Everette's Field (s.15/22)
Widow Watt's Field (s.23/26)
Edward's Field (s.36)
Simpson's Field (s.35)

T7S R5E

Harvey's Field (s.2/3)

Houses Named
Parson Allen (s.30)
Broomfield's field (house
shown) (s.15)

Simon Rodriguez (s.18)
(adjacent to grant to
Rodriguez)

T7S R10E

T7S R15E

Brady Britten (s.31)

Brady Britten House
(s.31)

T 8S R4E

Jacque's Old Field (s.6/7)
Wells Field (s.11/14)
Wm. Brignac Old Field (s.29/32)
(near grants to Louis Brignac
and Matthew Brignac)

Weber's House (s.14)
Sanford's House (s .40)

T9S R 6E

W. Hammond (s. 6)
S. Vicknair (s.18)
John Jones (s.17)
J. Gregoire (s.17)

S. Vicknair (s.18)
John Jones (s. 17)
Sam Williams (s.17)

T5S R14E

Simm's Patch (s.18)
Old Wise Field (s.30)
(on Wise Bend, Wise Pond,
and Wise Field Bayou)
Old Newman Field (s.30)
(on Newman Bend and
Newman Lake)

T9S R15E

Joiner's Field (s.40)
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APPENDIX IV
Cultural Structures

Structure

Description

Location

Mills

Sawmill - Liv.
Mill and Mill Ponds - Tang.
Sawmill - Tang.
Mill Pond - Tang.
Sawmill - St. Tamm.
Steam Sawmill - St. Tamm.
Sawmill - St. Tamm.
Mill - St. Tamm.
Mill Pond - St. Tamm.
Mill Pond - St. Tamm.
Railroad - Milling Purposes, St.
Depot - W. F.

T8S,
T6S,
T6S,
T2S,
T8S,
T6S,
T8S,
T6S,
T6S,
T6S,
T6S,
T3S,

R6E
R8E
R8E
R7E
R15E
R14E
R15E
R13E
R12E
R10E
R12E
R3W

Ferries

Bracken's Ferry - E.B.R. and Liv.
Guzman's Ferry - St. Tamm.
Old Ferry - St. Tamm.
Ferry - St. Tamm.
Ferry - St. Tamm.

T8S,
T9S,
T9S,
T9S,
T7S,

R3E
R14E
R14E
R14E
R15E

Tunica Landing

W. F e l .

T 1 S , R4W

Bridge

St. Tamm.

T9S, R14E

Gin

E.B.R.

T4S, R2E

Store House

Liv.

T9S, R4E

Brick Yard

St. Tamm.

T7S, R U E

Post Office

E.B.R.

T5S, R3E

Indian Camp

St. Tamm.

T9S, R14E

Indian Village

Liv.

T6S, R4E

Indian Prairie

St. Tamm.

T7S, R10E

Mounds

Tang.

T6S, R8E

School

E.B .R.

T6S, R1W

Hospital

St. Tamm.

T9S, R14E

Graveyard

St. Helena

T48*, R5E
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Structure

Description

Location

Lamp Post

St. Tamm.

T9S, R13E

Lighthouse

St . Tamm.

T 8S, R10E

APPENDIX V
Grantees Names as Place-Names

Parish
W. Feliciana

E.Baton Rouge
St. Helena

Livingston

Tangipahoa
Washington

Location

Place-Name

5W
5W
4W
4W
4W
4W
4W
3W
3W
3W

IS
2S
IS
IS
2S
2S
3S
IS
IS
2S

Alston's Bayou
Stout's Bayou
Bingamon's Creek
Kimball's Bayou
Ratliff's Lake
Ratliff's Landing
C o b b 's Lake
Scott Creek
Baker Creek
Alexander's Creek

3W
2W
2W
2W
2W
1W
1W
1W
4S
3S
3S
4S
2S

2S
IS
3S
4S
4S
IS
2S
7S
IE
4E
5E
5E
6E

Barrow Fork
Thompson's Creek
C h a n e y 's Creek
Proffit's Island
Lilly's Bayou
Cason's Creek
Butter Creek
Duplantier Bayou
Doyle's Bayou
Lilley's Creek
Womack Branch
Kemp's Bayou
Crittendon's Creek

2S
2S
3S
3S
3S
3S
4S
8S

6E
6E
6E
6E
6E
6E
6E
6E

IS 7E
2S 7E
2S 8E

Hutchinson Creek
Kemp Branch
Raby Branch
Jones Branch
Bell Branch
Spiller Br.
Killiams Br.
Killian's Bayou,
Town of Killian
Terry's Creek
Hyde Branch
Lanier Creek

3S
3S
7S
2S
2S
4S

Gorman's Creek
Taylor Creek
Simms C r .
Hay's Creek
Bickham Branch
Clark's Branch

9E
9E
9E
10E
10E
10E

Claimant’s Name
Heirs of S. Alston
Joseph Stout
Christian Bingamon
Patience Kimball
Richard Ratliff
II

II

Henry Cobb
John Scott
John Baker
Heirs of Alexander
Stirling
Alexander Barrow
Martha Thompson
Baley Chaney
Mr. Proffit
Thomas Lilly
Charles Cason
Jonathan Butter
Fergus Duplantier
Edmond and Martin Doyle
James Lilley
David Womack
Heirs of J. Kemp
Abner Womack under
T h o s . Crittendon
Peter Hutchinson
Isaac Kemp
Cader Raby
Abraham Jones
William Bell
Priscilla Spiller
Joseph Killian
John Killian
Champness Terry
Samuel Hyde
Kelly Lanier, John
Lanier
David Gorman
Robert Taylor
John Simms
James Hays
Abner Bickham
Elijah Clark
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Parish
Washington

St. Tammany

,ocat ion

Place-Name

4S,10E
2S,11E
3S,11E
3S,11E
4S,11E
4S,11E
1S,12E
2S,12E

Hornsby Branch
Miller Creek
Lawrence's Creek
Warner Cr.
Irwin's Creek
Miller's Creek
Crain's Creek
Thomas Creek

3S.12E
4S,12E
4S,12E
4S,12E
2S,13E
3S,13E
4S,13E
4S,13E
5S,13E
5S,13E
5S,13E
5S,13E

Meazels Creek
Miller's Creek
Tally's Creek
Nichols Creek
Mitchell's Creek
Peters Creek
Lees Creek
Holden's Creek
Simmon's Creek
Wright's Creek
Smith Creek
Chatman Creek

6S,13E
1S,14E
1S,14E
1S,14E
1S,14E

Cryer Slough
Hunt Lake
Foster Creek
Ford's Creek
Ards Creek

1S,14E
2S,14E
2S.14E

Jones Creek
Richey's Bayou
Mayfield Creek

2S,14E
2S,14E
6S ,14E
9S,14E
7S.15E

Smith Lake
Adams Cr.
Holmes Bayou
Gusman's Road
McCall Bayou

Claimant's Name
Elijah H. Hornsby
John Miller
Wm. Lourance
Thomas Warner
Isaac Irwin
Moses Miller
Dennis Crain
John Meazels under
John Thomas
David Mizell, John Mizell
Moses Miller
John Talley
Thomas Nicholls
John Mitchell
Nathaniel Peters
William Lea, James P. Lea
John Holden
Heirs of Wm. Simmons
John Wright
Uriah Smith
Jesse Chapman, Silas
Chapman
Melzen Cryer
William Hunt
James Foster
Elias Ford
Thomas Ard, Jr.,
Joseph Ard
Michael Jones
Richey
Stephen Mayfield,
Reuben Mayfield
Uriah Smith
Joseph Adams
Thomas Holmes
John Gusman
Jno. McCall, Duncan
McCall
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APPENDIX VI
Land Grants to Persons Included
in the 1812 St. Tammany Parish Tax List

Name

Location

Household (Men, Women,
Children and Slaves

1- 1-3-2
IS 1 4 E ,s .52(Wash.)
1-1-9-0
3S ,13E,s.48 (Wash.)
1-1-2-3
6S H E , s . 40 (St.T.)
1-1-7-2
8S 11E,s.47 (St.T.)
1-1-4-0
4S 12E,s,56 (Wash.)
1-1-5-0
IS 14E,s.57 (Wash.)
1- 1- 6-0
4S 12E,s.37 (Wash.)
1- 1- 2-1
4S 10E , s .39 (Wash.)
IS 9 E , s .40 (Wash.)
1- 1- 1-0
1-1-5-0
IS 9E,s.37 (Wash.)
1-1-6-42
8S 13E, s .37 (St.T.)
1- 1- 0-0
8S 11E,s.90 (St.T.)
1-1-5-0
IS 1 2 E,s.37 (Wash.)
1- 0- 2-0
2S 11E,s.41 (Wash.)
1-1-4-6
9S 14E,s.40 (St.T.)
1-1-5-0
IS 9E,s.39 (Wash.)
1- 1- 2-0
4S 12E,s.42 (Wash.)
5S 12E,s.40 (St.T.)
1-1-4-6
Ducree, Niclaw
8S 13E,s.39 (St.T.)
Durdan (Durding), John
3S 13E,s.46 (Wash.)
1-1-3-5
Edwards, Madam
8S 11E,s.37 (St.T.)
1- 1- 6-6
Faircloth, Zacha.
11E,s.46
1-1-1-5
8S
(St.T.)
Ford, Elias
IS 14E,s.44 (Wash.)
1- 0- 0-0
Galloway, John, Jr.
5S 12E,s.52 (St.T.)
1-1-4-2
Galloway, John, Sr.
4S 12E,s.41 (Wash.)
1- 1- 0-0
Galloway, William
4S 12E,s.40 (Wash.)
l-l -?-0
Gl over, David
IS 14E,s.45 (Wash.)
1- 0- 0-0
Harrell, Elisha
IS 14E, s .56 (Wash.)
1- 1- 1-0
Hickman, William
3S 13E, s .38 (Wash.)
Hornsby, Elijah
1
- 0- 0-2
4S 10E,s.41 (Wash.)
H o r n s b y , Leonard
1-1-7-0
4S 10E,s.37 (Wash.)
1-1-3-12
Howard, Benj.
IS 1 4 E,s.48 (Wash.)
Jones, Michael
1- 0- 0-1
IS 14E,s.59 & 62 (Wash.)
Jones, Woody
1- 1- 2-0
IS 9 E , s .37 (Wash.)
1- 1- 2-0
Jones, Wyllie
IS 9E,s.37 (Wash.)
Judese (Judice, Judiff),Erband 8S 13E,s.40 (St. T.)
1-1-5-10
1- 0- 0-0
Lindsay, Issac
IS 14E,s.60 (Wash.)
Lowraw (Lauren), Joseph
9S 14E,s.37 ,38,32,43(St.T.>1-1-8-12
Lukeus (Lucas), William
1-1-9-0
4S 12E,s.49 (Wash.)
5S 12E, s .49 (St. T.)
McGee, Philip
1-0-4-0
4S 12E, s .51 (Wash.)
McGee, William
1- 1- 0-0
4S 12E, s .45 (Wash.)
5S 12E,s.4l (St. T.)
Ard, Joseph
A d d a m s , Joseph
Baddong, Henry
Bartle, Jacob
Berry, William
Bickham, Abner
Bickham, William
Bromfield, Ezekiel
Busby, William
Carter, William
Cozzens (Cousins), Francois
Custonau (Costangual), John
Crane, Dennis
Day, Henry
Bubesau (Dubuisson), Francois
D y kes, Isaac
Dykes, William
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Name

Location

Miller, Moses
Miller, John H.
Mitchell, George
Mitchell, John, Jr.
Mitchell, John, Sr.
Mitchell, Robt.
Morris, William
N i chols, Thomas

4S
2S
3S
IS
3S
IS
IS
4S
5S
5S
8S
3S
3S
2S
IS
4S
5S
IS
2S
IS
4S
IS
4S
8S
8S
3S
4S
4S
6S
IS
4S
5S
IS
3S

Parker, Jessee
Richerson, Amos
Richerson, B e n j .
Richerson, John
Ro berts, Charles
Roberts, Elisha
Rose, William P.
Ruzter (Rester ) Frederick
Simmons, Robert
Smith, Andrew
Smith, Gideon
Smith, William
Spell, John
Spell, Thomas
Stafford, Stephen
Stephenson, John
Tally, John
Tate, James
Washcomb, Wm.
Wells, Rice
West, William
Wheat, William
Wi l l i a m s , Simon

Household (Men, Women,
Children and Slaves

12E s.53 (Wash.)
H E s. 40 (Wash.)
13E s.42 (Wash.)
14E s.37 (Wash.)
13E s.43 (Wash.)
14E s .38 (Wash.)
12E s.39 (Wash.)
12E s.50 (Wash.)
12E s.48 (St.T.)
12E s.43 (St.T.)
11E s .44 (St.T.)
13E s . 37 (Wash.)
13E s. 37 (Wash.)
11E s. 37 (Wash.)
9E,£5.42, 54 (Wash.)
12E s. 44 (Wash.)
12E s .42 (St.T.)
14E s.49 (Wash.)
11E s. 38 (Wash.)
9E,ss.55 (Wash.)
10E s.37 (Wash.)
9E,s5.48 (Wash.)
12E s.55 (Wash.)
11E s.37 (St.T.)
11E s.41 ,48 (St.T.)
13E s.40 (Wash.)
12E s.37 (Wash.)
12E s. 58 (Wash.)
11E s.37 (St.T.)
9E,s,.52 (Wash.)
12E s. 39 ,54 (Wash.)
12E s .45 (St.T.)
9E,s.38 (Wash.)
13E, s. 39 (Wash.)

l-rl-0-0
1- 2- 2-0
1- 0- 0-0
1- 0- 0-0
1-1-5-2
1-1-4-0
1-1-9-0
1-1-9-0

1- 1- 6-0
1- 1- 1-0
1-2-4-1
1-1-4-1
1- 0- 0-0
1-1-5-4
1- 1- 2-0
1-1-5-7

1- 1- 2-0
1- 1-3-0
1- 0- 0-0
1- 0- 0-0
1-1-9-12
1-1-7-1
1-1-4-0
l-l-l-l
l-l-l-l
1- 1- 0-0
1- 1- 0-2
l-l-l-l

1- 1- 6-0
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APPENDIX VII
Estate of Ephraim Bates, 1811
(T.1S.,R.4E.,s82, St. Helena Parish)

2 cows and qalves
1 cow without calf •
4 3 year old heifers
1 2 year old steer
1 1 year old steer
3 yearlings
3 sows
8 1 year old shoats
"some piggs running at large, number
& value not known"
1 heifer
3 crows and calves
1 ring & staple for ox yoke
1 weeding hoe
1 pair of truck wheels
1 bell
Cash owed to the estate
Total estate

File Case B-l, Succession Records, St. Helena Parish

30.00

12.00
40.00
5.00

2.00
6.00
12.00
16.00

5.00
45.00
1.50
.50
5.00
1.50
127.50
$316.00

9
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